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Abstract

The Oscar Mayer Foods Corporation has been cooking hot dogs by essentially the

same process for years. This has made designing new cooking processes relatively

simple as the new process could be based on the design of an existing process. Re-

cently the design procedure has changed. The introduction of new products such as

cheese hot dogs and low fat hot dogs has created the demand for a greater understand-

ing of the cooking process and the physical factors that influence the heat and mass

transfer in the final product.

The goal of this research is to determine the effects that physical parameters such

as temperature, humidity, air velocity, and time have on the temperature profile of the

product as it is cooked. The research involved the development of models of a hot dog

and the cooking process that were used to simulate a real process. Experiments were

conducted on real cooking equipment to determine the convective heat transfer coeffi-

cient which was used to model both the heat and mass transfer at the product surface.

The models were then used to simulate cooking of hot dogs under various design

conditions to determine the importance and effects various parameters have on the

temperature profile of the final product. The model is flexible and can aid the design of

cooking processes for new and existing products.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Oscar Mayer has been cooking hot dogs by essentially the same process for years.

This has made designing new cooking processes relatively simple as the new process

could be based on the design of an existing process. Recently the design procedure has

changed. The introduction of new products such as cheese hot dogs and low fat hot

dogs has created the demand for a greater understanding of the cooking process and the

physical factors that influence the heat and mass transfer in the final product.

The goal of this research is to determine the effects that physical parameters such

as temperature, humidity, and time have on the product as it is cooked. The research

involved the development of models of a hot dog and the cooking process that were

used to simulate a real process. The models were used to simulate cooking of hot dogs

under various design conditions to determine the importance and effects various param-

eters have on the temperature profile of the final product. The model is flexible and can

aid the design of cooking processes for new and existing products.



LI Background

Cooking of food products is familiar to just about everyone as it is a task encoun-

tered during everyday life. Yet as important as cooked food is to everyday life, there is

not a clear understanding of the cooking process and the factors that influence the

quality of the final product. Part of this lack of understanding is due to the complexity

of the cooking process. There can be many phenomena such as melting of fats, dena-

turation of proteins, and water evaporation, all of which can affect the final quality of

the food product. Moreover, even if the cooking process was completely understood,

the material properties of food poses another problem. Thermal properties are usually

functions of temperature and foods that exhibit large variability in their composition

will exhibit the same degree of variability in their thermal properties [1].

Even with all the problems and difficulties associated with food processing, it is

possible to model food processing systems by making simplifying assumptions. These

assumptions will limit the scope of the solution, but at the same time lead to models

which will aid in the understanding of the heat and mass transfer that occurs during

cooking.

L2 A Detailed Description of the Hot Dog Cooking Process

Before the cooking process can be explained it is important to understand how the
hot dogs are formed and loaded into the processing equipment. Initially the hot dog

meat is in the form of a liquid batter. The batter is stuffed into a synthetic casing that

forms the shape of the hot dog and holds the meat together until it can be cooked. The
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casing is twisted to form a long chain of hot dogs. The hot dogs are then looped onto a

stainless steel rack referred to as a stick. The stick is loaded onto a conveyance chain

that transports the hot dogs through the entire cooking process. The chain speed or

conveyance rate can be varied but is typically set at 5.5 ft/min. At this conveyance rate

it takes approximately 96 minutes for a stick of hot dogs to go through the entire pro-

cess.

Water Bath Smoke Drying Dry Cook Final Cook Brine First Chill Second
Conveyance Zone Zone Zone Zone Zone Spray Zone Chill Zone

Chain J Tdb TdbAAA l I

II 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 I I Ii1 ' l l ' Ii II I I I I I I ' I t I I I
I I II Il I I,

II I Io l I 2 I8 1 M III.. I I I I I I I I I I
+ I V1lVOF I I I7_ 1 Ia V I I I I I I1VI -I -I

I I I I I II I I 'I II ' I Il l , I I I I I i l lI I il l i l

IThe l lookingpocs,lhwin ig. 1. 1,i cons i iist fleendffrntpial zones.

EcznIs aIII IlIytw Ill I gT po t I I I mI Ie If II I l l l I II l I I I Il l I I I 1 1 I I I I , , i i iii JI I I Il l I I I I l I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I ' I I I

"""Td wb Td"Tw --

0.0 6 12 18 24 30 36 42 48 54 60 66 72 78 84 90 96

Process Time (minutes)

Figure 1.1 Process Cross Section

The cooking process, shown in Fig. 1.1, consists of seven different physical zones.

Each zone is approximately twelve minutes long. The product typically makes four

passes in each zone, where a pass is defined as the distance from the top of the zone to

the bottom of the zone. Each zone is responsible for a different aspect of the cooking

process and therefore has different free stream conditions such as dry bulb temperature,
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wet bulb temperature and average air velocity. The zones are often times separated by

what is called a transition zone. The function of the transition zone is to prevent the

conditions in one zone from adversely affecting the conditions in an adjacent zone.

This is accomplished by controlling the air pressures in each zone, thus minimizing the

flow of air from one zone to the next.

The first zone is the water bath zone. The primary function of this zone is to

quickly bring the product temperature up to approximately 90F. The temperature

increase is accomplished by spraying warm water on the product as it passes through

the zone. The second half of this zone is an area in which water on the product surface

is allowed to evaporate and drip off the product. The drying of the product surface is

important because water droplets on the surface of the product will adversely effect the

final surface color and quality of the product.

The next zone is called the smoke zone. The main function of this zone is to give

the product its smoked flavor. The smoke is produced by burning wood chips and then

entraining the resulting smoke into the main air flow for this zone. The smoke then

diffuses through the surface of the product and into the meat.

The next zone, called the drying zone, is probably the most important zone as far

as final product characteristics are concerned. The product undergoes both physical

and chemical changes during processing in this zone. The first and most obvious

function of this zone is to dry the product which brings the product to the proper weight

as specified on the consumer package. But equally important, the drying process also
brings meat proteins to the product surface. As these proteins accumulate at the prod-

uct surface they form what is called the hide. The formation and firmness of this hide
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is important in producing what is referred to as the "bite" of the product. These pro-

teins also react with the smoke that has diffused into the product from the previous zone

to give the product its color. If the product is over-dried it will be under-weight and

dark in color. If the product is under-dried it will have a non-uniform surface color and

will therefore fail to meet quality requirements.

The next two zones which are the dry cook zone and the final cook zone, basically

just cook the product. In the final cook zone the product core temperature must reach at

least 155F to satisfy government health and safety regulations.

The last two zones are chilling zones. Their main function is to quickly reduce the

product temperature to help reduce damages that might occur during packaging, to

prolong shelf life, and to reduce the cooling load on the refrigerators where the product

is stored. Initially the product temperature is reduced with a water spray which is

located in the transition zone that lies between the final cook zone and the first chill

zone. Further cooling is accomplished by spraying the product with a chilled salt brine

as the product continues through the two chill zones.

L3 A Detailed Description of a Typical Cooking Zone

The term baking is defined by the COST 91 terminology as, "cooking of food in

an oven in air to which water vapor may or may not be added" [2]. Thus cooking
involves both heat and mass transfer.
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The majority of the baking process occurs in the smoke, drying, dry-cook, and

final cook zones. These zones, see Fig. 1.2, are all very similar in design and are

referred to as convection ovens. Convection ovens have four basic process parameters:

oven design, air temperature, velocity, and humidity. Oven design refers to the physi-

cal shape of the oven and how it relates to the air distribution and flow patterns that

develop inside the oven.

Steam Coil
for Heating

Figure 1.2 Convection Oven Cross Section



Each of the baking zones contains a steam heating coil and a steam injector. The

steam coil provides a means of heating the oven air, while the steam injector is used to

humidify the air. There is an exhaust duct and a fresh air duct which are used to further

control air temperature and humidity in the oven. There is no means of controlling the

conditions in the transition zones other than the flow of air from adjacent zones.

Air is supplied to the top of the zone and passes through a row of diffusers. The

warm air then flows down past the product to the bottom of the zone where it is re-

turned to the top of the zone. Such an air flow pattern can lead to variations in the free

stream conditions from the top of the zone to the bottom of the zone. The top to bottom

variation is a function of how full the zone is with product. The more full the zone is,

the greater the top to bottom variation. For example, with the zone almost full, the free

stream dry bulb temperature can differ from top to bottom by as much as 251F. It is

important to realize that this variation is indeed real and that it is not due to the zone

control but rather a condition that arises due to the heat transfer to the product.

The water bath and chill zones are physically similar to the baking zones except

instead of air ducts there are headers located at the top and middle of the zone. These

headers have nozzles that spray the product with water or brine as the product passes

through the zone. The water or brine is then collected at the bottom of the zone.

Each zone is equipped with sensors that keep track of the dry bulb temperature, the

wet bulb temperature, fan speed, control valve positions, and exhaust and fresh air

damper positions. The set point temperatures for each zone can be programmed into a
controller. The controller maintains the zone temperatures at these set points with a

dead band of plus or minus 1 0F. The wet bulb temperature is controlled, for all zones,
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at the bottom or return of the zone. The dry bulb temperature is controlled from the top

of the smoke and drying zones, but from the bottom of the dry cook and final cook

zones. See Fig. 1.1 for approximate temperature sensor locations.

L4 Temperature Profile of Cooking Process

Now that a physical description of the hot dog process has been presented, it is

time to look at the temperature history of a product as it is cooked. Fig. 1.3 is a graph

of the local dry bulb, wet bulb, and product temperature as functions of time. The

temperatures are plotted as functions of time because the temperature probes record and

store temperature data as a function of time. The time scale shown on Fig. 1.3 can be

related to the location of the probes within the process at any particular time by refer-

ring back to Fig. 1.1. For example, at time t = 18.0 min. the temperature probes are at

the bottom of the second pass in the smoke zone. The method of correlating the time to

the approximate probe location is not always accurate because sometimes the convey-

ance chain is stopped due to a processing problem with the cooking equipment. Even

though the chain is stopped, the temperature probes keep recording temperatures as a

function of time. Therefore, if the delay is long, the elapsed time will no longer agree

to the probe position within the process.

The important characteristics of Fig. 1.3 need to be discussed. First the graph
shows that there is quite a large variation in the dry bulb temperature from the top of

the zone to the bottom of the zone. The variation in dry bulb temperature is caused by

the heat transfer from the air as it flows past the product. The wet bulb temperature, on
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the other hand, remains constant throughout the zone. The other important characteris-

tic of Fig. 1.3 is that in the smoke zone and first half of the drying zone the product

tends to follow the wet bulb temperature, which indicates a large rate of mass transfer.

Then about 33 minutes into the cooking process the product breaks away from the wet

bulb and begins to follow the dry bulb temperature. The cause for this break away, or

change in thermal behavior, is linked to the formation of a hide at the product surface.

The hide, it is believed, reduces the rate of mass transfer from the product and therefore

changes the boundary conditions at the surface of the product.

0

200

175

150

125

100

75

50

25

0
0 12 24 36 48 60 72 84

Time (Min.)

Figure 1.3 Process Temperature Profile

The importance of these two observations is that there are two distinct realms of

thermal behavior for the hot dog. In the beginning of the process, before the hide
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forms, the mass transfer rate from the product will be high and it will be important to

include it in the model. Once the hide has formed, the mass transfer rate from the

product will be greatly reduced and it will no longer be necessary to include mass

transfer in the model. There is a period of time between these two limits during which

time the hide is forming and the mass transfer rate from the product is decreasing.

Modeling of this zone lies somewhere between the two limits.

L5 Organization

Chapter II discusses the methods used to model the heat and mass transfer from

the product surface and the finite-difference equations for transient conduction within

the product.

Chapter III describes the design and results of experiments used to estimate the

heat transfer coefficient in the baking zones of the cooking process, including a discus-

sion of the uncertainty involved in measuring the heat transfer coefficient. The chapter

concludes with a discussion of existing correlations for flow over surfaces which are

used to estimate the heat transfer coefficient based on the average air velocity within

the zone.

Chapter IV discusses two methods used to model the top to bottom variation in the

dry bulb temperature for the zone. The first method involves using a sensible heat
exchanger model to predict the exiting free stream dry bulb temperature for those zones

where mass transfer from the product is negligible. The second method involves using

a cooling tower model to predict the exiting free stream dry bulb temperature for those
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zones where the mass transfer from the product is significant.

Chapter V compares the predicted results from the simulation program to actual

data collected on the cooking process.



Chapter H

Development of the Product Model

Modeling of the product can be broken down into two main parts. The first part of

the model accounts for the heat transfer at the surface of the product and conduction

within the product. The second part of the model accounts for the mass transfer at the

surface of the product and mass diffusion within the product. Although the heat and

mass transfer are coupled to each other, they will be discussed separately. First a heat

transfer model will be developed neglecting mass transfer, then the model will be

modified to account for mass transfer at the surface of the product.

11.1 Transient Conduction Within the Product

The heat transfer model is developed in steps. First the governing partial differen-

tial equation is presented. Then various assumptions are made such that the governing

equation is reduced to a transient one dimensional radial conduction problem with

constant properties. Next the analytical solution is presented. And fimally a finite-

difference solution, which can later be modified to include mass transfer, is discussed.

12
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H.1-1 Governing Partial Differential Equation

The first step in modeling transient conduction within the product is to select the

appropriate coordinate system suited for the geometry of the product. The product, a

hot dog in this case, can most easily be represented in cylindrical coordinates. Perform-

ing an energy balance on the control volume shown in Fig. 2.1 results in Eqn. 2.1-1.

Figure 2.1 Control Volume in Cylindrical Coordinates [3]

Estore = F-n- tout + Egen

where:

E, = Rate of energy conducted into the control volume

=ut Rate of energy conducted out of the control volume

Egen = Rate of energy generation within the control volume

Estore = Rate of energy storage within the control volume

(2.1-1)

qz+,6

I
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Substituting the appropriate rate equations into Eqn. 2.1-1 and taking the limit as

Az, Ar, and AO vanish results in the governing partial differential equation for transient

conduction within a cylinder.

Pcm:= - -kr++ +g (2.1-2)at r 3 r)or r 2 D (k0+az kaz+

where:

p = Mass density

k = Thermal conductivity

C = Specific heat

T = Temperature

t = Time

g" = Energy generation rate per unit volume

11.1-2 Simplifying Assumptions

Three assumptions regarding conduction within a hot dog can be made which will

allow for the simplification of Eqn. 2.1-2.

The first assumption is that the radial temperature gradients are much greater than

the axial or circumferential temperature gradients. This implies that end effects are
negligible, the heat transfer coefficient is uniform around the product surface, and the

material properties are spatially uniform throughout the product. The governing partial

differential equation can then be reduced to a one dimensional transient conduction

problem in the radial direction.
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The physical, chemical, and thermal changes that occur during cooking can have

effects on the properties that influence the heat and mass transfer in the product. Ther-

mal conductivity and specific heat can be temperature dependent. Such things as fat

liquefaction, protein denaturation, and the phase change of water within the product can

influence the specific heat, density, and thermal conductivity of the product [2,4]. The

evaporation of water from the product can cause the physical size, shape, and density of

the product to change. As water evaporates from the product surface, a concentration

gradient is produced within the product causing water to diffuse to the product surface.

As water diffuses to the surface it can bring with it proteins and fats which may affect

the rate of mass transfer at the surface.

These are just a few of the many chemical, physical, and thermal changes that can

occur during the cooking process, and their potential effects on the heat and mass

transfer from the product. It would be extremely difficult, if not impossible, to accu-

rately model all of these factors and properly account for their influence on the material

properties of the product. Therefore, as a simplifying assumption, the effects that

physical, chemical, and thermal changes have on the material properties of the product

will be neglected. The material properties of the product can therefore be assumed to

remain constant throughout the cooking process.

The final assumption is that there is no energy generation within the product.

Although an energy generation term might be included to model the melting of fats or

the freezing of water, these phase changes will be neglected.

With these three main assumptions the governing partial differential equation for

transient conduction within a cylinder reduces to
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aT a2 T k aTpC- = k +(2.1-3)~t O2 r~

In summary, Eqn. 2.1-3 represents one dimensional transient conduction within

the product. The assumptions that are built into Eqn. 2.1-3 are that the radial tempera-

ture gradient is much larger than the axial or circumferential gradients, the material

properties of the product remain constant throughout the cooking process, and that there

is no energy generation within the product.

H.1-3 Boundary and Initial Conditions Defined

To solve Eqn. 2.1-3 for the temperature distribution within the product, it is neces-

sary to define the physical conditions at the surface of the product and the temperature

distribution within the product at the initial time. At the surface of the product there

can be heat transfer due to convection and radiation. It will be assumed that the heat

transfer due to radiation is negligible as each individual product will tend to "see" only

other products at approximately the same temperature. Therefore the only heat transfer

that occurs at the surface of the product is due to convection. The other boundary

condition is that the temperature at the center of the product is finite. The initial condi-

tion is that the product is at some uniform temperature at time zero. The two boundary

conditions and the initial condition can be represented by Eqn. 2.1-4, Eqn. 2.1-5, and

Eqn. 2.1-6 respectively.
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B.C. T(0,t)<co (2.1-5)

I.C. T(r,0) = Ti (2.1-6)

where:

h = Convective heat transfer coefficient

T.. = Free stream temperature

R = Outer radius of cylinder

Ti= Initial temperature of cylinder

11.1-4 Analytical Solution

Eqn. 2.1-3 through Eqn. 2.1-6 can be solved analytically for the transient tempera-

ture distribution within the product. The solution is represented by Eqn. 2.1-7 through

Eqn. 2.1-10.

cc

I.C. 7(r,0) =Tr, - 2B2 J(1r) Exp(-)t)
Ti- TO 2I [(Xn R)2 + Bi2] Jo(RnR)

n=1

- BiJ(XnR) (2.1-8)
J1(X1R)
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(X k (2.1-10)
pC

where:

Bi = Biot number

a = Thermal Diffusivity

JO = Bessel function of first kind of order zero

J1 = Bessel function of first kind of order one

A,= Eigenvalue

The evaluation of Eqn. 2.1-7 involves finding the eigenvalues which satisfy the

eigenfunction given by Eqn. 2.1-8. Although Eqn. 2.1-7 is not difficult to use it does

not readily lend itself to modifications for variable free stream temperatures. Therefore

a finite-difference solution of Eqn. 2.1-3 through Eqn. 2.1-6 will be developed under

the same assumptions as the exact solution. The finite-difference solution can then be

modified to account for a variable free stream temperature and mass transfer at the

surface.

1.1-5 Finite-Difference Approximation

The finite-difference representation of Eqn. 2.1-3, for the interior node shown in

Fig. 2.2, will be developed using Taylor series expansion to approximate the partial
derivative terms. The spacial derivatives are approximated by the central differences

represented by Eqn. 2.1-11 and Eqn. 2.1-12.
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Ar n+1

-1

7

Figure 2.2 Interior Node for Finite-Difference Approximation

-Tn 1  +rc-+O(A2  (2.1-11)
a- 2Ar

a2T Tn+I -2TP+ T"nl-r n+ f n- OihJ (2.1-12)
jr2 +~i

where:

p = Index used to indicate time

n = Index used to indicate node position within product

O = Order of magnitude of error due to neglecting higher order terms

A forward difference approximation, represented by Eqn. 2.1-13, is used to ap-

proximate the time derivative.

Tn + ((At) (2.1-13)at At
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Substituting Eqn. 2.1-11, Eqn. 2.1-12, and Eqn. 2.1-13, neglecting higher order

terms, into Eqn. 2.1-3 and solving for the temperature of node n at time p+i results in

--1 4=+ + +1 x pn 1 1 3(2.1-14)P C1 rA2 2Ar

Eqn. 2.1-14 is explicit because the unknown temperature at node n and time p+1 is

determined exclusively by known node temperatures at time p. Solving for the un-

known node temperature is therefore straight forward. The temperature of all the

interior nodes are known at time zero and therefore Eqn. 2.1-14 can be applied to each

interior node to find its temperature at time p+i. The temperature distribution can then

be determined by "marching" through time at intervals of At.

The solution represented by Eqn. 2.1-14 is still incomplete as the conditions at the

surface and center of the product have not been included. To account for the boundary

condition at the surface of the product it is necessary to perform an energy balance,

represented by Eqn. 2.1-15, on the surface node shown in Fig. 2.3.

Estore = qconv,in + qcond,in (2.1-15)

The rate of energy transfer due to conduction can be calculated by Fourier's Law

shown in Eqn. 2.1-16.

qcond = kAN1(a) (2.1-16)
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where:

AN-1 = Surface area of the plane midway between node N and N-1

Ar N-N-1
_1

Figure 2.3 Surface Node for Finite-Difference Approximation

The rate of energy transfer due to convection at the product surface can be calcu-

lated by Newton's Law of cooling shown below.

qconv =hAN(Tco - TN) (2.1-17)

where:

AN = Surface area of product

Substituting Fourier's Law, Newton's Law of Cooling, and a mathematical expres-

sion for the rate of energy storage into Eqn. 2.1-15, results in

PVNC- = hAN(T,, - TN) - kAN-. T
at -1" I'

where:

VN = Volume of Surface Node N

(2.1-18)
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To achieve the same order of accuracy for the surface node as for the interior

nodes, it is necessary to use a backward difference that involves the nodes N, N-1, and

N-2. The spacial derivative is then represented by

aT __-4N-1 + 3T__ __

N- 2Ar +0((2.1-19)

Substituting Eqn. 2.1-13 and Eqn. 2.1-19, neglecting higher order terms, into Eqn.

2.1-18 and solving for the temperature of node N at time p+i results in

TN1 pC4A- TTN)-kAN1 2Ar + AN(2.1-20)

To account for the boundary conditions at the center of the product it is necessary

to perform an energy balance, represented by Eqn. 2.1-21, on the center node shown in

Fig. 2.4.

Estore = -qcond,out (2.1-21)

T
Ar
I

Figure 2.4 Center Node for Finite-Difference Approximation

I
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Substituting Fourier's Law and a mathematical expression for the energy storage

within the center node into Eqn. 2.1-21, results in

aT a
= kAl-F(2.1-22)pCV1-- =kA

Again, to achieve the same order of accuracy for the center node as for the surface

and interior nodes, it is necessary to use a forward difference approximation of the

spacial derivative that involves nodes 1, 2, and 3 which is represented by

aT (-311P+ 4T F2 -T"3 +(
-- =  2Ar +OA) 2  (2.1-23)

Substituting Eqn. 2.1-13 and Eqn. 2.1-23, neglecting higher order terms, into Eqn.

2.1-22 and solving for the temperature of node 1 at time p+i results in

V 1 4 T I(2.1-24)

Eqn. 2.1-14, Eqn. 2.1-20, and Eqn. 2.1-24 combine to form a system of finite-

difference equations that can be solved for the transient temperature profiles within the

product.

11.2 Product Model Modified for Mass Transfer

Mass transfer is a rather complicated subject, therefore a detailed discussion of the

model modifications which account for mass transfer at the surface will be presented.
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The goal of this section is to develop a method for calculating the mass transfer from

the product surface based on the heat transfer results. The general approach will be to

present the governing equations and then, through the use of various approximations

and assumptions, simplify these equations to achieve the desired form of the solution.

H.2-1 Boundary Layer Assumptions

Fluid flow over the product is a very complicated problem. But through the use of

boundary layer theory, the problem can be greatly simplified. Prandfl discovered that

for most applications the influence of viscosity is confined to an extremely thin region

next to the body surface [5]. In general, the flow of air over the product can be repre-

sented by Fig. 2.5.

Figure 2.5 Fluid Flow Over a Hot Dog (Not to Scale)

The basic assumption of boundary layer theory is that there is a thin layer of fluid

immediately adjacent to the body surface and the velocity at the surface is zero. The

hydrodynamic boundary layer is defimed as the region in which the fluid velocity

changes from its free stream value to zero at the body surface [5]. The concept of a

boundary layer can be expanded to include heat and mass transfer. The thermal bound-
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ary layer is defined as the region in which the fluid temperature changes from its free

stream value to the temperature at the body surface. The concentration boundary layer

is defined as the region where the fluid mass concentration changes from its free stream

value to the value at the body surface. The simplifications brought about by the con-

cept of a boundary layer is that the boundary layer lends itself to a relatively simple

analysis by the very fact of its thinness relative to the dimensions of the body.

Boundary layer theory therefore allows for the modeling of flow over the curved

surface of the product to be approximated by flow over a flat plate. Fig. 2.6 shows the

assumed product geometry and coordinate system which will be used throughout the

rest of the mass transfer derivation.

y,v

Boundary~Layer

x,u
Hot Dog Surface

Figure 2.6 Boundary Layer Flow Over a Flat Plate

1.2-2 Mass Flux at the Product Surface

Initially the product surface can be considered totally wet. That is, enough water

diffuses to the product surface such that the air above the product surface can be con-
sidered saturated. Fig. 2.7 represents the mass flux that is occurring across the product
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surface and the water supplied from underneath from the product.

The 0 state is defined as a surface an infinitesimal distance inside the boundary

layer where the water is in the vapor state [5]. The T surface is used as a reference state

for both energy and mass transfer and can be thought of as a surface a finite distance

inside the product where there are no gradients in either concentration or temperature

[5]. Therefore, all mass and energy transferred across the T surface is due to the flow

of fluid across the surface. It is convenient to define a reference concentration of the

water within the product, mw,T, in terms of the total mass flux, m.

mw

m,Om Gdiffw

0 mw, mw,..

mT-

Figure 2.7 Mass Flux of Water From the Product Surface

The mass flux across the liquid-vapor interface involves two terms. The first term,
N

mw,oih, is the mass flux of water vapor from the product. It is written as the product of

the total mass flux, m, and the mass concentration of water at the 0 surface, mw,o. The

second term, Gdiffw, represents the mass flux across the liquid-vapor interface due to

9 .TMITY
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concentration gradients within the boundary layer. The concentration gradient arises

due to the difference in the mass concentration of water at the product surface as com-

pared to the free stream mass concentration. A typical concentration profile within the

boundary layer is pictured in Fig. 2.7.

Performing a mass balance for water on the control volume shown in Fig. 2.7

results in

N N

mw,Trh = mw,orh + Gdiffw (2.2-1)

where:

mw= Mass concentration of water in air (kgw/cgmix)

m = Total mass flux from product surface

Gdiff,w = Rate of mass transfer of water due to diffusion within the boundary layer

Since water is the only substance being transferred from the product surface, the

two mass flux terms on the right hand side of Eqn. 2.2-1 must add to equal the total

mass flux of water from the product. Therefore the reference mass concentration of

water at the T surface, mw,T, must equal 1.

The rate of mass flux due to diffusion can be calculated using Fick's Law, given by

Eqn. 2.2-2. Fick's Law is exact for mass diffusion of a binary mixture in the absence of

other potential gradients [5].

Gj- =[4 mw(22
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where:

I,,= Mass diffusivity of water in air

mw = Mass concentration of water

Substituting Eqn. 2.2-2 into Eqn. 2.2-1 and solving for the net mass flux from the

product surface results in

th = m(2.2-3)

mW,o - mWT

where rhwT equals unity.

Eqn. 2-2.3 could be used to calculate the mass flux from the product if the mass

concentration gradient at the product surface were known. The concentration gradient

at the product surface can be determined by solving the system of differential equations

for the boundary layer represented by Eqn. 2.2-4, Eqn. 2.2-5, and Eqn. 2.2-6.

Continuity Equation:

5 x Pu)+ (pv)= 0(2.2-4)

Momentum Equation:

agu av a a iu a pPu pV 4 - - + -o (2.2-5)
+axpava-- 24 a
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Mass Diffusion Equation:

puxam, + pVyam, 1y.ay =0 (2.2-6)

where:

u = Velocity component in the x-direction

v = Velocity component in the y-direction

p = Pressure

Eqn. 2.2-4, Eqn. 2.2-5, and Eqn. 2.2-6 have been simplified by the normal assump-

tions of boundary layer theory. The mass diffusion equation has been simplified for

diffusion of an inert substance which, for small concentrations, is a valid assumption

for diffusion of water in air [5].

11.2-3 Energy Flux at the Product Surface

Fig. 2.8 represents the energy flux that is occurring at the 0 surface inside the

boundary layer and the energy flux across the reference surface T. In the energy bal-

ance it is necessary to consider both the air and water in the boundary layer because air

diffuses toward the product surface and water diffuses away from the product surface.
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y

mi 0  X[Gdiffji(y .k T10-- - I- -

T-T

-.. .. .0 To T

M 1T

qL miL

Figure 2.8 Energy Flux From Product Surface

The energy flux across the control surface at state 0, which is located in the bound-

ary layer, involves three terms. The first term, irhio, represents the energy flux at the 0

surface. It can be written as the product of the total mass flux, r, and the mixture
I aTenthalpy at the 0 surface, i0. The second term, - -'represents the energy flux due

to conduction of energy to the boundary layer at the product surface. The third term,

S[Gdiffjij]o, represents the energy flux due to the mass flux caused by the concentra-

tion gradients within the boundary layer. A typical temperature profile within the

thermal boundary layer is shown in Fig. 2.8.

The L state is defined at a surface an infinitesimal distance inside the liquid side of

the liquid-vapor interface where all water is in the liquid state [5]. The T state is de-

fined as a surface an finite distance inside the product where there are no concentration

or temperature gradients therefore it can be thought of as an adiabatic surface [5]. Note

wP
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that an adiabatic surface does not need to really exist within the product since the T

state, used in the heat and mass transfer derivations, is a reference state only.

There are two energy fluxes across the L surface. The first term, qL' represents the

energy flux within the solid that is due to conduction only. The second term, m"iL,

represents the energy flux due to the net mass flux across the L surface, where iL is the

liquid enthalpy.

Eqn. 2.2-7 represents an energy balance on the control volume bounded by the L

and T surfaces shown in Fig. 2.8.

qL = rn(iL- iT) (2.2-7)

where:

qL = Energy flux within the solid due to conduction only

iL = Enthalpy of water at the L surface

iT= Reference state enthalpy at the T surface

Eqn. 2.2-7 can then be rearranged to define a reference state enthalpy, iT, given by

qL

iT=iL- q.L (2.2-8)m

Performing an energy balance on the control volume bounded by the 0 and T

surfaces shown in Fig. 2.8, substituting Fick's Law from Eqn. 2.2-2, and solving for the
net mass flux of water from the product surface results in
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( 4!i) + pDi) 
-i o - YT) (2.2-9)
m -00 (iOT)

where:

io = Enthalpy of the air water-vapor mixture at the 0 surface

Once again the mass flux from the product surface could be calculated using Eqn.

2.2-9 if the temperature and concentration gradients at the product surface were known.

To calculate the temperature gradient at the product surface it would again be necessary

to solve the system of boundary layer differential equations except now the energy

equation for the boundary layer, given by Eqn. 2.2-10, must be solved also.

Energy Equation:

ui I-Pv a .ay pDji)i a ka =0 (2.2-10)

To realize the importance of the surface energy balance, it is necessary to look at

Eqn. 2.2-9 in more detail.

11.2.4 Lewis Number of Unity Assumption

The first term in the numerator of Eqn. 2.2-9 can be rewritten in a slightly different

form as
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DkT  k T a

(sy )0 - [&-(II1y - x. (mjci 1yJ (2.2-11)

where:

Cp = Specific heat of mixture at constant pressure

Cpd = Specific heat of component j at constant pressure

Eqn. 2.2-11 represents the conduction of energy within the boundary layer at the 0

state where both water vapor and air are present. Ca represents the specific heat of the

mixture which, as shown in Eqn. 2.2-11, can be represented by the weighted sum of the

specific heats of the individual components that make up the gas mixture. For the

binary gas mixture being considered, the two components are air and water.

If water vapor and air are assumed to behave as ideal gases, then the enthalpy

relation shown in Eqn. 2.2-12 can be employed for each component.

dij = C~pdT (2.2-12)

Substituting Eqn. 2.2-12 into Eqn. 2.2-11 results in

k )M-[0= j' y (2.2-13)

Eqn. 2.2-13 can be substituted back into Eqn. 2.2-9 which results in the modified

mass flux equation represented by

rh= [g-J" H0Y1 + j {p (2.2-14)

(io - iT) (.-4
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At this point no simplifications have been made. But for the special case of

k - pDj for each component in the boundary layer fluid, the two terms in the numera-
cp
tor of Eqn. 2.2-14 could be combined and the energy equation would be greatly simpli-

fied.

The ratio defined by Eqn. 2.2-15 is known as the Lewis number, Le.

Le- (2.2-15)

For air water-vapor mixtures, the Lewis number is approximately unity [5]. As-

suming a Lewis number of unity therefore allows Eqn. 2.2-14 to be rewritten as

k ij + . mjNk-;-I mj- + j aY
-0- iT) (2.2-16)

The numerator of Eqn. 2.2-16 can be further simplified as

k aij +ai. k a yfmi)-=kD
ky a(+ j) k Cj ) k (2.2-17)

CPj C P)yy

where i is the mixture enthalpy.

Substituting Eqn. 2.2-17 back into Eqn. 2.2-16 results in

m= ____ (2y-18
(io- iT) (.-8
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Although Eqn. 2.2-18 is a simplified form of the energy equation, it still does not

allow one to calculate the mass flux without solving the boundary layer equations. The

importance of the Lewis number of unity assumption, which will ultimately eliminate

the need to calculate a gradient at the product surface, comes from applying the Lewis

number of unity approximation to the boundary layer energy equation and comparing

the resulting equation to the mass diffusion equation. These two equations will then

lead to the definition of a mass transfer conductance and a mass transfer driving force

as discussed in the next section.

1.2-5 Mass Transfer Conductance and Driving Force

The boundary layer energy equation, represented by Eqn. 2.2-10, can be simplified

using a Lewis number of unity approximation to yield

ai F i a k ai = 0Pu-xx+ ay,-y C~Pay (2.2-19)
+ p~-.aycay

Eqn. 2.2-20 is the boundary layer mass diffusion equation for the water vapor.

am, amw a Dwmw/pu l + v Iy P-j y = 0 (2.2-20)

The Lewis number of unity assumption has transformed the energy equation into
the same differential equation as the mass diffusion equation. Both the energy and

mass diffusion equations are therefore represented by
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+ pv - y XaP -0 (2.2-21)ax aya

where P = m, or i and X = pD, or k as appropriate.

Analogous to Eqn. 2.2-3 and Eqn. 2.2-18, the mass flux can be represented by

M=(PO- v)(2.2-22)

The general profile of the conserved properties, i or m"', in the boundary layer is

shown in Fig 2.7 and Fig. 2.8.

A mass transfer conductance g, given by Eqn. 2.2-23, is defined in terms of the

gradient of the conserved property P, at the surface and the potential difference between

the value of the conserved property P, at the free stream and the surface.

g - - P0  (2.2-23)

Similar to convection heat transfer relations, the mass flux can be related to a

conductance and a potential difference. Solving for the gradient from Eqn. 2.2-23 and

substituting into Eqn. 2.2-22 yields

r = ;:0 (2.2-24)
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The potential is then given by

B =P00 (2.2-25)
P0-PT

Now that the general form of the mass transfer conductance and mass transfer

driving force have been established it is possible to apply these definitions to previously

derived mass flux equations.

H.2-6 Simplified Mass Flux Equations

It is assumed that the specific heat of the air water-vapor mixture is the same

everywhere, which is a valid assumption for small mass concentrations. From Eqn.

2.2-24 it is apparent that the mass flux can be written in terms of a mass transfer con-

ductance with enthalpy as the driving force.

io= i0 iT(2.2-26)

The similarity between Eqn. 2.2-21 and the boundary layer energy equation

without mass transfer leads to a relation between the heat transfer coefficient and the

mass transfer conductance, as shown in Eqn. 2.2-27.

- (2.2-27)
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A correction to the mass transfer coefficient can be made for large rates of mass

transfer. If the flow of air over the product is assumed to be turbulent, then for the

transpired, turbulent boundary layer with all fluid properties assumed constant, the

mass transfer coefficient can be calculated using [5].

g= g*[ln(l + B)](2.2-28)

where g* = hCp

Eqn 2.2-26 and Eqn. 2.2-27 could be used to solve for the mass flux from the

product surface without having to solve the boundary layer equations if the value of iT

were known. But iT, defined by Eqn. 2.2-8, is a function of qL which is still unknown.

Therefore it is necessary to refer back to Eqn. 2.2-3. The Lewis number of unity and

the fact that Eqn. 2.2-21 represents both the energy and mass diffusion equations allows

one to write the mass flux in terns of a mass transfer conductance with mass concentra-

tions as the driving force as

PP imw0- mwT (2.2-29)
4MO- mwT)

where hwT equals unity because water is the only substance being transferred.

Now that the mass flux from the product can be calculated it is possible to calcu-

late the heat flux to the product.
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1.27 Heat Flux to Product

To calculate the temperature profile within the product it is necessary to know how

much of the energy transferred at the product surface is available to change the tem-

perature of the product and how much energy goes into the phase change of water.

0

In Sec. 11.2-3 the quantity qL was defined as the energy flux within the solid that is

due to conduction only. Therefore qL is that portion of the total energy flux at the

product surface which is available to cause a sensible change in the product tempera-

ture. To calculate the transient temperature profile within the product it is therefore

necessary to calculate qL"

If Eqn. 2.2-25 is written in terms of enthalpies and solved for iT, then the result is

iTl- io- B(2.2-30)
B

Substituting the definition of iT, represented by Eqn. 2.2-8, into Eqn. 2.2-30 and
N

solving for qL, results in

qL = rn iL - io + iB:-) (2.2-31)

Eqn. 2.2-31 can be further simplified as

qL = iin(iL - io) + imi (2.2-32)
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Now if Eqn. 2.2-29 is substituted into the second term in Eqn. 2.2-32 then the

result is

qL = rn(i.L- io) + Hi- io) (2.2-33)

The enthalpy of water vapor can be defined as

iw = Cp(T- Tref) + ifg (2.2-34)

The reference state enthalpy for Eqn. 2.2-34 has been chosen such that the en-

thalpy of liquid water at Tref is zero. If the reference state enthalpy is chosen such that

iw,O = 0 at Tref = To then iL =-ifg,O and i. = Cp(T** - To). Substituting these definitions

into Eqn. 2.2-33 results in

qL = h(TW- To)-ri ifg,O (2.2-35)

where m can be calculated using Eqn. 2.2-29.

Eqn. 2.2-35 represents the conduction heat flow at the product surface. The finite-

difference equation for the surface node, Eqn. 2.1-20, will have to be modified to

account for the changes in the boundary condition due to mass transfer.

11.2-8 Surface Node Modified for Mass Transfer

Fig. 2-9 represents the modified boundary conditions at the surface of the product.

Performing an energy balance on the surface node results in
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Estore = qL+ qcon, in (2.2-36)

where qL = qLAN

Ar

_1
N N-1

E store

Figure 2.9 Surface Node With Mass Transfer

Substituting Eqn. 2.1-16, Eqn. 2.2-35, and a mathematical expression for the rate

of energy storage into Eqn. 2.2-36 results in

PVNC- Ah N) - mlifgNj - NqD (2.2-37)

where ifg,N = ifg,O since node N is at the surface of the product where surface 0 is

defined.

Substituting Eqn. 2.1-13 and Eqn. 2.1-19 into Eqn. 2.2-37 and solving for the

temperature of the node N at time p + 1 yields

, At (AT VT - .( N2 - 4TNI + 3TP
P--C N I ** TP) .M if ,] kAN _1 1 +2A t N . -8

where h is calculated using Eqn. 2.2-29.

if
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So far the discussion of mass transfer has been limited to the mass flux from the

product surface and nothing has been said about the transfer of water within the prod-

uct. The next section in the chapter will briefly discuss mass diffusion within the

product.

11.2-9 Mass Diffusion Within the Product

It was assumed in Sec. 11.2-2 that the product surface can be considered to be

totally wet. This assumes that enough water diffuses to the surface of the product such

that the air at the surface is saturated. As mass transfer from the product continues, the

product begins to dry out since there is a finite supply of water within the product and it

takes time for the water to diffuse to the surface from the interior. The mass flux from

the product surface then becomes a function of the rate at which water diffuses to the

product surface.

The ratio of the resistance to mass diffusion within the product to the resistance to

convection of mass across the fluid boundary is referred to as the mass transfer Biot

number [ 1]. This ratio is analogous to the heat transfer Biot number which is defined as

the ratio of the resistance to conduction within the product to the resistance to convec-

tion of heat across the fluid boundary. The similarity of these two ratios can better be

understood by referring to Eqn. 2.2-39 through Eqn. 2.2-41.

I=R.n (2.2-39)

Biheat =hR (2.2-40)
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Bimas= hR (2.2-41)Bias= Cp pDAB

where:

DAB = Mass diffusivity of component A in B

The magnitude of the mass transfer Biot number indicates whether the diffusion of

mass within the product, the convection of mass from the product, or a combination of

both will govern the mass flux from the product. If the Biot number is much less than

one, then the mass flux from the product will be governed by the rate of convection of

mass from the product surface. If the Biot number is much larger than one, then the

mass flux from the product will be governed by the rate of diffusion within the product.

If the Biot number is approximately equal to one, then the rate of convection of mass

from the product surface is approximately equal to the rate of diffusion of mass within

the product. The mass transfer Biot number for water in meat is on the order of magni-

tude of 100. Therefore, the mass flux from the product will be limited by the rate of

diffusion of mass to the product surface.

The calculation of the mass diffusion within the product involves solving the

equation of continuity for water within the product, represented by

1 ~ w f.2M+Mt 1(2.2-42)

Dwjhd at r

where Dw,hd = Mass diffusivity of water in hot dog meat

Eqn. 2.2-42 has been simplified for constant mass density and diffusivity. The

important thing to note about Eqn. 2.2-42 is its similarity to Eqn. 2.1-3. The similarity
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between these two equations indicates that the transient mass diffusion equation can be

solved in the same manner as the transient conduction equation.

Even though Eqn. 2.2-42 can be solve in a similar manner to Eqn. 2.1-3, the

solution of mass diffusion within the product is beyond the scope of this first study of

heat and mass transfer from the product. It would be necessary to modify the product

model to include mass diffusion within the product. The modification would involve

calculating the humidity ratio of the air at the product surface rather than assuming the

air is saturated. But more importantly, when mass diffusion within the product is

included, it will introduce concentration variations within the product which will lead to

the need to include variable properties. Therefore the model of the product will ignore

mass diffusion within the product and it will be assumed that the only mass transfer is

from a "wetted" product surface. The validity of this assumption will be tested by

comparison of the results from simulations using the product model with data collected

from actual experiments.

11.2-10 Mass Transfer Model Modified for Hide Formation

Even though mass diffusion within the product will be ignored, the effects of mass

diffusion on the surface conditions of the product can not be ignored. As has been

stated previously, as the product cooks the rate of mass transfer from the product is

greatly reduced. In particular, the smoke and drying zones have a relatively high rate of
mass transfer when compared to the rate of mass transfer in the dry-cook and final cook

zones. Therefore as a first approximation to modeling the change in the mass transfer

characteristics of the product it will be assumed that either there is mass transfer from a
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"wetted" product surface or that there is no mass transfer from the product. The mass

transfer model will therefore be "toggled" on or off for a zone depending on whether or

not mass transfer from the product will or will not be considered.

For the smoke and drying zones it will be assumed that the product is wet and that

mass transfer is important therefore the model of the product will be applied as it has

been developed. That is the product model will consider both heat and mass transfer in

these two zones.

For the dry-cook and final cook zones where the rate of mass transfer is not as

high as in the first two zones, the model will neglect mass transfer from the product and

only consider heat transfer. The modification to the product model is simply to set the

mass transfer driving force, B, equal to zero when the driving force, B, is greater than

zero since evaporation from the product is no longer considered. It is important to

realize that by setting B = 0 only when B > 0, allows the product model to account for

the heat transfer due to condensation, B < 0, of water on the product surface for those

situations when the product enters either of these zones below the dew point tempera-

ture.



Chapter III

Heat Transfer Coefficients for Food
Processing

The heat transfer coefficient is used to model both the heat and mass transfer from

the product surface. This chapter will discuss the experiments used to measure the heat

transfer coefficient for the baking zones of the hot dog process. The measured data will

then be compared to correlations from literature. The goal will be to develop a means

of estimating the heat transfer coefficient from known correlations for flow over sur-

faces.

Il Designing the Heat Transfer Coefficient Experiment

The heat transfer coefficient is a very important parameter used to model both the

heat and mass transfer from the product. To establish the value of the heat transfer

coefficient for each baking zone it was necessary to run experiments on the cooking

process. This section will discuss the design of the experiment and a preliminary

experiment used to validate the experimental method.

46
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1I.l-1 Experiment Design

The heat transfer coefficient experiment focuses on the heat transfer associated

with cooking by eliminating the need to consider mass transfer. A solid metal hot dog

is passed through the cooking process. The data collected using the metal hot dog can

then be analyzed to establish the convective heat transfer coefficient.

The heat transfer coefficient experiments use the lumped capacitance method. The

essence of the lumped capacitance method is the assumption that the temperature of the

solid is spatially uniform at any instant during the transient process [3]. This assump-

tion implies that the temperature gradients within the solid are negligible.

qconv,in

qrad,in

Figure 3.1 Solid Used in Lumped Capacitance Analysis

To analyze a solid that can be modeled using the lumped capacitance method, it is

necessary to perform an energy balance on the solid. The energy balance will relate the

rate of heat transfer at the solid surface to the rate of energy storage within the solid [3].

Performing an energy balance on the control volume pictured in Fig. 3.1 results in Eqn.

3.1-1.
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Fstore = qconv,in + qrad,in (3.1-1)

The rate of energy transfer at the solid surface due to radiation can be calculated

using

qrad = eaAs(Thd - T4 ) (3.1-2)

where:

e = Emissivity of solid surface

( = Stefan-Boltzmann constant

Thd = Surface temperature of the surrounding product (hot dog)

AS = Surface area of lumped solid

T = Temperature of lumped solid

The rate of energy transfer at the solid surface due to convection can be calculated

using

qconv = hAs(T** - T) (3.1-3)

Substituting Eqn. 3.1-2, Eqn. 3.1-3, and a mathematical expression for the rate of

energy storage into Eqn. 3.1-1 results in

pVC - = hAs(T**- T) + e(YA(l1hd- T4) (3.1-4)

Eqn. 3.1-4 can then be solved for the convective heat transfer coefficient as

h = A T o. -(3 .1 -5 )
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The convective heat transfer coefficient can then be measured through experimen-

tation. For a particular solid the volume, mass density, surface area, and specific heat

can be determined. Therefore the only data that needs to be collected is the solid

temperature, free stream temperature, and surrounding product surface temperature as

functions of time.

IHL1-2 Design Equations for a Lumped Solid

Before data can be collected it is necessary to design a solid that can be used in the

heat transfer coefficient experiment which will satisfy the assumptions of the lumped

capacitance method. The development of the equations used to design the lumped solid

is greatly simplified if radiation from the solid surface is neglected. Therefore radiation

will be ignored while deriving the design equations even though the effects of radiation

are accounted for during the actual experiment.

The basic assumption of the lumped capacitance method has been that the tem-

perature gradients within the solid are negligible. This implies that the resistance to

conduction within the solid is much smaller than the resistance to convection at the

solid surface. The Biot number, defined in Eqn. 3.1-6, is the ratio of the resistance to

conduction to the resistance to convection.

3R (h (3.1-6)
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where:

I, = Characteristic length, for a cylinder L = R

If the Biot number is much less than 1, the assumption of negligible internal

temperature gradients is valid. Therefore, one criterion used to design the solid used in

the heat transfer coefficient experiment is that the solid must have physical properties

such that it satisfies Eqn. 3.1-7 over the range of heat transfer coefficients to be mea-

sured.

Bik= - <0.1 (3.1-7)k

The other design criterion is that the solid must have a "reasonable" thermal

response over the time interval that data is collected. For a fixed time interval, thermal

response refers to the magnitude of change in the solid temperature when exposed to a

step change in free stream temperature. If the solid responds too quickly the solid will

reach the free stream temperature almost immediately; therefore there will be very little

time to collect useful data. If on the other hand the solid responds too slowly, the solid

temperature may not change significantly over the time interval for which data is

collected; therefore the heat transfer coefficient can not be calculated.

It may not be a problem in some cooking processes if the solid responds too

slowly, as the time interval for data collection may not be limited. But for the hot dog

cooking process each zone is only twelve minutes long. The length of time to collect

data for any one zone is therefore limited to twelve minutes. It is desirable to design
the solid such that its thermal response is slow enough so that there is ample time to

collect useful data, yet not so slow that the solid temperature does not change during
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the time interval that the solid is in a process zone.

To evaluate how a particular solid will respond thermally when exposed to a step

change in free stream temperature, it is necessary to solve for the transient temperature

of the solid as a function of time. Eqn. 3.1-4 can be rewritten, as shown in Eqn. 3.1-8,

assuming a constant free stream temperature, neglecting radiation, introducing a tem-

perature difference 0 = Too - T, and recognizing that a0fJt = - Tft.

1 ao - -hAs (3.1-8)

Separating variables and integrating Eqn. 3.1-8 from the initial condition for which

t=Oand0. =T - T. results in

-hAst (3.1-9)

Solving for the temperature ratio of the solid yields

0i oo- T- i= Ex - st(3.1-10)

If everything on the right hand side of Eqn. 3.1-10 were known, it would be

possible to solve for the temperature ratio 0/0k. The temperature ratio will be a number

between 0 and 1, and serves as an indication of the thermal response of the solid. If 0/0

= 0 the solid has responded completely and has reached steady-state conditions, T = T.
If 00 = 1 the solid has not responded at all thermally and is still at the initial tempera-

ture, T = T..
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Eqn. 3.1-7 and Eqn. 3.1-10 were used to design a metal hot dog which was used in

the heat transfer coefficient experiment.

For the hot dog process, and in general when possible, it is desirable to design the

solid such that it is the same approximate size and shape as a real product so that the

flow patterns around the solid will be similar to the flow patterns around a real product.

Therefore the surface area of the solid is fixed. It was also assumed that the metal hot

dog would be solid rather than hollow, thus fixing the volume of the metal hot dog.

The other parameter that is fixed is the time interval over which useful data can be

collected. For the hot dog process, each zone is approximately twelve minutes long.

Therefore the metal hot dog was designed such that there was a significant thermal

response over a twelve minute interval.
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Figure 3.2 Design Graph for Aluminum Alloy 2024
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With the surface area, volume, and time interval fixed it was possible to investi-

gate, over a range of predicted heat transfer coefficients, different materials which

might be used for the construction of the metal hot dog. Fig. 3.2 shows the results for

aluminum alloy 2024.

Fig. 3.2 indicates that, for a twelve minute time interval, a solid with the same

physical size and shape as a real hot dog but made of aluminum alloy 2024 will have a

significant thermal response for a heat transfer coefficient in the range of 2.5 to 5.5 Btu/

hr-ft2-°F. The Biot number indicates that the assumption of negligible internal tempera-

ture gradients is valid over this range. It was estimated that the actual heat transfer

coefficients in the convection ovens used in the hot dog process were in this same range

therefore the metal hot dog was constructed using aluminum alloy 2024.

It should be noted that the procedure used to design the aluminum hot dog is only

one of many ways that Eqn. 3.1-7 and Eqn. 3.1-10 can be used to help design the metal

hot dog. It was also assumed that the metal hot dog would be solid. If the desired

thermal response can not be obtained with a solid metal hot dog, it is possible to modify

Eqn. 3.1-7 and Eqn. 3.1-10 to aid with the design of a hollow metal hot dog.

Fig. 3.3 shows the physical design of the aluminum hot dog. Two holes were

drilled at one end to allow for the insertion of a temperature probe, referred to as a Data

Trace, which was used to measure the aluminum hot dog temperature. The eye hooks

at each end are to allow the aluminum hot dog to be tied "in-line" with other hot dogs

on the stick. The aluminum hot dog was coated with high temperature flat-black paint

to prevent oxidation of the surface and to establish a known surface emissivity.
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Figure 3.3 Aluminum Hot Dog Schematic (Not to Scale)

HL1-3 Uncertainty Analysis

Before Eqn. 3.1-5 can be used to analyze temperature data it is necessary to decide

on a method of approximating the temperature derivative. One possible approximation

is to use Taylor series expansion represented by

aT _ Tp+I -_ p +O(At) 2  (3.1-11)
& - 2At

Substituting Eqn. 3.1-11 into Eqn. 3.1-5 neglecting higher order terms, replacing

the product of the volume and density with the mass, and writing the surface area in

terms of measured data results in

MC.2Axt -eaniDL (]Td 4
- Tp4)

h 2 D T p.T)(3.1-12)
irDL (m -

where:

D = Diameter of aluminum hot dog

L = Length of aluminum hot dog

M = Mass of aluminum hot dog
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Eqn. 3.1-12 is referred to as the data reduction equation. But before Eqn. 3.1-12

can be used to calculate heat transfer coefficients it is necessary to perform an uncer-

tainty analysis. The uncertainty analysis will give an indication of the error in the

calculated heat transfer coefficient due to errors in the individual measurements used in

the calculation.

Most of the data collection for the heat transfer coefficient experiment is straight

forward. The mass of the aluminum hot dog was obtained using a balance with an

uncertainty 8M = 1 gram. The length and diameter of the aluminum hot dog were

measured with uncertainties of SD = 1 and 8L = 3 millimeters respectively. The

specific heat of aluminum alloy 2024 was obtained from literature. The resolution of

the reported value indicated an uncertainty in the specific heat equal to 8C = 1 J/kg-K.

The uncertainty of the surface emissivity was estimated to be 6E = 0.1.

The acquisition of time-temperature data on the other hand is more difficult. It is

necessary to measure the local free steam temperature, surrounding product surface

temperature, and aluminum hot dog temperature as functions of time. The device used

to measure and record these temperatures must be able to ride along with a stick of

product and withstand the temperature extremes found within the cooking process. A

Data Trace, shown in Fig. 3.4, is such a temperature recorder.
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T
litI"

Figure 3.4 Data Trace Temperature Recorder

The Data Trace is a programmable temperature sensor. It has an internal memory

which is programmed using a personal computer. The computer program is used to

instruct the Data Trace at what time to start recording data and what time interval,

Atime, to use. For example, the Data Trace can be programmed to start reading data at

10:30 a.m. at 6 second intervals (Atime = 6 sec). The time-temperature data are then

stored within the internal memory of the Data Trace. The Data Trace can store up to

1000 time-temperature data points.

When all the desired temperature data have been collected, the data stored within

the Data Trace's internal memory is downloaded using a personal computer. The data

file generated by the Data Trace can then be opened into a Lotus spread sheet.

The error associated with the internal clock of the Data Trace is assumed to be

+0.1 sec. Therefore the uncertainty, 8At, associated with the time interval, At, used in

the approximation of the derivative of the aluminum hot dog temperature is 0.2 sec.
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The uncertainty for the temperature measurement was estimated by placing three

Data Traces into a warm water bath and evaluating the spread of measured values. The

data from the warm water bath experiment is shown in Fig 3.5.
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Figure 3.5 Data Trace Precision Plot

Fig. 3.5 indicates that the three Data Traces read to within 1F of each other.

Therefore the uncertainty in the temperature measurement, 8T, is approximately

0.56'C. The uncertainty for the temperature change of the aluminum hot dog, BAT, on

the other hand is estimated by evaluating the magnitude of the noise in the temperature

measurement of an individual data trance. The noise in the temperature reading is

estimated to be ±0.21F. Therefore the uncertainty BAT is equal to 0.220C.
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Table 3.1 is a summary of the estimated uncertainties for each measured variable

in the experiment.

Table 3.1 Measurement Uncertainties

The uncertainties from Table 3.1 can be substituted into Eqn. 3.1-13 to calculate

the uncertainty in the heat transfer coefficient.

(h 2 ah( a 2 1h 2 +( a h 8L 2 ah D2 +

Dh Thd 2+ h )o 2+ ah LBAT 2 a At1a~dh I Tooh IAT 'Lj (At h
(3.1-13)

Notice that there are two time intervals associated with the heat transfer coefficient

experiment. The first time interval, Atime, refers to the time step used by the Data

Trace when recording time-temperature data. The only limitation for selecting the time

step, Atime, is that the Data Trace can not record data faster than one a second. It must

also be keep in mind that the Data Trace can only store 1000 time-temperature datum

8M = 0.001 kg 8C = 1.0J/kg-K

8D = 0.001 M 8L=0.003 M

86 = 0.1 8At=0.2 Sec.

8T = 0.56 0C 8AT = 0.22 0C
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points. Therefore if data are to be collected for the entire 96 minute cooking process,

the smallest time step, Atime, that can be used is 6.0 sec.

The other time interval, At, refers to the time interval used in the finite-difference

approximation of the derivative of the aluminum hot dog temperature. It will be shown

that as the time interval, At, is increased the uncertainty in the calculated heat transfer

coefficient is reduced.

The characteristics of the uncertainty in the heat transfer coefficient were investi-

gated through a preliminary experiment. The preliminary experiment used the alumi-

num hot dog to study natural convection from a horizontal cylinder. Thermocouples

were used to measure the aluminum hot dog temperature and the free stream tempera-

ture. The aluminum hot dog was assumed to radiate to the surroundings which were

assumed to be at the ambient temperature. Data were taken every second for a half

hour, Atime = 1.0 sec. Fig. 3.6 shows the results of analyzing the free convection data

using a time interval, At, for the derivative of the aluminum hot dog temperature term

of 1.0 second.
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Figure 3.6 Natural Convection Heat Transfer Coefficient

Fig. 3.6 shows that there is such a large error in the heat transfer coefficient that

the results are very inaccurate.

The large error associated with the heat transfer coefficient calculation is a result

of the behavior of the error in the heat transfer coefficient with respect to the tempera-

ture change of the aluminum hot dog. Notice that the free convection data were col-

lected using a 1 second time step, Atime = 1.0 sec. Notice also that when the data were

analyzed using a 1 second interval, At = 1.0 sec, the change in the aluminum hot dog

temperature, AT, is on the same order of magnitude as the uncertainty in the change of

the aluminum hot dog temperature, BAT. Therefore the error in the calculated heat

transfer coefficient is large. The behavior of the error in the heat transfer coefficient,

a -1
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8h/h, with respect to the error in the change of the aluminum hot dog temperature,

8AT/A'I, is shown in Fig. 3.7.
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Figure 3.7 Error in Heat Transfer Coefficient

Notice that when there is a large change in the aluminum hot dog temperature, AT,

over the time interval, At, then the error in the heat transfer coefficient is small. As the

aluminum hot dog reaches steady-state and the change in the aluminum hot dog tem-

perature, AT, approaches zero over the time interval, At, the error in the heat transfer

coefficient becomes large. Therefore it is advantageous to select a time interval, At, for

the approximation of the derivative of the aluminum hot dog temperature such that

there is a relatively large change in the aluminum hot dog temperature over that time

interval At.
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Notice that there is a penalty for selecting a large time increment, At. The penalty

is that as At is made larger the resultant heat transfer coefficient no longer applies to the

immediate neighborhood for which it was calculated.

To understand the importance of this point it is necessary to think in terms of data

collection in one of the zones in the cooking process. As the time increment, At, is

increased the temperature data used to calculate the derivative of the aluminum hot dog

temperature encompasses a larger physical portion of the zone. What this means is that

if data were analyzed at a time increment of At = 30.0 sec. then the derivative of the

aluminum hot dog temperature would involve temperature data recorded 30 seconds to

either side of the point at which the heat transfer coefficient is desired. Since time is

directly related to the position of the aluminum hot dog within the zone, the time

interval At = 30.0 seconds translates into a distance of 2.75 ft. to either side of the point

for which the heat transfer coefficient is calculated. Therefore as the time interval, At,

is increased the calculated heat transfer coefficient becomes less valid for the exact

position within the zone for which it was calculated. What this means is that as the

time increment, At, increases it is more difficult to detect variations in the heat transfer

coefficient due to position within the zone.

Now that the behavior of the uncertainty in the heat transfer coefficient has been

explained it is possible to go back and re-analyze the free convection data using a time

increment large enough to reduce the error associated with the change in the aluminum

hot dog temperature. The results of the new analysis are shown in Fig. 3.8.
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Figure 3.8 Natural Convection Data Re-analyzed

Fig. 3.8 indicates that when a larger time interval, At, is used the analysis proce-

dure predicts the heat transfer coefficient for the free convection data with an accept-

able level of error.

1.2 Process Heat Transfer Coefficient Experiment

The experiment design and data analysis procedure have been presented and

tested. The actual process heat transfer coefficient experiment will now be discussed.

First the data collection procedures and experiment set up will be discussed. The
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experimental results will then be presented and compared to empirical correlations from

literature for flow over a surface. Finally the modeling approached used in the simula-

tion program will be discussed.

L2-1 Heat Transfer Coefficient Data Acquisition

Four different Data Traces were used during the heat transfer coefficient experi-

ment. One was used to measure and record the local dry bulb temperature. A second

measured and recorded the local wet bulb temperature. A third Data Trace was used to

measure and record the aluminum hot dog temperature. And finally a fourth Data

Trace was used to measure and record the surface temperature of a neighboring hot

dog.

The local wet bulb temperature, which tends to show a step change from zone to

zone (see Fig. 3.10), was recorded because it provides a useful means of determining

which zone the aluminum hot dog is in when it comes time to analyze the data. It is

important to know the position of the aluminum hot dog when calculating the heat

transfer coefficient so that possible trends due to variations within the zone can be

determined.

All the Data Traces were programmed to start recording data at the same time

using the same time step, Atime = 6.0 sec. The Data Traces were then brought down to
the cooking process where they were attached to a stick of product as shown in Fig. 3.9.
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Aluminum Hot Dog

Figure 3.9 Stick of Product With Data Traces Attached

When the programmed start time was reached, the test stick of product was loaded

into the cooking process where it rode along with other product during the normal

cooking process. When the Data Traces came out at the end of the cooking process,

approximately 96 minutes later, the data were down loaded into a Lotus spread sheet

file.

Fig 3.10 shows a typical temperature profile generated from the raw data file

produced by the Data Trace.
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Figure 3.10 Raw Data Temperature Profile

Collecting data on a real cooking process posses some problems that warrant

discussion. Because the data are being collected during normal production, there are

problems that arise due to errors that occur during processing. A stick of product might

get jammed in the process, thus causing the conveyance chain to stop. When the chain

stops the Data Trace continues to record time-temperature data. Therefore if the delay

is long, the elapsed time in the Data Trace file will no longer agree to position within

the cooking process. These delays coupled with the fact that the conditions in the zone

are highly dependent on the amount of product within the zone, which is constantly

changing, makes it nearly impossible to obtain duplicate runs where the conditions

from the two runs are exactly the same. The fact that duplicate runs can not be ob-
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tained makes comparing data from different runs to determine trends in the heat transfer

coefficient more difficult.

Despite the problems with measuring data on the cooking process it is still pos-

sible to extract useful information from the experiment. The next section will discuss

the results of the heat transfer coefficient experiment and present the approach used to

model the heat transfer coefficient using empirical correlations from literature.

M.2-2 Experimental Results

Several heat transfer coefficient experiments were run on the hot dog process. The

results of these experiments will be presented and compared to heat transfer coeffi-

cients calculated using empirical correlations found in literature for flow over a flat

plate and for a cylinder in cross flow.

The similarity between flow over a flat plate and flow over a hot dog has been

used to model the mass transfer in Sec. 11.2-1. This similarity will be used again to

provide a reference heat transfer coefficient to which the experimentally measured heat

transfer coefficient can be compared. An empirical correlation from literature for flow

over a plate will therefore be applied to flow over the product.

The Reynold's number, based on product length, can be written as

-e VaL _-2.2 x 0
v (3.2-1)
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where:

Va = Average air velocity

v = Kinematic viscosity of air

The value of the Reynold's number indicates that flow over the product is in the

laminar flow regime. Therefore an empirical correlation, shown in Eqn. 3.2-2, for

laminar flow over a flat plate will be applied to the product.

Nu-hL -0.664 Ret2pr' 3  [5] (3.2-2)k

where:

h = Average convective heat transfer coefficient along the plate

Nu = Average Nusselt number

The other extreme for flow over the product would be if the product were consid-

ered to behave like a cylinder in cross flow. Therefore to provide another means of

comparison, an empirical correlation for a cylinder in cross flow will be presented.

The Reynold's number based on product diameter is represented by

Re =VaD . 3.0×x103
RD (3.2-3)

The value of the Reynold's number once again indicates that the product is in the

laminar flow regime therefore an empirical correlation, shown in Eqn. 3.2-4, for lami-

nar flow over a horizontal cylinder can be used as a reference for flow over the product.

N---jW D -0.683 Regn 6 pr /  [(3.2-4)
k 6 ~t 5
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As a means of comparison, the values of the heat transfer coefficient calculated

using Eqn. 3.2-2 and Eqn. 3.2-4 will be plotted on the heat transfer coefficient graphs

generated from experimental data.

Fig. 3.11 is a graph of the measured heat transfer coefficient for the smoke zone

calculated from data collected during run B on Aug. 13, 1991.
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Figure 3.11 Heat Transfer Coefficient Plot for Smoke Zone

Fig. 3.11 is typical of the plots of the heat transfer coefficient for the baking zones.

It shows that there is a significant variation in the heat transfer coefficient from the top

of the zone to the bottom of the zone. This variation in the heat transfer coefficient is

difficult to explain and is still not completely understood.
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One possible explanation for the higher heat transfer coefficients at the top of the

zone as compared to the bottom of the zone, might be due to the air flow patterns that

develop as a result of the rows of diffusers at the top of the zone. These diffusers will

tend to produce jets of high velocity air. When these jets of air blow across the product

surface they will cause an increase in the rate of heat transfer from the product surface

which will show up as an increase in the heat transfer coefficient. As the air moves

down the zone and past the product the jets of high velocity air dissipate and the veloc-

ity profile across the zone becomes more uniform. The local velocity at the product

surface will therefore decrease thus lowering the rate of heat transfer from the product

surface which will lead to a decrease in the heat transfer coefficient.

If it is assumed that the flat plate correlation can be used to model the heat transfer

coefficient at the bottom of the zone, which is reasonable as shown in Fig. 3.11, then

the local air velocity at the top of the zone necessary to achieve a heat transfer coeffi-

cient of 5 Btu/hr-fte-°F, which is representative of the measured heat transfer coefficient

at the top of the zone, requires a local air velocity of 26 ft/sec. The increase in the air

velocity requires the diffuser cross sectional area to be approximately 20% of the cross

sectional area of the zone. The actual reduction in cross sectional area is approximately

30%. Therefore the effects that the diffusers have on the local air velocity at the prod-

uct surface may account for part of the variation in the heat transfer coefficient.

Another factor that influences the heat transfer coefficient calculation is the rate of

heat transfer due to radiation to the surroundings. It has been assumed that the alumi-

num hot dog radiates to the surrounding product. When the aluminum hot dog is in the

middle of a zone it "sees"~ only the surrounding product. But when the aluminum hot

dog reaches the top or bottom of a pass it "sees" the top or bottom surfaces of the zone
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which may be at quite a different temperature then the surrounding product. Therefore

the heat transfer due to radiation calculated using the surrounding product temperature

might not accurately account for the actual radiative heat transfer at these locations.

Also when the aluminum hot dog is on the first or last pass within the zone it "sees" the

walls of the zone which may be at quite a different temperature then the surrounding

product. Since the heat transfer due to radiation is on the same order of magnitude as

the heat transfer due to convection, the surfaces that the aluminum hot dog "sees" and

the amount of energy transfer due to radiation to these surfaces can drastically alter the

measured values of the heat transfer coefficient.

These are just two possible explanations for the variation in the heat transfer

coefficient which is evident in Fig. 3.11. It is beyond the scope of this first approxima-

tion of the heat and mass transfer from the product to model the variation in the heat

transfer coefficient. Therefore it will be assumed that the heat transfer coefficient is

constant within a zone and can be modeled based on the average air velocity within the

zone.

The data collected from six experiments run on three different days were used to

calculate average heat transfer coefficients for the smoke, drying, and final cook zones.

Not all the runs provided useful data on all the zones, and none of the runs provided

data for the dry-cook zone because the aluminum hot dog was at the same approximate

temperature as the free stream. This lead to very large uncertainties in the measured
heat transfer coefficient. The average heat transfer coefficient calculated from the

experimental data is plotted as a function of the average air velocity in Fig. 3.12.
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Figure 3.12 Measured h as a Function of Average Air Velocity

The data were plotted with a label that is used to indicate the date of the experi-

ment, run number, and zone location. The code is explained as shown in Fig 3.13.

Code
=Smoke Zone
=Drying Zone

C = Final Cook Zone
Number
=run one
=run two

1 = July 17, 1991
2 =Aug. 8, 1991
3 = Aug. 13, 1991

Figure 3.13 Average Heat Transfer Coefficient Labeling Code

I
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Fig. 3.12 shows that there is a large range of variation in the measured heat trans-

fer coefficient as a function of average air velocity. Neither the flat plate correlation

nor the cylinder in cross flow correlation accurately represents the measured data.

Therefore, as a first approximation, a heat transfer coefficient based on an average of

both correlations will be used in the simulation program to predict the zone heat trans-

fer coefficient based on the average air velocity in that zone.

As was stated previously, the heat transfer coefficient does not appear to be con-

stant throughout the zone, but varies from top to bottom. As an approximation an

average value will be used. It is recommended that future work should be concentrated

on determining first, if the variation in heat transfer coefficient is real or just a result of

experimental procedure, and secondly, modeling the variation in the heat transfer

coefficient if it is indeed real.



Chapter IV

Dry Bulb Temperature Variation Models

In chapter one it was stated that the dry bulb temperature can vary from the top of

the zone to the bottom of the zone by as much as 25F. The dry bulb temperature

variation arrises due to the heat and mass transfer from the air as it flows down past the

product. It is important to be able to predict the variation in the dry bulb temperature

because it influences the driving forces for both heat and mass transfer.

Chapter four discusses the method used to estimate the dry bulb temperature

variations within a zone. The first part of the chapter discusses the modeling approach

used to estimate the dry bulb temperature variation in the zones where mass transfer is

negligible. The second part of the chapter presents the modeling approach used to

estimate the dry bulb temperature variation in the zones where mass transfer can not be

neglected.

74
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1V.1 Sensible Heat Exchanger Model

In the dry-cook and final cook zones the rate of mass transfer from the product is

reduced due to the hide formation, therefore these two zones were modeled neglecting

mass transfer from the product. The dry bulb temperature variation within the zone can

then be estimated using the effectiveness-NTU method for sensible heat exchanger

analysis.

The flow of product within a baking zone can be thought of as shown in Fig. 4.1.

T**mn

liii
I, I I
III'
I'll
III,
III,

Tout

Figure 4.1 Hot Dog "Flow" Within a Baking Zone

The flow geometry in Fig. 4.1 is similar to the flow geometry for a 1 shell, 4 tube

pass heat exchanger. The flow of hot dogs is analogous to the fluid flow in the tube

passes and the flow of air is in the shell. Such an analogy allows one to apply the

effectiveness-NTU method of heat exchanger analysis to those zones where mass

transfer is neglected. The general heat exchanger analysis will be presented and then

modified for the special case of hot dog flow in a convection oven.

Toin Toout
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IV.I1- Effectiveness-NTU Heat Exchanger Analysis

Thout TC

A+AA-

A-

Aq-

I - tTh Tepout

Figure 4.2 Counter Flow Heat Exchanger

Fig. 4.2 represents the flow geometry and notation for a counter flow heat ex-

changer. An overall energy balance on the heat exchanger relates the energy increase

of the cold fluid to the energy decrease of the hot fluid. Performing the energy balance

results in

IhCp,h Thin + kcCp,cTc,in - mhCp,hTh,out - rhcCp,c Tcout =0 (4.1-1)

where:

fh = Mass flow rate of the hot fluid

ie = Mass flow rate of the cold fluid

Cp,h = Constant pressure specific heat of the hot fluid

CpSC = Constant pressure specific heat of the cold fluid

Th = Temperature of the hot fluid

Tc = Temperature of the cold fluid
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Eqn. 4.1-1 can be rewritten, assuming constant specific heats, as

rnhCph(Thin - Thout) = kcp,c(Tcout - Tc,in) (4.1-2)

If an energy balance for the hot fluid is performed on the control volume shown in

Fig. 4.2 then the result is

(hCp,h Th)A - (fCp,h Th)A+AA - Aq = 0 (4.1-3)

where:

q = Heat transfer from the hot fluid to the cold fluid

The mechanism equation from heat transfer allows Aq to be rewritten as

Aq = UAA(Th - T) (4.

where

U = Overall heat transfer coefficient

AA = Surface area available for heat transfer

Substituting Eqn. 4.1-4 into Eqn. 4.1-3 and dividing by AA yields

Ih Cp,h [- (Th)A -U(Th - TJ) (4.

1-4)

1-5)

Taking the limit of Eqn. 4.1-5 as AA goes to zero results in the following differen-

tial equation for the hot fluid.

dTh -thhCph A U(Th - T) (4.1-6)
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Performing an energy balance on the cold fluid and going through a similar deriva-

tion as was followed for the hot fluid results in the following differential equation

r dT
M-i, dA=-U(Th - T) (4.1-7)

The governing equations for a sensible heat exchanger can be summarized as

shown below. Eqn. 4.1-8 represents the overall energy balance for the heat exchanger.

Eqn. 4.1-9 and Eqn. 4.1-10 represent the mechanism equations for the hot and cold

fluids respectively.

dTh C 0 dTc
dh =mCCp~ T (4.1-8)

dA mhCp,h dA

dfh -U{Th- T - (4.1-9)

f ,,c p dA = -_U(Th - Te(4.1-10)

Now that the general equations governing the thermal behavior of a heat ex-

changer have been presented it is possible to discuss the effectiveness-NTU method

used to analyze heat exchangers. The goal of the analysis is to develop a means of

predicting the outlet temperatures of the hot and cold fluids given the inlet temperatures

and the value of the UA product.

Before the effectiveness of a heat exchanger can be defined it is necessary to

determine the maximum possible heat transfer rate qma. The maximum heat transfer

rate would, in principle, be achieved in a counter flow heat exchanger, shown in Fig.

4.2, of infinite length [3]. In such a heat exchanger one of the fluids would experience
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the maximum possible temperature difference, Thin - Tc,m.

If the heat capacitance rate of the hot fluid, Ch = rfhCp,h, is greater than the heat

capacitance rate of the cold fluid, Cc = ricCp,c, then the cold fluid would experience the

largest temperature difference and for a heat exchanger of infinite length, the cold fluid

would leave the heat exchanger at the inlet temperature of the hot fluid, Tc,out = Thin

Therefore qmax can be represented by

qmax = Cc(Thin - Tc,in) Ch > Cc (4.1-li)

If on the other hand the heat capacitance rate of the cold fluid is greater than the

heat capacitance rate of the hot fluid, then the hot fluid would experience the largest

temperature change and for a heat exchanger of infinite length, the hot fluid would

leave the heat exchanger at the inlet temperature of the cold fluid, Th,out = Tc,in. There-

fore qrax can be represented by

qmax = Ch(Thn - TOOn) Cc> Ch (4.1-12)

It is apparent that the maximum heat transfer, qm, can also be represented by

qmax = Cmin(Th,in - Tc,in) (4.1-13)

where Cmi is equal to the heat capacitance rate of the hot or cold fluid, whichever is

smaller.

It is now possible to define an effectiveness, e, for a heat exchanger as the ratio of
the actual heat transfer rate to the maximum possible heat transfer rate.
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= q (4.1-14)qmax

The actual heat transfer rate can then be calculated using

q = eCmin(Thn - Tcmn) (4.1-15)

For any heat exchanger it can be shown that

e=,f(NTUICmM) [3] (4.1-16)

where Cmax is defined as the larger of the two heat capacitance rates, Ch or Cc, and the

number of transfer units, NTU, is defined by

Cmmm - UA (4.1-17)

The outlet temperature of the hot fluid can then be calculated by performing an

energy balance on the hot fluid in the heat exchanger shown in Fig. 4.2.

q = Ch(Thin - Thout) (4.1-18)

For a given heat exchanger the UA product and inlet fluid temperatures are

known. Therefore the heat transfer rate, q, can be calculated using Eqn. 4.1-15 and

Eqn. 4.1-16. Eqn. 4.1-18 can then be solved for the outlet temperature of the hot fluid

to give

Th u= Th,in q - (4.1-19)
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In a similar manner the outlet temperature of the cold fluid can be written as

Tlou= Tcin + q  (4.1-20)
Cc

Now that the general framework of the effectiveness-NTU method has been

presented it is necessary to discuss how these equations are applied to the flow of hot

dogs in a convection oven.

IV.1-2 Modifications for Flow of Hot Dogs in an Oven

In the previous section the effectiveness-NTU approach for sensible heat ex-

changer analysis was presented. It has been assumed that the flow of hot dogs in a

convection oven is analogous to the flow in a heat exchanger. In this section the gen-

eral heat exchanger analysis equations are presented in terms of the specific case at

hand. That is, the general effectiveness-NTU equations are rewritten in terms of the

known parameters for the hot dog cooking process. The model used to estimate the dry

bulb temperature variation within a zone is then presented.

The heat capacitance rate of the air can be calculated from the known air velocity,

density, and specific heat as shown in Eqn. 4.1-21.

Ca = (Cabinet WidthX# passes per zoneXpass spacing)Va,00pa Cpa,, (4.1-21)

where:

Va... = Free stream velocity of air water-vapor mixture
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Pa. = Free stream mass density of air water-vapor mixture

Cp,a,** = Free stream specific heat of air water-vapor mixture

Pass spacing, shown in Fig. 4.3, is defined as the horizontal distance from one pass

of the conveyance chain to the next pass.

Conveyance o
Chain

Pass
I Il
III
III
III
III
III~1 ~Pass

QIP
" Pass

Spacing

Figure 4.3 Pass Height and Pass Spacing

Figure 4.4 Cabinet Width

0
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Cabinet width, as shown in Fig. 4.4, is defined as that part of the process width in

which the product travels. The number of passes per zone is defined as the number of

vertical passes a product makes as it travels through a zone. A baking zone in the hot

dog process typically has four passes.

The product of the number of passes, cabinet width, and pass spacing can be

thought of as the cross sectional area of an air duct in which the product travels. The

"duct area" is used along with the average velocity and density of the air water-vapor

mixture to calculate the mass flow rate of moist air in the zone.

The heat capacitance rate for the product can be calculated as

Ch = (# of hot dogs per stick Y Vciain VhdhdCp(4.1-22)
stick spacing) h hd(

where:

V,,hain= Chain speed

Vhd = Volume of one hot dog

Phd = Mass density of hot dog

Cphd = Constant pressure specific heat of hot dog

Chain speed refers to the velocity of the conveyance chain which, for the hot dog

process, is approximately equal to 5.5 ft/min. Stick spacing is defined as the distance

between sticks of product on the conveyance chain. The ratio of chain speed to stick

spacing can be thought of as the stick velocity, or in other words, the rate at which
sticks of product are loaded into the process. When the stick velocity is multiplied by

the mass of product per stick it yields the mass flow rate of hot dogs in the zone.
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The capacitance rates of both the air and hot dogs have been defined in terms of

known parameters. It is now necessary to discuss the manner in which the number of

transfer units can be determined.

Since there is no solid surface separating the flow of hot dogs from the flow of air

the only thermal resistance between the product and the free stream is due to the con-

vective thermal resistance at the product surface. The thermal resistance due to radia-

tion is assumed negligible as the product will tend to "see" only other product at ap-

proximately the same temperature. Therefore the overall heat transfer coefficient can

be written as

U = 1 -1 =h (4.1-23)RtoaA (i1

where:

Rtou = Sum of individual thermal resistances

h = Convective heat transfer coefficient

To calculate the number of transfer units, NTU, it is necessary to determine the

total surface area available for heat transfer within the zone. The surface area can be

approximated, as shown in Eqn. 4.1-24, by the sum of the surface area of the total

number of hot dogs within the zone.

_ . pass heightA = 2RL(# hot dogs per stickX# of passes per zonepass- h (4.1-24)
'[stick spacingj

where:

L = Length of a hot dog
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R = Outer radius of a hot dog

Pass height, shown in Fig. 4.3, is defined as the distance the product travels as it

moves from the bottom of the zone to the top of the zone.

As was stated previously, the effectiveness is a function of NTU and the ratio of

C.- to Cmax [3]. Effectiveness relations for various heat exchanger arrangements have

been developed and are readily available in literature. The effectiveness relationship

for a 1 shell, 4 tube pass heat exchanger is written as

e= 2 (1 +Q+(1+CrW2)12 1 + Ex4-NTU(l+Cr)1/2 -1 (4.1-25)1 -Exp[-NTU I + C2) 1/2 ]  [](.-5

where:

C=- Cmin
Cmax

The outlet air temperature for a zone were mass transfer is negligible can then be

approximated using

Too, out = Tooin- qC4.126~ =T~c.,~ q(4.1-26)

Ca

The heat transfer rate, q, can be calculated using

q = CCmin(Tocin - To,in) (4.1-27)

where To is the product surface temperature at state 0 as defined in Sec. 11.2-2.
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For a particular zone, the inlet hot dog surface temperature and inlet air tempera-

ture are known, therefore it is possible to use Eqn. 4.1-26 and Eqn. 4.1-27 to estimate

the temperature at which the air exits the zone. The free stream dry bulb temperature

can then be modeled as a linear function of the vertical position of the product within

the zone as shown in Eqn. 4.1-28.

= o+(T-,in- TooI (4.1-28)

pass heightF

where y is defined as shown in Fig. 4.3.

The effectiveness-NTU analysis for sensible heat exchangers can be applied to

those zones where mass transfer is negligible. For those zones where the mass transfer

is significant it is necessary to apply a cooling tower model which is discussed in the

next section.

IV.2 Cooling Tower Analogy

The mass transfer rate is greatly reduced in the dry-cook and final cook zones.

Therefore it was assumed that these zones could be modeled neglecting mass transfer.

The fact that mass transfer was negligible allowed the dry bulb temperature in these

zones to be modeled using the effectiveness-NTU method of heat exchanger analysis.

In the smoke and drying zones, where the rate of mass transfer is significant, the sen-
sible heat exchanger model can not be used. Instead a cooling tower model, which

parallels the heat exchanger model, will be applied to the flow of "wet" product in a
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convection oven. The cooling tower analysis will be developed in terms of the hot dog

process immediately rather than starting with the general case and then modifying for

the hot dog process as was done for the heat exchanger model.

Fig. 4.5 shows the flow geometry and notation for a "wet" product flowing in a

counter current "cooling tower".

T0,out Toin
A I

y + Ay -

Y1-
--4rl

M*re

T0,in \
Water film on product surface

Figure 4.5 Flow of "Wet" Product in a Cook Zone

A mass balance on the control volume shown in Fig. 4.5 relates the amount of

water evaporated from the product surface to the moisture content of the free stream.

Performing the water mass balance results in

(Iilhd - (fihhd)y+Ay + (Iila(0oo)y+Ay - (ha-oo)y =0 (4.2-1)

where:

rma = Mass flow rate of the air water-vapor mixture

a
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mhd = Mass flow rate of hot dogs

o = Humidity ratio of free stream

Dividing Eqn. 4.2-1 by Ay and taking the limit as Ay goes to zero results in the

following differential equation.

dhd = ma d(4.2-2)
dy d

Eqn. 4.2-2 can be integrated from the initial condition at y--O where rhhd = rnhd,in

and Co = cou)Ot, to yield the mass flow rate of product at any position in the oven.

rlhd = rhd,in - c(0X.out - OCO) (4.2-3)

Eqn. 4.2-3 shows that the mass flow rate of product is not constant but rather

changes due to the evaporation of water from the product surface as it travels through

the zone.

An energy balance on the control volume shown in Fig. 4.5 relates the energy

change of the product to the energy change of the free stream. Performing the energy

balance yields

(4IdCp,hdTy)y - (IhhdCphdT)y+Ay + (fhaio)y+Ay - (Ihaioo)y = 0 (4.2-4)

where:

i.. = Enthalpy of the free stream air water-vapor mixture
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Dividing Eqn. 4.2-4 by Ay, taking the limit as Ay goes to zero, and assuming a

constant specific heat for the product results in the following differential equation.

d(mhdTo) diL
Cphd-dy = ma- (4.2-5)

If the first term in Eqn. 4.2-5 is expanded by differentiating by parts and Eqn. 4.2-

3 is substituted in for the mass flow rate of hot dogs then the following differential

equation relating the hot dog temperature as a function of distance to the free stream

enthalpy and humidity is the result.

dT0
dy (4.2-6)

A mass balance on the free stream relates the mass transfer from the product to the

humidity change of the air. Performing the mass balance on the control volume shown

in Fig. 4.5 results in

(haO**y+Ay + rhe - (iaCOo)y =0 (4.2-7)

where rie represents the mass flow rate of water that evaporates from the product
surface.

The air at the product surface is assumed to be saturated air at the product surface

temperature. Therefore the mass flow rate due to evaporation at the product surface is

represented by

Me - JA'Ay(o - o ) (4.2-8)
Cp,a
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where oo represents the humidity ratio of saturated air at the 0 state. The 0 state is

defined as explained in section 1.2-2. A' represents the total area available for heat and

mass transfer per unit length of the "cooling tower". A' can be calculated using Eqn.

4.1-24 as

A' = 2tRL(# hot dogs per stick)(# of passes per zone) (4.2-9)
(stick spacing

Combining Eqn. 4.2-7 and Eqn. 4.2-8 and taking the limit as Ay goes to zero

yields

I _- A) (4.2-10)
dy maCpa

An energy balance on the free stream relates the energy change of the product to

the change in energy of the free stream. Performing an energy balance on the control

volume shown in Fig. 4.5 yields

(mhaio)y+Ay +Ee - (rai**)y = 0 (4.2-11)

where Ee represents the energy transfer from the product to the free stream.

Eqn. 2.2-33, rewritten below, represents an energy balance at the product surface.

h - i L = m(iL - io) - qL (4.2-12)

The energy balance states that the energy flux within the product, the right hand

side of Eqn. 4.2-12, must equal the energy flux at the product surface, the left hand side
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of Eqn. 4.2-12. Therefore the energy transfer from the product, Ee, can be represented

by

- A'h Ayi0 - i4 (4.2-13)

Substituting Eqn. 4.2-13 into Eqn. 4.2-11, dividing by Ay, and taking the limit as

Ay goes to zero results in

maCp,a di- -h(io - i**) (4.2-14)

A' dy

The overall mass and energy balances, Eqn. 4.2-3 and Eqn. 4.2-6 respectively, and

the mass and energy balances on the air side, Eqn. 4.2-10 and Eqn. 4.2-14 respectively,

describe the heat and mass transfer within the "cooling tower". Various techniques

have been applied to obtain a solution to these equations. The approach which will be

presented here is to make use of the effectiveness model for cooling towers developed

by Braun [1989]. Braun's method allows one to model a cooling tower using effective-

ness-NTU relations similar to those developed for the sensible heat exchanger.

A simplifying assumption made by Merkel [1925] is to neglect the effects of water

loss due to evaporation [6]. Neglecting water loss allows Eqn. 4.2-6 to be rewritten as

O mah o(4.2-15)

ay mhd%~hd ay
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An effective specific heat can then be introduced. The effective specific heat

allows the product surface temperature, To, to be replaced by the saturated air enthalpy

at that temperature [6]. The effective specific heat is defined as

Cs- =[61 (4.2-16)

where

io= Enthalpy of saturated air at the product surface temperature, To

The value of the effective specific heat, C, can be determined using a numerical

approximation of the derivative as

Cs . i0,in - i0,out )( .- 7
TinTout(4.2-17)

Since Cs depends on the outlet surface temperature of the product, which is still

unknown, some iteration will be necessary.

Substituting Eqn. 4.2-16 into the overall energy balance, Eqn. 4.2-15, results in

i= maCs i0(4.2-18)

aY mhdCp,hd ay

The heat and mass transfer in the "cooling tower" is now represented by two

equations. The first is the overall energy equation, Eqn. 4.2-18, rewritten using an
effective specific heat. The other equation is the air side energy balance, Eqn. 4.2-14.

These two equations are analogous to Eqn. 4.1-8 and Eqn. 4.1-9 from the heat ex-

changer analysis presented in Sec. IV.1-1. Therefore effectiveness-NTU relations can
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be applied to the "cooling tower" [6].

The total energy transfer from the product to the free stream can be written as

q = ECihai 0,in - i*,in) (4.2-19)

The effectiveness, e, is calculated using Eqn. 4.1-25 where the heat exchanger

NTU and capacitance ratio is replaced by the tower NTU and capacitance ratio defimed

by Eqn. 4.2-20 and Eqn. 4.2-21 respectively.

NTU=hA'(pass height) (4.2-20)
maCp,a

m*= maCs (4.2-21)
TlhdCphd

The outlet air enthalpy can then be calculated from the overall mass and energy

balances as

io.,out = ic.in + q  (4.2-22)
ma

The outlet product temperature can then be determined by integrating Eqn. 4.2-15

over the length of the "cooling tower" to yield

T0,out = TOjn + Ma (i*,in - ioo,out) (4.2-23)
Cp,hdtlhd,out

To determine the outlet air temperature it is necessary to estimate the outlet air

humidity ratio. This is done by integrating Eqn. 4.2-14 to define an effective saturation
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enthalpy i0,eff [6].

ooout - Linj
i0,eff = ioojn - 1- Exp{-N ) (4.2-24)

An effective saturation humidity ratio, t0,,ff, can then be determined from a

psychometric chart using iO,eff and the fact that the air is saturated. The outlet humidity

ratio can then be determined by assuming the evaporation is from an effective uni-

formly saturated surface and integrating Eqn. 4.2-10 [6].

030,out = C0.,eff + (0 ,in - COO,eff)EXP(-NTU) (4.2-25)

With the outlet air enthalpy and humidity ratio known it is possible to determine

the outlet air temperature from a psychometric chart.

The free stream dry bulb temperature can then be modeled as a linear function of

the vertical position of the product within the zone as shown in Eqn. 4.2-26.

Too= Tout +Toin-Toot (4.2-26)

Ipass height

where y is defined as shown in Fig. 4.3.

Two models for predicting the exit air temperature for a zone given the inlet air

and product temperatures have been presented. One model is used for those zones

where mass transfer is negligible. The other model is for those zones where mass
transfer can not be neglected. The validity of these two models will be examined in the

next chapter.



Chapter V

Model Validation

In chapter two the heat and mass transfer models used to predict the products

thermal behavior were developed. Chapter three dealt with the modeling approach used

to estimate the heat transfer coefficient for a zone based on the average air velocity in

that zone. Chapter four presented a rather simple method of determining the dry bulb

temperature at the bottom of the zone from the inlet dry bulb and product surface

temperatures. These three modeling components were combined into a simulation

program, see appendix, which can be used to simulate the cooking of the product. It is

now time to use the simulation program to predict the thermal behavior of a hot dog as

it is cooked and compare the results to actual data.

The simulation program was written such that it can be used to model the entire 96

minute cooking process. The concentration of this thesis however has been on the

modeling of the four baking zones in the middle of the cooking process. Therefore the

simulation program will be used to simulate the thermal behavior of the product in

these zones only. It is left as a recommendation that future work should be concen-

trated on modeling the transition, water bath, and chilled brine zones.

95
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V.1 Simulation of Individual Zones

To simulate the thermal behavior of the product in a baking zone it is necessary to

know the product temperature as it enters the zone, the dry bulb temperature at the top

of the zone, and the wet bulb temperature. Once this information is known, the simula-

tion program can be used to predict the dry bulb temperature at the bottom of the zone

and the thermal behavior of the product as it travels through the zone.

The zone set point temperatures and initial product temperature used to simulate a

particular baking zone were obtained from the data collected on August 13, 1991 Run-

A. The method which was followed was to view the actual temperature data and

determine at what time the product entered the zone which was to be simulated. For

example, if the smoke zone was to be simulated the actual data would be reviewed to

determine at what time the actual product entered the smoke zone. For the data col-

lected on Aug. 13, it was estimated that the product entered the smoke zone at approxi-

mately 13 minutes into the cooking process. Therefore the initial product temperature

necessary to run the simulation program was set equal to the product temperature which

was measured at 13 minutes into the process. The inlet dry bulb temperature was

obtained by viewing the dry bulb temperature data for the smoke zone and estimating

the inlet temperature at the top of the zone from this data. Again as an example, the dry

bulb temperature data for the smoke zone was plotted and it was determined that the

temperature at the top of the zone was approximately 168'F. Therefore the dry bulb set

point temperature for the simulation program was set equal to 168F. The wet bulb
temperature was obtained in the same fashion as the dry bulb temperature. The wet

bulb set point temperature for the simulation of the smoke zone was set equal to 108 0F.

This general procedure of using the measured data to determine the inlet product
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temperature, dry bulb inlet temperature, and wet bulb temperature was followed for

each of the baking zones.

Once all the required temperature inputs are known, it is possible to use the simu-

lation program to estimate the thermal behavior of the product as it is cooked. Fig. 5.1

shows the results of the simulation program as compared to the actual temperature data

collected on August 13, 1991 Run-A.
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Figure 5.1 Smoke Zone Simulation Comparison

Notice that there are six different curves plotted on Fig. 5.1. Two of the curves are

the actual dry bulb and product temperatures as measured on Aug. 13, 1991 Run-A.
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Two of the curves are the simulated product and dry bulb temperatures, Thd-wet and

Tdb-wet respectively, when the surface of the product is considered to be "wet", or in

other words when mass transfer from the product is considered. Two of the curves are

the simulated product and dry bulb temperatures, Thd-dry and Tdb-dry respectively,

when the surface of the product is considered to be "dry" and mass transfer from the

product has been neglected. This type of format was followed for all the zone tempera-

ture plots.

The most important characteristic of Fig. 5.1 is that the mass transfer model

predicts the thermal behavior of the product and the dry bulb exit temperature relatively

well. Note that the temperature profile simulated when mass transfer is neglected tends

to over predict the temperature of the product. This result is exactly what is expected

since the effects of evaporative cooling are being ignored in the model that neglects

mass transfer from the product.

The fact that the simulation which includes mass transfer does a better job of

modeling the product temperature then the simulation which neglects mass transfer is

not surprising. As has been stated before, the rate of mass transfer is relatively high in

the smoke zone. Therefore it is expected that the model which accounts for mass

transfer from the product surface be able to predict the thermal behavior of the product

better than the model that ignores the mass transfer.

Fig. 5.2 shows the results of the simulation of the drying zone.

Note that, at least initially, the simulation which accounts for mass transfer does a

better job of modeling the product temperature than the simulation that neglects mass
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transfer. About half way through the zone the actual product temperature breaks away

from the wet bulb temperature. This change in the products thermal behavior has been

linked to the formation of the hide. As the hide begins to form at the product surface it

has been hypothesized that the rate of mass transfer decreases. Proof of this theory is

based on the fact that the product temperature no longer follows the wet bulb tempera-

ture, but rather begins to increase.
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Figure 5.2 Drying Zone Simulation Comparison

As the rate of mass transfer from the product decreases, the energy that had been

going into the phase change of water at the product surface is now available to cause a

sensible change in the product temperature. Therefore the product temperature begins
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to rise above the wet bulb temperature of the free stream.

Note also that the simulation which includes mass transfer does a much better job

of predicting the exiting dry bulb temperature then the model that neglects mass trans-

fer. It is believed that the rate of mass transfer in this zone is still rather high. There-

fore the fact that the simulation which includes mass transfer does a better job of

modeling the dry bulb temperature than the simulation that neglects mass transfer is not

surprising.

One other interesting point about Fig. 5.2 is that the product enters the zone at a

temperature slightly higher than wet bulb temperature. The expected result should be

that the product should experience some evaporative cooling which will bring the

product temperature back down to the wet bulb temperature. This downward trend in

the product temperature is indeed visible in the simulation which accounts for mass

transfer. The fact that the actual product temperature does not decrease, provides some

evidence that the rate of mass transfer from the product has already begun to decrease

by this point in the cooking process

Fig. 5.3 is the results from the simulation of the dry-cook zone.

Fig. 5.3 indicates that neither the simulation which accounts for mass transfer nor

the simulation that neglects mass transfer does an adequate job of predicting the ther-

mal behavior of the product in this zone. This result should have been expected. The

model of the product has been developed such that the effects of mass transfer at the
product surface can either be "toggled" on or off. Even though the rate of mass transfer

from the product has been reduced due to the hide formation, mass transfer from the
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product has not stopped completely therefore neither of the simulations can accurately

model the product temperature behavior. The important thing to note about Fig. 5.3 is

that the temperature of the actual product lies between the limits calculated by the

simulation.
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Figure 5.3 Dry-Cook Zone Simulation Comparison

It should also be noted that both simulations due a rather good job of estimating

the dry bulb temperature at the bottom of the zone. The fact that both models predict

about the same exiting temperature is due to the fact that the driving force for mass

transfer is relatively small in this zone. That is to say that the humidity ratio at the

I I I

z
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product surface does not differ much from the free stream humidity ratio. Therefore the

effect that mass transfer has on the cooling tower model of the free stream is relatively

small and the cooling tower model tends to behave in a manner similar to the heat

exchanger model.

Fig. 5.4 shows the results of the simulation of the final cook zone.
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Figure 5.4 Final Cook Zone Simulation Comparison

Fig. 5.4 indicates that the simulation which neglects mass transfer does a better job

of modeling the thermal behavior of the product than the simulation which accounts for

mass transfer. Once again this result is expected since the rate of mass transfer from
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the product surface in the final cook zone has been greatly reduced due to the formation

of the hide. Note also that the driving force for mass transfer is relatively small in this

zone so once again the two simulations predict approximately the same dry bulb tem-

perature at the bottom of the zone.

In conclusion it can be said that the simulation which accounts for mass transfer

does a relatively good job of predicting the thermal behavior of the product and the

exiting dry bulb temperature for those zones where the rate of mass transfer is relatively

high. In particular, the mass transfer simulation works best in the smoke zone. Fig. 5.5

shows an enlarged view of the product temperature predicted for the smoke zone using

the simulation that accounts for mass transfer.
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Figure 5.5 Smoke Zone Product Temperature
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The simulation which neglects mass transfer does a relatively good job of predict-

ing the thermal behavior of the product and estimating the exiting dry bulb temperature

for those zones where the rate of mass transfer has been greatly reduced due to the

formation of the hide. In particular, the simulation which neglects mass transfer works

best in the final cook zone. Fig. 5.6 shows an enlarged view of the predicted product

temperature in the final cook zone using the simulation which neglects mass transfer.
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Figure 5.6 Final Cook Zone Product Temperature

An important point to note about the temperature profile in Fig. 5.6 is the initial

temperature increase of the product temperature at the beginning of the zone. This

temperature increase is caused by condensation of water on the product surface due to
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the fact that the product enters the zone with a surface temperature which is below the

dew point temperature. Even though the simulation used to predict the thermal behav-

ior of the product temperature neglects mass transfer, it is still able to account for any

condensation that might occur at the product surface.

Neither simulation is able to accurately account for the thermal behavior of the

product in the drying zone nor the dry-cook zone. This is due to the fact that the simu-

lation only allows for two modes of mass transfer from the product. That is, either

mass transfer is accounted for, and then it is assumed that the product surface is totally

wet, or mass transfer is neglected. There is no way of modeling a surface that is par-

tially "wet" or in other words, there is no way to account for the fact that the rate of

mass transfer gradually decreases as the product cooks and the hide forms.

V.2 Internal Temperature Profile

A major portion of the simulation program is dedicated to approximating the

temperature profile within the product. Actual temperature data comparing the surface

to core temperatures was not collected. Therefore the only means of verifying that the

finite-difference portion of the simulation program is working correctly is to compare

the results of the simulation program to the analytical solution. The analytical solution

was derived in Sec. 1.1-4 for the special case of a step change in the free stream tem-
perature with no mass transfer at the product surface. The simulation program was

used to predict the temperature of a 4.0 inch diameter cylinder under the same boundary

conditions. The results of the simulation program are compared to the analytical

solution as shown in Fig. 5.7.
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Figure 5.7 Verification of Finite-Difference Approximation

It is evident from Fig. 5.7 that the simulation program accurately models the

internal temperature of the cylinder as compared to the analytical solution. Note that

Fig. 5.7 is intended to show that the finite-difference portion of the simulation program

is working correctly. The temperature distribution within a real product depends on the

conditions at the surface of the product and the material properties within the product.

Therefore the ability of the simulation program to accurately predict the core tempera-

ture of a real product depends on the ability to model the conditions at the product

surface and knowing the values of the material properties of the product.
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It is recommended that future experiments be conducted which collect the neces-

sary data to verify the ability of the simulation to predict the temperature distribution

within a product for those zones where the simulation is able to accurately model the

surface conditions of the product. Actual surface to center temperatures should be

collected for the product in the smoke and final cook zones and the resulting data

should be compared to the results predicted by the simulation program for these zones.



Chapter VI

Conclusions and Recommendations

This research project and thesis have concentrated on the modeling of heat and

mass transfer during cooking. Chapters II through IV discussed the modeling tech-

niques used to simulate the cooking of hot dogs in convection ovens. The thermal

aspect of the model has been compared to actual data and it has been shown that the

simulation is able to predict the thermal behavior of the product in the smoke and final

cook zones. The simulation program is unable to predict the thermal behavior of the

product in the drying and dry-cook zones because the product model does not have the

ability to account for the change in the surface boundary condition as the product

begins to dry.

The simulation of the product has included modeling the temperature distribution

within the product. The finite-difference portion of the simulation program used to

model the temperature variation was verified by comparing the simulation results to the

analytical solution. It was shown that the simulation program accurately predicts the

temperature distribution for a solid cylinder when exposed to a step change in the free

stream temperature.

108
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The simulation program also provides an estimate of the dry bulb temperature at

the bottom of the zone. Two models were used. One treated the flow of hot dogs like

flow in a sensible heat exchanger. The other model simulated the flow of hot dogs

using a cooling tower model. It was shown that these two models are able to predict

the exiting dry bulb temperature rather well.

In conclusion, the simulation program provides a good building block for future

simulation work. There is room for improvement in the models used in the simulation

program and in the procedure used to collect experimental data. Therefore the rest of

this chapter presents some recommendations regarding areas in which future research

work on the heat and mass transfer in cooking processes should be concentrated.

Sec. 11.2-9 discussed mass diffusion within the product. The simulation model

neglects mass diffusion within the product. It is recommended that future modeling

work should be concentrated on accounting for the effects of mass diffusion within the

product. It was estimated that the mass transfer Biot number for the diffusion of water

in meat was on the order of magnitude of 100. The fact that the Biot number is much

greater than unity indicates that the overall rate of mass transfer from the product will

be limited by the rate at which water can diffuse to the product surface.

The rate of mass transfer from the product decreases due to the formation of a

"hide" at the product surface. It has been hypothesized that as water diffuses to the

product surface it brings with it proteins which seal the surface, thus forming a "hide"

which prevents any further moisture loss. Another factor that is linked to the reduced

rate of mass transfer from the product is the rate of mass diffusion within the product.

If water can not diffuse to the product surface fast enough to keep the product surface
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"wet" then the product surface and the meat immediately below the surface will begin

to dry out, thus changing the thermal response of the product. Therefore it is possible

that the change in the thermal behavior of the product in the drying zone is due to the

rate of mass diffusion within the product rather than the formation of a "hide" at the

product surface. The theory that mass diffusion rather than "hide" formation causes the

reduced rate of mass transfer from the product is based on the value of the mass transfer

Biot number and an experiment Jerry Marra ran at Oscar Mayer.

Oscar Mayer was experimenting with a hot dog that had a water content higher

than the water content of the hot dogs that were used during the heat transfer coefficient

experiments. The temperature proffle of the high water content product did not show

the characteristic deviation of the product temperature from the wet bulb temperature

during processing in the drying zone. Or if the product temperature did break away

from the wet bulb temperature it occurred later in the drying zone.

The fact that the product did not break away from the wet bulb temperature indi-

cates that the product surface is still wet. The rate of mass transfer from the high water

content product should be at least as high as that for the lower water content product.

Therefore it seems reasonable to assume that the rate at which the proteins reach the

product surface and the rate at which the "hide" forms should be approximately the

same for both types of hot dog. If indeed the rate of mass transfer from the product was

solely governed by the clogging of the surface pores with proteins, than the two prod-

ucts thermal behavior should be similar.

The data collected on the high water content product does not support the theory

that a hide forms at the product surface. The data rather shows that the high water
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content product remains at the wet bulb temperature and mass transfer from the product

continues. The theory that the rate of mass diffusion within the product governs the

rate of mass transfer from the product is better able to explain the observed data. For

the high water content product, more water will have to be driven off before the product

begins to show the signs of drying. Therefore the product temperature will remain at

the wet bulb temperature for a longer period of time until enough water is driven off to

cause the meat below the surface to begin to dry out.

It is possible that the rate of mass transfer from the product is not governed by the

rate at which a "hide" forms at the product surface but rater is limited by the rate at

which water can diffuse to the product surface. To test the proposed theory it is recom-

mended that future work be concentrated on modeling the diffusion of water within the

product. I believe that once diffusion is accounted for, the simulation program will be

able to predict the thermal behavior of the product in those zones where the product

surface is neither totally wet nor totally dry.

In Sec. 11.2-2 the heat transfer coefficient was modeled assuming one average

value for the entire zone. The average heat transfer coefficient was approximated using

the average air velocity within the zone and empirical correlations for flow over sur-

faces. It was stated that the collected data indicates that there is some variation in the

heat transfer coefficient from the top of the zone to the bottom of the zone. Two pos-

sible explanations of this variation were presented. One explanation was linked to a

variation in the free stream air velocity near the top of the zone due to the air jets

produced by the diffusers. The other explanation dealt with the heat transfer from the

aluminum hot dog due to radiation to the surrounding product and oven walls. It is

recommended that more heat transfer coefficient experiments should be conducted to
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determine if there really is a variation in the heat transfer coefficient and, if necessary,

to model the variation in the heat transfer coefficient.

To eliminate the effects of radiation, heat transfer coefficient experiments should

be conducted using a "shinny", low emissivity, aluminum hot dog. When the alumi-

num hot dog experiment was originally designed it was thought that the aluminum hot

dog surface would become covered with smoke and grease and would not remain

shinny. Actual experiments have indicated that the surface of the aluminum hot dog

does remain clean. Therefore a shinny aluminum hot dog would reduce, if not elimi-

nate the effects of radiation on the measurement of the heat transfer coefficient. It

would be useful to run experiments with both a shinny and a black aluminum hot dog

and then to compare the resulting heat transfer coefficients calculated using the data.

It is also important to determine the air velocity within the zone to determine if

there is a significant difference in the local air velocity at the top of the zone as com-

pared to the air velocity at the bottom of the zone. If there is a large variation, then the

simulation program will need to be modified to account for the variation in the air

velocity and the resultant effect on the heat transfer coefficient.

In Chapter IV two methods for predicting the exiting dry bulb temperature in a

zone were developed. Chapter V showed that the cooling tower model was able to

predict the exiting dry bulb temperature for all four baking zones. Therefore it is

recommended that the cooling tower model be used to simulate the exiting dry bulb

temperature for all zones, but that the curve fit used to approximate the temperature

between the inlet and exit temperatures be improved. Currently the simulation program

uses a linear fit between the inlet and exit temperatures. It is known from heat ex-
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changer theory that the temperature of the air should decay exponentially as it flows

down past the product. Therefore it is recommended that a curve fit which better

models the actual data be used to approximate the dry bulb temperature as a function of

position within the zone.

The last recommendation is to determine the importance of the transition zones,

how they influence the thermal behavior of the product, and to include a model of the

transition zone in the simulation program.



Appendices

A.1 Simulation Programs

The simulation program has been written using the models developed in the thesis.

Although the program has been written such that the entire cooking process can be

simulated, it has been shown that the simulation does not work for certain zones within

the process. Therefore, since the program uses values calculated from the previous

zone to simulate cooking in the next zone, it is recommended that the simulation pro-

gram be used to simulate only one zone at a time and that it be used for the smoke,

drying, dry-cook, and final cook zones only.

The simulation has been broken down into one main program and three support

programs. The main program uses data files generated by the other three programs.

The three support programs will be presented first then the main simulation program

will be discussed.
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A.1-1 House Specification Program

The program called "House.for" is used to establish the parameters which describe

the physical design of the cooking process. The program is used to set the following

parameters:

1. Cabinet Width

2. Pass Height

3. Pass Spacing

4. Chain Speed

5. Stick Spacing

6. Average Number of Hot Dogs per Stick

Each of these parameters must be set before the main simulation program can be

run.

*******************************************************************

***i*********** HOUSE SPECIFICRTION PROGRRMt ************
********* tIAAI* AAA* At* ttcIAAAAIAAAAitttttAAiAAAAAAAAttttttttttIAAIA

*****,************** PROGRAM DESCRIPTION ********************
------ ------------------------------------------------------------------------

This program is used to specify those parameters that are
primarily dependent on the design of the house. This includes
the following variables:

I1.

2.
3.
4.

Cabinet Width
Pass Height
Pass Spacing
Uelocity of conveyance chain

C
C

C

C
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5.
6.

Stick Spacing
Average number of hot dogs per stick

The program then creates a data file called "house.dat" which
contains all the house data used In the simulation program. The
data is stored In metric units as that Is the form in which the
data Is used by the simulation program. The units are converted
on entry and exit of the program.

*********************** VARIABLE TABLE *

width = Width of cooking zone "Cabinet" (approximately
the length of a stick of hot dogs) (i)

height a Height of house, from top to bottom of one
pass ()

PassSpac = Distance between passes (pass spacing) {m)
Vchain = Velocity of conveyance chain (m/Sec)

StickSpac = Distance between sticks on the conveyance chain ()
hotdogs - Average number of hot dogs per stick {integer)

i= counter (integer)
used loglcal variable used to determine if data file

already exists

-------------------------------------------------------------
~~~~ ~~DECLARE VARIABLES ** * * * * * * * * *

----------------------------------------------

implicit none
real width,height,PassSpac,Vchain,St ickSpac
integer hotdogs, i
logical used

cc ~~~ DETERMINE IF DATA FILE ALREADY EXISTS "~*

c

inquire(fi le='house.dat',exl1st used)
c
c

c ******************* CREATE NEW DATA FILE ********************
c

if(used .EQ. .FALSE.) then
open(unit=lfile='house.dat',status='new')
width O.0
height = 0.0
PassSpac = 0.0
Vchain = 0.0
StickSpac = 0.0
hotdogs - 0
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c

c --- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

c *************** READ EXISTING INPUT DATA FILE ***************
c----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

C

eleeif(ueed .EQ. .TRUE.) then
open(unit= l,file-'house.dat', stotu s='unknown')
rewind(unitl)
read(1,90) width,height,PassSpac,Uchain,St ickSpac,hotdoge
rewInd(unit=1)

end1if
c

c ********** DETERMINE "WORKING" UNITS FROM USER *

C

print*,'Enter the system of units you would like to work in:'
print *
print*,' 1. Metric {m,KJ,Kg,C,Sec}'
print*,' 2. English {ft,Btu,Lbm,F,Sec)'
print *

5 read*, I
C

C....................................................................

c ****** GIUE ERROR MESSAGE IF INPUT NOT EQUAL TO 1 OR 2 *

if(i .LT. 1 .OR. i .GT. 2) then
print*,'Please enter a "I" for Metric units or a m2" for

& English units.'
goto 5

c
C

C *******************************************************************

c ******************** WORK IN METRIC UNITS *******************
C *******************************************************************
C

c

eleeif(l .EQ. I ) then
c
C

C ************* PRINT CURRENT UALUES TO THE SCREEN ************

C
c

8 print100
print 110
prInt12O, width l{m)
printl30, height !{m)
print140, PassSpac !{m)
print150, Uchain l{m/Sec}
print160, St ickSpac l{m}
print170O, hot doge I{ integer)
print *
print *
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c

c ***** MAKE CHANGES TO DATA ???? *
C-------------------------------------------------------------------

I = 7
print*,'Type the number of the Item which you would like

& to change.'
print*,' (type 0 [zero] when you are through making

& changes)'
print200
read*, I

c----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

c W WRITE OUTPUT TO HOUSE.DAT FILE *
c----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

C

if(i .EQ. 0) then
rewind(unitul)
write(1,90) width,height,PassSpac,Uchain,StickSpac,hotdogs
close(unlto1,status='keep')
stop

c
c....................................................................

c ******** ASK USER FOR "NEU" URLUE IF CHAHGE REQUESTED *
C....................................................................

C

elseif(i .GE. .AND. I .LE. 6) then
goto(10, 20, 30, 40, 50, 60) I

e lse
print*,'You must enter a number between 0 and 6.'
print*,'Press return when ready to continue.'
pause
goto 8

end if
print*,'Enter new
read*width
goto 8
print*,'Enter new
read*,height
goto 8
print*,'Enter new
read*,PassSpac
got o 8
print*,'Enter new
read*, Ucha in
goto 8
print*,'Enter new
read*,St ickSpac
goto 8
prlnt*,'Enter new
read*,hotdogs
goto 8

cabinet width [m]'

pass height [m]'

pass spacing [mJ'

chain speed [m/secj'

stick spacing [i]'

number of hot dogs per stick [integer]'

10

20

30

40

50

60
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c

c --- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -C

c It*********** **** WORK IN ENGLISH UNITS *******************

c

c

C

C

c----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

c 101 CONUERT FROM METRIC TO ENGLISH UNITS ************
c----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------C
c

width width/O.3046
height = height/0.3048
PaasSpac = PaseSpac/0.3048
Uchain U=Vchain*((100.0*60.0)/(2.54*12.0))
StickSpac = StickSpac/0.3048

c
C

c ******** PRINT CURRENT URLUES TO THE SCREEN ********

C

9 pr Int100
pr int 110
print121, width I{ft
printl3l, height l{ft)
printl4l, PassSpac l{ft)
printl5l, Uchain l{ft/Min)
printl6l, StickSpac lift)
printl7l, hotdogs I{Integer)
pr int*
pr I nt *

c

c M********* MAKE CHANGES TO DATA ???? *****************

C
c

print*,'Type the number of the Item which you would like
& to change.'

print*,' (type 0 [zero] when you are through making
& changes)'

print200
read*) I

C

c
c ******* WRITE OUTPUT TO HOUSE.DAT FILE ********

if(i .EQ. 0) then

rew Ind(un it-i)
write(1 ,90) width*O.3048,height*O.3o48,PaesspaCo.3048,

& Ucha i n/( (10 0.0"60. O) /(2.54" 2. O) ),
& StlckSpac*.3048,hotdogs

c I ose (un i t-= , st at us= keep ')
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stop

C-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

c * * ASK USER FOR "MEN" UALUE IF CHANGE REQUESTED *
C-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

c

elseif(i .GE. I .RHO. I .LE. 6) then
goto(15, 25, 35, 45, 55, 65) I

e I se
print*,'You must enter a number between 0 and 6.'
print*,'Press return when ready to continue.'
pause
goto 9

end If
print*, 'Enter new
read*, width
goto 9
print*,'Enter new
read*, height
goto 9
print*, 'Enter new
read*, PassSpac
goto 9
print*,'Enter new
read*, Uchain
goto 9
print*,'Enter new
read*, StickSpac
goto 9
print*,'Enter new
read*, hotdogs
goto 9

end if

cabinet width [ft]'

pass height [ftJ'

pass spacing [ftJ'

chain speed [ft/ml)'

stick spacing [ft]'

number of hot dogs per stick [integer]'

c
c

c ********************* FORMRT STATEMENTS *********************
c- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

90 format(f8.5,
100 format(////,
110 format('----
120 format(' 1.
121 format(' 1.
130 format(' 2.
131 format(' 2.
140 format(' 3.
141 format(' 3.
150 format(' 4.
151 format(' 4.
160 format(' 5.
161 format(' 5.
170 format(' 6.
171 format(' 6.
200 format(/////

end

f8,5,f 8.5, f9.6, f8.6, 16)
HOUSE DESIGN SPECIFICATIONS

Cabinet width = ',f5.2,' Em)')
Cabinet width-= ',f5.2,' ft)')
Pass height = ',f5.2,' E[m')
Pass height = ',f5.2,' [ft)')
Pass spacing = ',f5.2,' Em)')
Pass spacing= ', f5.2,[' UIt]')
Chain speed = ',f5.4,' [m/sec]')
Chain speed = ',f5.2,' [ft/min)')
Stick spacing a ',f5.4,' a]')
Stick spacing-a ',f5.2,' [ft]')
Number of hot dogs per stick = ',i3)
Number of hot dogs per stick = ',i3)

15

25

45

55

65

',)
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C

C --- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -C *******************************************************************

c ********* EHD OF HOUSE SPECIFICRTIOH PROGRAM *

C -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

A.1-2 Product Specification Program

The program "Product.for" is used to specify the physical parameters of the meat

product to be cooked in the simulation program. The program is used to specify the

following product parameters:

1. Units to be Used in Output Files (E => English or M => Meteric)

2. Product Name

3. Outer Radius of Product

4. Length of Product

5. Number of Nodes Used in Finite-Difference Approximation

6. Thermal Conductivity of Meat

7. Mass Density of Meat

8. Specific Heat of Meat

8. Initial Product Temperature

Each of these parameters must be set before the main simulation program can be

run.
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C --- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

C

c **************** PRODUCT SPECIFICATION PROGRAfM *
C

C ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

c

c

c----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
c **** ************ PROGRRM DESCRIPTION **************
C ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------C
c

C

c This program is used to set the initial product specifications.
c This includes the following Information:
c
c 1. Name of Product
c 2. Outer radius of product
c 3. Length of product
c 4. Number of nodes used in radial direction (less than 20)
c 5. Thermal Conductivity
c 6. Mass density
c 7. Specific Heat
c 8. Initial product temperature
c
c The program allows the user to enter these Initial values in
c either English or Metric (SI) units. The program creates a
c file called "prodspc" that contains the information stored
c in metric units. This file is then used by the simulation
c program. Note that the units selected in this program will
c determine the units used In the output printed by the
c simulation program. For example if you elect to input the
c created by the product data In English units then the output
C data files simulation program will also be in English Units.
c
c
c

c *********************** URRIABLE TABLE ***********************
c
c
C

c Ro = Outer Radius of Product 1in)
c L = Length of Product 1m)
c k = Thermal Conductivity {W/m^2-C)
c rho M Mass Density (Kg/mA3)
c Cp - Specific Heat (KJ/Kg-K)
c Ti = Initial Temperature (C)
c nodes number of nodes
c i = counter
c prod name of meat productc units = flag to indicate unit choice (Mi > Metric (SI)
c or E => English)
c used - logical variable used to determine if data file
c already exists
C
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c

c --- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

c ********************* DECLARE URRIRBLES *
c----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------c
C

implicit none
real Ro,L,k,rhoCp,Ti
integer nodes,i
character prod(20)*4,units*l
logical used

c

c * DETERMINE IF DATA FILE ALREADY EXISTS *

C
c

Inquire(file = 'prod.dat',exilt-used)
C

C

c

c

if(used .EQ. .FRLSE.) then
open(unit=l,file='prod.dat',status='new')
units = 'E'
prod(l) = 'new'
do 3 i = 2,20

prod(I) - '

3 continue
Ro = 0.0
L =0.0
nodes = 0
k -0 .0
Cp - 0.0
TI = -17.77777778

C
c

c *************** READ EXISTING INPUT DATA FILE ***************
c
c

elseif(used .EQ. .TRUE.) then
open(unitul,file='prod.dat',status='old')
rewind(unitl)
read(1,91) units
read(1,95,ED - 999) (prod(i), I=1,20)
read(1,92) Ro
read(I,92) L
read(1,93) nodes
read(1,96) k
read(l,97) rho
read(l,96) Cp
read(1,97) Ti

end if
c
c
c ************ DETERINE "WORKIH0" UNITS FROMI USER 't********

C............................................................
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prlnt*,'Enter the system of units you would like to work in:'
prInt *
print*,' 1. Metric {m,KJ,Kg,C,Sec)'
print*,' 2. English {ftBtu,Lbm,F,Sec)'
pr int *

5 read*,i
C
c
c----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

c *********** ERROR MESSAGE IF INPUT IS NOT A 1 OR 2 ******
c---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

c

if(i .LT. 1 .OR. i ,GT. 2) then
print*,'Please enter a "'" for Metric units or a "2" for

& English units.'
goto 5

C

C -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
C *******************************************************************

c ******************* WORK IN METRIC UNITS ********************
C

c----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

c

elself(i ,EQ. 1 ) then
units = 'M'
Ro 1O00.O*Ro IConvert from meters to millimeters
L = 100.O*L IConvert from meters to cent imeters

C
c
c * * ** PRINT CURRENT VALUES TO THE SCREEN * ***
c
C

8 print18 0
print 100
print 110
print115, (prod(i), i=1,20)
printl20, Ro I(mm)
printl2l, L I{cm)
printl3O, nodes {integer)
printl40, k IIU/m-C)
print150, rho l{Kg/mA3)
print160, Cp !(KJ/Kg-K)
printl70, Ti i{C)
print *
print *

C
c

c ***************** MAKE CHANGES TO DATA ???? ***************

c

print*,'Type the number of the item which you would like
& to change.'

print*,' (typ 0 (zero] when you are through making
& changes)' p

pr int200
read*,i
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c

Cc --- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

c W RITE OUTPUT TO PROO.ORT FILE tttttttt

c----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

C

if(i ,EQ. 0) then
rewind(un it-l)
write(1,91) units
write(1,95) (prod(i), 1=1,20)
write(1,92) Ro/1000.O
write(1,92) L/100.O
write(1,93) nodes
write(1,96) k
write(1,97) rho
write(1,96) Cp
write(1,97) TI
stop

C
c

c ******** ASK USER FOR "HEW" URLUE IF CHANGE REQUESTED tttt*tt

c

elseif(i .GE. 1 NRHD. I .LE. 8) then
goto(lO, 20, 30, 40, 50, 60, 70, 80) i

ealse
print*,'You must enter a number between 0 and 8.'
print*,'Press return when you are ready to continue.'
pause
goto 8

end if
10 print*,'Enter new product name'

read95,(prod(i), i1,20)
goto 8

20 print*,'Enter new outer radius [mmJ'
readt,Ro
goto 8

30 print*,'Enter new sausage length [cm]'
readtjL
goto 8

40 print*,'Enter new number of nodes [<- 20J'
read*,nodes
nodes - abs(nodes)
if(nodes .GT. 20) then

print*,'Please enter a value of less than 20!'
got o 30

endif
goto 8

50 print t .'Enter new thermal conductivity [W/m-K]'
read*,k
goto 8

60 printt,'Enter new mass density [Kg/m^3] '

read*, rho
got o 8

70 printt,'Enter new specific heat value [KJ/Kg-KJ'
readt, Cp
goto 8
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80 print*,'Enter new initial temperature of sausage [C]'

read*, T I
goto 8

C

C ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
C

c ******************* WORK IN ENGLISH UNITS *
C

c -------------------------------------------------------------------
c

elseif(i .EQ. 2 ) then
unit =E

c
C
c----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
c ******** CONVERT FROM METRIC TO ENGLISH UNITS *
c----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

c

Ro = (Ro*100.0)/2.54
L = (L*100.0)/2.54
k - k/1 .7296
rho = rho/16.018463
Cp = Cp/4.184
Ti = 1.8*Ti + 32.0

c

c ************* PRINT CURRENT VALUES TO THE SCREEN ********

C

9 print180
print 100
print 110
printll5, (prod(i), 1=1,20)
printl25, Ro lInch)
printl26, L l{Inch)
print130, nodes I(Integer)
prlnt145, k I(Btu/hr-ft-F)
prIntl55, rho !{Ibm/ftA3)
print165, Cp I(Btu/Ibm-F)
printl?5, TI I(F)
pr I nt*
print *

C

c ***************** MAKE CHANGES TO DATA ???? **** *********

18
print*,'Type the number of the item which you would like

& to change.'
print*,' (type 0 [zeroJ when you are through making

& changes)'

pr Int200
read*, I
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C

C 
--- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -c W WRITE OUTPUT TO PROD.DRT FILE ***************

C -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

C

If(i .EQ. 0) then
rewind(unitl)
write(1,91) units
write(1,95) (prod(I), 1=1,20)
write(1,92) (Ro*2.54)/100.0
wrlte(1,92) (L*2.54)/100.0
wrlte(1,93) nodes
write(1,96) k*1.7296
write(1,97) rho*16.018463
write(1,96) Cp*4. 184
write(1,97) (TI - 32.0)/1.8
stop

C

C--------------------------------------------------------------------

c ******** ASK USER FOR NHEW" VALUE IF CHANGE REQUESTED *
C -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------C
c

elseif(i .GE. 1 .AND. I .LE. 8) then
goto(15, 25, 35, 45, 55, 65, 75, 85) i

elee
print*,'You must enter a number between 0 and 8.'
print*,'Press return when you are ready to continue.'
pause
goto 9

end1if
15 print*,'Enter new product name'

read95, (prod(I), 1=1,20)
goto 9

25 print*,'Enter new outer radius [inchJ'
read*,Ro
goto 9

35 print*,'Enter new sausage length [inch]'
read*, L
goto 9

45 print*,'Enter new number of nodes [< 20J'
read*,nodes
nodes = abs(nodes)
if(nodes .GT. 20) then

print*,'Please enter a value of less than 20!'
goto 35

end!if
goto 9

55 print*,'Enter new thermal conductivity [Btu/hr-ft-FJ'
read*,k
got o 9

65 print*,'Enter new mass density [Ibm/ft^3] '

rea d*,rho
got o 9

75 print*,'Enter new specific heat value [Btu/Ibm-F]'
read*,COp

got o 9
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85 prlnt*,'Enter new Initial temperature of sausage [F]'

read*,TI
goto 9

end if
c

c----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

c ***************** FORMAT STATEMENTS * ********
c--------------------------------------------------------------------

91 format(al)
92 format(f7.4)
93 format(12)
95 format(20a4)
96 format(f8.4)
97 format(f8.3)
100 format(t12,'INITIAL SPECIFICATIONS OF MEAT PRODUCT')
110 form at(t 12 ,........................................
115 format(' 1. Meat Product Name = ',20a4)
120 format(' 2. Outer radius of sausage = ',f6.3,' [am]')
121 format(' 3. Length of sausage a ',f6.3,' [cm]')
125 format(' 2. Outer radius of sausage = ',f6.3,' [inch]'
126 format(' 3. Length of sausage ',f6.3,' (inch]')
130 format(' 4. Number of nodes = ',i2)
140 format(' 5. Initial thermal conductivity = ',f7.3,

& I ' (I/m-K]')
145 format(' 5. Initial thermal conductivity = ',f7.3,

& ' [Btu/hr-ft-F]')
150 format(' 6. Initial mass density w ',f7.2,' [Kg/m^3J')
155 format(' 6. Initial mass density = ',f7.2,' [Ibm/ft^3]
160 format(' 7. Initial specific heat = ',f7.3,' [KJ/Kg-K]
165 format(' 7. Initial specific heat = ',f7.3,' [Btu/Ibm-i
170 format(' 8. Initial temperature of sausage ',f7.2,' [C:
175 format(' 8. Initial temperature of sausage ',f7.2,[' [F:
180 format(/////)
200 format(////////)
999 continue

end

)

R' )
I')
1')

c
c ******************************************************************

c *A******* END OF PRODUCT SPECIFICATION PROGRAM *************
C Atttt* t AAAAAiiAAAAAiAiAAAAiii* AAIAAtlAAAAAiAAAAAAiAiAAAIAAAAAAAAAAAA

c - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

A.1-3 Process Specification Program

The program "Process.for" is used to specify the zones which make up the cook-
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ing process. The program allows the user to specify a zone and the conditions within

that zone. The program is used to specify the following parameters:

1. Total Number of Zones in Data File

2. Zone Name

3. Fluid Type (air, water, or brine)

4. Number of Passes per Zone

5. Average Fluid Velocity

6. Inlet Dry Bulb Temperature

7. Inlet Wet Bulb Temperature

8. Mode of Mass Transfer

yes => consider mass transfer

no => neglect mass transfer)

Each of these parameters must be set before the main simulation program can be

run.

--*------*-*-**-*--*-------------*-*-------------------------------

*A************** PROCESS SPECIFICATION PROGRAM **************
AlA* tA* tAl** A* t**A**tA*A*tA tAtA titA tA tA kAtI ti tA titAti ti tA A l tA l lA A tA tA tA I*A tlA tN)

c
C

C

c ****A*************** PROGRR DESCRIPTION ********************

C
C

This program is used to edit the process zones. This includes
entering the followina information:

1. Zone name
2. Fluid tune (water. hrine. nir
- - - - - - - - ;2 r, A %m % W I ) Wo I low j %A I v .1
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c 3. Humber of passes in the zone
c 4. Average free stream air velocity
c 5. Entering free stream dry bulb temperature
c 6. Average free stream wet bulb temperature
c 7. Consider mass transfer from product (yes/no)
c
c The program allows the user to enter the above Information In
c either English or Metric (SI) units. The program creates a
c file called 'proc.spc' that contains the above information
c stored in metric units.
C

c
C -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

c *********************** VARIABLE TABLE ***********************
c- -------------------------------------------------------------------
C

c Uset = Array of zone average free stream air
c velocit ies
c Tdb w Array of zone Inlet dry bulb temperatures
c Twb = Array of zone wet bulb temperatures
c Ual a Choice of zone number that user wants to edit
c zones = Humber of existing zones
c pass = Array of zone passes
c units - Integer used to determine units choice
c I = counter
c j - counter
c k counter
c fluid = Array of fluid types for each zone (air,
c water, or brine.
c MassTran = Array of mass transfer modes for each zone
c yes => account for mass transfer from product
c no => do not account for mass transfer
c zone - Array of zone names
c hold = used to temporarily store new zone name
c flag = used to flag units choice
c M => metric (SI) units
c E => English units
c used = logical variable used to determine if data file
c already exists
c
c
0

c ********************* DECLARE VARIABLES *********************
c....................................................................

c
implicit none
real Uset,Tdb,Twb,Ual
integer zones,pass,units,i,j,k
character flu I d(20)*8, lassTran(20)*8
character zone(80)*4,hold(4)54, flag*1
logical used
dimension Uset (20), Tdb(20) , Twb(20) , pass(20)

c

c
c ********** DETERINE IF DATA FILE ALREADY EXISTS ~********
c
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C

i nqu ire ( f I e=' proc.dat ', ex I st =used)
C
c
C ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
c * CREATE HEW DATA FILE ********************
C -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

C

if(used .EQ. .FALSE.) then
open(unit-l,file-'proc.dat',status='new')
zones = 1
zone(l) 'new'
zone(2) = '

zone(3) = '

zone(4) = '

fluid(1) 'air'
pass(1) = 0
Uset(1) = 0.0
Tdb(1) = -17.7777778
Twb(l) = -17.7777778
MassTran(1) - 'no'

C

c ************** READ EXISTING INPUT DATA FILE *

c
C

elself(used .EQ. .TRUE.) then
open(unit=1,file='proc.dat',status='old')
rewind(unIt-1)
read(1,93) zones
do 10 i = 1,zones

read(1,95,end =n999) (zone(j), J=4*(i-I)41,4*i)
read(1,97) fluld(1), pass( i),Uset(i),Tdb(i),Twb(i ),

&. MassTran(i)
10 continue

endIf
C

C ******* DELETE EXISTING DATA FILE AND CREATE A NEW ONE *

c
close (unit =I,stat us-' delete')
open(unit=l,file='proc-dat',status='new')
rewind(unit-1)

c

c **************** PRINT INSTRUCTIONS TO SCREEN ***************

c

print*,'Edit Zone; type the zone number of zone to be edited.'print*,'Add Zone; type a zone number one grater than last'
pnt,' exist ing zone.'

print*,'Insert Zone; type a decimal for the zone number.'
print*,' (Ex. 1.5 to insert between zones 1 Qnd 2)'
print*, 'Remove Zone; typo zone number to be removed and when'
print*,' asked for zone name type "remove" (all in'
print*,' lower case.I)'
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print*,'End Editing; type "0" [zero] for zone number to edit.'
pr i nt 180

C

C ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

c * DETERMINE "WORKING" UNITS FROM USER ************
C -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

C

print*,'Enter the system of units you would like to work in:'
pr I nt *
print*,' 1. Metric {m,KJ,Kg,C,Sec)'
print*,' 2. English {Ft,Btu,Lbm,F,Sec)'
pr i nt*

15 read*,units
flag a'M"'
If(units .LT. I .OR. units .GT. 2) then

print*,'Please enter a "I" for Metric units or a "2" for
& English units.'

goto 15
elself(units .EQ. 2 ) then

C

c ******** CONVERT FROM METRIC TO ENGLISH UNITS *

c

flag 'E'
do 32 I 1,zones

Uset(i) =nUset(i)/O.3048
Tdb(i) - 1.8*Tdb(i) + 32.0
Twb(i) = 1.8*Twb(i) + 32.0

32 continue
end if

c

c
c ~*** PRINT CURRENT URLUES TO THE SCREEN

C

20 pr int180
print 100
if(flag .EQ. 'M') then

pr int 105
e I se

print 106
end i f
pr int 110
do 25 I 1,zones

print120, i,(zone(j), j =4*(i-1)+1,4*i), fluid( i ), pass(i),
& Uset(i), Tdb(I), Twb( i ), MassTran( i )

25 continue
print *
pr int *

c

C
c ***************** MAKE CHANGES TO DATA ???? *****************

c
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i 0
print*,'Type the number of the zone which you would like

& to edit.
print*,' (type 0 [zero] when you are through making changes)'
print200
read*,Ua I
i = int (Va I)

C

C- -------------------------------------------------------------------
c ********* SHIFT DATA SO THAT A ZONE MAY BE INSERTED *
c---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

C

if(i ,HE. Ual) then
zones = zones + 1
I -1 +1
do 27 j zones,I+1,-1

do 28 k = 4*(j -11)+1lj,4*j
zone(k) = zone(k-4)

28 continue
fluId(j) = fluId(jI-1)
pas(j) = pass(J-1)
Uset(J) Vset(J-1)
Tdb(j) - Tdb(j-1)
Twb(j) I Twb(J-1)
MasTran(j) = MassTran(J-1)

27 continue
do 29 k 4*(i-I)+1,4*i

zone(k) =
29 continue

zone(4*(i-1)+1) = 'new'
pass(i) = 1
Uset(i) = 0.0
Tdb(1) - 0.0
Twb(i) =0.0
HaseTran(i) = 'no'
goto 31

c

c ******* ASK USER FOR "NEW" VALUES IF CHANGE REQUESTED *
c

c
elseif(i .GE. 1 ,AND. i .LE. zones+l) then

c

C
c****** SHIFT DATA IF MNW20HE IS TO BE ADDED ******

lf(i ,EQ. zones + 1) then
zones zones + I
do 50 k = 4*( i-I)+I14*I

zone(k) =
50 cont inue

zone(4*( i-I)+1 ) = 'new'
fluid(i) = 'air'
pass (i) = 1
Vset(i) = 0.0
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Tdb(i) - 0.0
Twb(1) - 0.0
MassTran( ) ='no'

endIf
C

c *I GET NEWZOE NAE FROM USER
c---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

C

31 print*,'Enter Zone Name [',(zone(J), Jw4*(i-1)+1,4*i),'J'
read(*,95,end a 999) (hold(j), j-l,4)
if(hold(1) .NE. ' ' .AND. hold(1) .AE. 'remo') then

do 33 j - I , 4
zone(4*(i-1)+j) hold(j)

33 cont inue
C

c * SHIFT DATA IF A ZONE IS TO BE REMOUED *

C

elself(hold(l) .EQ. 'remo') then
zones = zones - 1
do 35 j a i,zones

do 37 k =I1,4
zone(4*(J-1)+k) = zone(4*(j)+k)

37 continue
fluid(j) - fluid(j+1)
pass(j) - pass(j+1)
Uset(J) = Uset(j+1)
Tdb(j) - Tdb(j+l)
Twb(j) = Twb(j+l)
MassTran(j) =MassTran(J+1)

35 continue
goto 20
end i f

c

c ***** GET NO. PASSES, UEL. AND TEMP. FROM USER *

C

36 print*,'Enter New Fluid Type [',fluid(i),'J.'
read*,fluid(I)
if(fluid(i) .NE. 'air' .AND. fluid(i) .NE. 'brine'

.AND. fluid(i) .NE. 'water') then
print*,'Fluld type must be "air"brine", or "water".'
goto 36

end if
print*,'Enter Number of Passes [',pass(1),'J.'
read*,pass(i)
print* 'Enter Free Stream Uelocity [',Uset(i),'J.'
read*, Uset (1)
print*, 'Enter Free Stream Dry Bulb Temperature ['

& , Tdb( i) , ']J.'
read*, Tdb(i )
print*, 'Enter Free Stream Wet Bulb Temperature ['

& ,Twb(i),'J.'
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read*,Twb( i)

38 print*,'Conslder Mass Transfer From Product (yes/no) P
&,HassTran(I),'J.'

read*,MassTran(l)
if(MassTran(i) .E. 'yes' .AND. MassTran(i) .HE. 'no') then

print*,'Rnswer must be "yes" or "no".'
got o 38

end If
goto 20

C

C -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
c W WRITE OUTPUT TO PROC.DAT FILE ***************
c---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

C

elseif(i .EQ. 0) then
if(flag .EQ. 'E') then

do 40 j = l,zones
Uset(J) = Uset(j)*0.3048
Tdb(j) I (Tdb(j) - 32.0)/1.8
Twb(j) - (Twb(J) - 32.0)/1.8

40 continue
end if
write(1,93) zones
do 30 j - 1,zones

write(1,95) (zone(k), k=4*(j-1)+1,4*j)
write(1,97) flu Id(j ),pass(j),Uset (j),Tdb(j ),

& Twb(j),MassTran(j)
30 continue

stop
C

c ********* ERROR MESSAGE IN ZONE NUMBER INCORRECT *********

e lse
print*,'You must enter a number between 0 and

& ,zones+1
print*, 'Press enter when you are ready to continue.'

pause
goto20

end I f
c

c ********************* FORMAT STATEMENTS *********************
c

c
close (unit=l,status='keep')

93 format(15)
95 format(4a4)
97 format(a8, i5, f8.4, f8.3, f8.3,a12)
100 format(t17,' INITIAL SPECIFICRTIONS OF PROCESS PARAMETERS',/)
105 format(t2, 'No. Zone Name Fluid Pass Uset (m/s)

&Tdb (C) Twb (C) Mlass Tran.')
106 format(t2,'No. Zone Name Fluid Pass Uset (ft/s)

&Tdb (F) Twb (F) Mlass Tran.')
11 0 format (t 2, '
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120 format(t2, 12,t7,4a4,t23,a,t32, i2,t39,f7.3,t51,f6.1,t60,
& f6. Ijt75,a8)

180 format(/////)
200 format(/////)
999 continue

end
c

c -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

C

c ******** END OF PROCESS SPECIFICATION PROGRAMI *

c -------------------------------------------------------------------

A.1-4 Main Simulation Program

The simulation program called "Simul.for" is used to simulate the cooking of the

product using the oven design as specified in the "house.dat" file, the product param-

eters as specified in the "prod.dat" file, and the process parameters as specified in the

"proc.dat" file. The simulation program will print out an estimated critical time step

and then ask the user to enter a user time step. The user time step should be smaller

than the critical time step to insure that the simulation will converge. The program will

also ask the user for a output increment. The output increment is used to shorten the

output data files. For example, if the critical time step for a certian zone is 0.135

seconds, the user may wish to enter a user time step of 0.1 seconds. But it would be

wasteful to print out to a data file the simulated values every 0.1 second. Therefore the

user can enter an output increment of 300 and then the program will only print to the

data file at 30.0 second intervals.
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C

C ********** SIMULATION PROGRAM **********

C

c----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

C

c

c----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

c ****************** PROGRAM DESCRIPTION *
C ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

c

c
c NOTE: THAT THIS PROGRAM MUST BE LINKED SEPARATELY USING THE
c MS LINK PROGRAM. THE PROCEDURE IS TO RUN LINK THEN TYPE
c THE PROGRAM NAME 'SIMUL' WITHOUT THE ,FOR ENDING. THEN SET
c THE BUFFER SIZE TO Z 00050. THEN TYPE g. WHEN RUNNING THE
c LINK PROGRAM IT WILL LOOK SOMETHING LIKE THIS:
c
c f simul
c z 00050
c g
c
C

c This program is designed to simulate the cooking of a product
c in a convection oven. It is designed to be able to simulate
c the whole process from water both through chill brine zones.
c
c This program uses three data Input files.
c
c The data file called 'House.dat' is created using the program
c 'house.for'. The data file contains the following information
C pertaining to the house design.
c
c I1. Cabinet Wldth
c 2. Pass Height
c 3. Pass Spacing
c 4. Uelocity of conveyance chain
c 5. Stick Spacing
c 6. Average number of hot dogs per stick
c
c An example of the data file Is as shown below.
c Note column titles are not Included in actual data file
c and that the data Is always stored In metric units.
c
c Cabinet Pass Pass Chain Stick No. of
c Width Height Spacing Veloc. Spacing Hot dogs
c
c 2.28600 5.02920 .34290 .027940 .508010 238
cc The data file cal led 'Prod.dat' is created using the program
c 'Product. for'. The data file contains the following information
c pertaining to the type of product that is to be simulated using
c the simulat ion program.
c
c 1. Name of Product
c 2. Outer radius of product
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c 3. Length of product
c 4. Number of nodes used in radial direction (Iess than 20)
c 5. Thermal Conductivity
c 6. Mass density
c 7. Specific Heat
c 8. Initial product temperature
c
c An example of the dot file is as shown below.
c Note that the captions In 4 ) do not appear in the actual
c data file, also note that all data is stored in metric units.
c
c E (flag used to distinguish English/Metric units)
c Alkar Light Pork (Product Name)
c .0127 (Product radius)
c .1524 (Product Length)
c 5 (Number on nodes)
c .6054 (Thermal conductivity of meat)
c 993.145 (Mass density of meat)
c 3.5773 (Specific heat of meat)
c 32.222 (Initial temperature of product)
c
c The data file called 'Proc.dat' is created using the program
c 'Process.for'. The data file contains the following information
c pertaining to the zones that make up the cooking process which
c is to be simulated.
C

c 1. Zone name
c 2. Fluid type (water, brine, air)
c 3. Number of passes in the zone
c 4. Average free stream air velocity
c 5. Entering free stream dry bulb temperature
c 6. Average free stream wet bulb temperature
c 7. Consider mass transfer from product (yes/no)
c
c An example data file is as shown below.
c
c 1
c Final Cook
c air 4 1.5651 79.444 43.333 yes
c
c The simulation program then uses the information in the three
c data files to simulate cooking of the product. The program will
c ask the user for a time step and Increment used to write the
c the data to the output file. The program then simulates the
c cooking of the product and creates two data files. One data
c file called 'output.user' presents the data in a manner that
c is easy for the user to read. It contains a copy of the
c information contained in the three data files along with
c the temperature profiles to the free stream and product. Thec other data file 'data.graph' contains just the temperature data
c of the free stream and product in a comma separated variable
c format that can be read In to a graphing program.
c
C

c
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c

H

width = Width of one zone (house width) 1m)
height a Height of house (distance from top to bottom of

one pass (m)

issSpac = Pass spacing (m)

Uchaln a Velocity of conveyance chain (m/sec)
ckSpac = Distance between sticks of product on conveyance

cha in 41)
Ro Outer radius of product (m)

L = Length of product {m)
k = Thermal conductivity of product {/m-K)

rho M Mass density of product(Kg/m^3)
Cp = Specific heat of product (KJ/Kg-K)
Ti - Initial temperature of product (C)

Vol - Volume of product (m^3)
SR = Surface area of product m^2)

mass =Mass of product (Kg)
Uset A Rrray of set point air velocities

for each zone (m/sec)
Tdb = Array of set point dry bulb temperatures

for each zone (C)
Twb = Array of set point wet bulb temperatures

for each zone (C)
T = Array used to store product Internal

temperatures as the program steps through
tlime (C)

R Radius of node at which finite-difference
calculation Is currently at (in

EM = Emissivity of product surface (dimensionless)
SB Stefan-Boltzmann Constant (U/m^2-K^4)
pi 23.14159 (dimensionless)

Hfg Heat of vaporization of water (KJ/Kg)
gen = Energy generation term (W/m^3)

Pinf = Atmospheric pressure (KPa)
B = Mass transfer driving force (dimensionless)
g =Mass transfer conductance (Kg/m^2-sec)

Mh2oO H Mass fract ion at product surface
Ih2oinf M Mass fraction at free stream conditions

Mdot fMass flux (Kg/m^2-sec)
Loss 2 Percent weight loss of product due

to mass transfer (M)
C1i 2 Used to calculate critical time stem
S11 2 Used to calculate critical time stem
S12 2 Used to calculate critical time stem
S13 Used to calculate critical time stem

crt ime Critical tlime step (sec)
dR 2 Delta radius used in finite-difference

calculations
(i)

dtime 2 Time step used in finite-difference calculations
(see)

st art 2=Time at beginning of zone (sec)
stop 2 Time at end of zone (sec)

theta = Time used in finite-difference calculations (sec)
Re 2 Reynolds number (dimensionless)
C 2 Constant used in lusselt number approximat ion
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c (dimensionless)
c m= Constant used in Husselt number approximation
c (dimensionless)
c Nubar = Average Nusselt number (dimensionless)
c hr = Heat transfer coefficient for radiation {W/m^2-K)
c hbarC = Heat transfer coefficient calculated using a
c cylinder In cross flow correlation (W/m^2-K)
c hbarFP = Heat transfer coefficient calculated using a
c correlation for flow over a flat plate (W/m^2-K)
c hbar =Average convective heat transfer coefficient
c calculated using hbarC and hbarFP (U/m^2-K)
c Prair - Prandtl number of air as a function of
c temperature (dimensionless)
c kair = Thermal conductivity of air as a function
c of temperature (W/m^2-K)
c Cpair = Specific heat of air (J/Kg-K)
c muair -aKinematic viscosity of air as a function
c of temperature (m^2/sec)
c Prh2o = Prandtl number of water as a funct ion of
c temperature (dimensionless)
c kh2o = Thermal conductivity of water as a function
c of temperature (U/m^2-K)
c Mdothd = Mass flow rate of hotdogs (Kg/sec)
c Mdotair = Mass flow of air (Kg/sec)
c Chd = Heat capacity rate of a hot dog (W/K)
c Cair = Heat capacity rate of air (W/K)
c Cmin = Minimum heat capacity rate (hot dog or air) {f/K)
c Cmax = Maximum heat capacity rate (hot dog or air) (W/K)
c Cr = Cmin/Cmax (dimensionless)
c Rrea = Approximate heat transfer area use in heat
c exchanger model (m^2)
c Ntu Number of transfer units, used in heat exchanger
c model approximation (dimensionless)
c Qmax = Maximum heat flux (used In heat exchanger modeling
C of hot dog and air temperature approx. (U/mA2)
c Q = Approximate heat flux corrected for efficiency
c of heat exchanger (W/mA2)
c Eff = Calculated efficiency of heat exchanger model
c (dimensionless)
c C1 = Constant used In heat exchanger calculations
c (dimensionless)
c C2 = Constant used in heat exchanger calculations
c (dimensionless)
c Ta = Local air temperature in the zone (C)
c Tao Leaving zone air temperature (bottom of zone) {C)
c Tai = Entering zone air temperature (top of zone) (C)
c dTa * Used for a linear approximation of the free stream
c dry bulb temperature distribution in zone (C)
C psydat Array used in psych subroutinec Wairin =Humidity ratio of air at top of zone
c Uh2oO = Humidity ratio of saturated air at T = Tsurfaoe
o Rhoain - Density of air at in let of zone {Kg/m^3)
c Taout = Temperature of air at bottom of zone (C)
o slope -- Used in l inear curve fit of Tdb as a function
c of position within zone (C/in)
o Thdin - Surface temperature of product at inlet to
c zone (C)}
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c il = Enthalpy of air at Tdb + dTdb used to estimate
c specific heat of air at Tdb {KJ/Kg)
c 12 = Enthalpy of air at Tdb - dTdb used to estimate
c specific heat of air at Tdb (KJ/Kg)
c WI = Humidity ratio of air at inlet
c AR = Constant used In efficiency calculation
c BB = Constant used in efficiency calculation
c Tstep = Used when seeking the iterative solution for
c Tseff
c lairin = Enthalpy of air at top of zone (KJ/Kg)
c lhdln = Enthalpy of saturated air at top of zone where
c T n Tsurface (KJ/Kg)
c Cs = Effective specific heat (dimensionless)
c T2 = Used to iterate when finding Thdout (C)
c Tseff = Effective saturated air temperature used when
c Iterating to fine Walrout (C)
c Thdout = Estimated surface temperature of product at bottom
c of zone (C)
c lairout = Entholpy of saturated air at bottom of zone where
c T = Tsurface of product (KJ/Kg)
c iseff = Enthalpy of effective surface at bottom of zone
c IKJ/Kg)
c Wseff = Humidity ratio of saturated air at enthalpy of
c effect surface (dimensionless)
c Mstar = Capacitance ratio used in cooling tower model
c Wairout = Humidity ratio of air at bottom of zone
c zones = Number of zones in process (integer)
c nodes = Number of nodes used In finite-difference
c approximation (integer)
c times = Number of intervals in the finite-difference
c approximation of the time space (integer)
c pass = Array of the number of passes in each zone
c I = counter used to step program through zones
c j w counter
c p = counter used to step program through time space
c in finite-difference approximation
C n - counter
c old - integer used in Temperature array to indicate
c column of oId temperatures
c new I Integer used in Temperature array to indicate
c column of new temperatures
c passLeng . Number of time steps in needed to complete one
c pass (integer)
c w Counter used to keep track of passes and flow
c d I rect Ion
c count = counter used to keep track of printing intervols
c step = interval size used for writing data to output
c filIes
c status = Used in pysch subrout inec inc = Increment used to step through 1db function
c hot dogs =Average number of hot dogs per stick
c units =Character variable used to indicate E = > English
c or M => Mletric units
c prod = Array used to store product name
c zone - Array used to store zone names
c fluid = Array used to store fluid type for each zone
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c "air" "brine", or "water"
c flowdir a Flag used to tell when product is flowing
c parallel with the air stream (Parallel Flow) or
c when the product is flowing opposite the air
c stream (Counter Flow)
c MassTran = Flag used to determine mode of mass transfer
c yes => account for mass transfer from product
c product surface
c no => do not account for mass transfer from
c product surface
C

c

C -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
c ********************* DECLARE VARIABLES *
c---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

c
implicit none
real width,height,PassSpac,Uchain,St ickSpac
real Ro,L,k,rho,Cp,Ti,Uol ,SA,mass
real Vset,Tdb,Twb,T,R
real Em,SB,pi ,Hfg,gen,Pinf
real B, g, Mh2oO, Mh2o i nf, Mdot,Loss
real C11,S11,S12,$13,crt ime
real dR,dt ime,start,stop,theta
real Re, C, m, Nubar, hr, hbarC, hbarFP, hbar
real Prair,kair,Cpair,muair
real Prh2o,kh2o
real Mdothd,Mdotair
real Chd,Cair,Cmin,Cmax,Cr,Area,Ntu
real QmaxQ,Eff,C1 ,C2,Ta,Tao,Tai ,dTa
real psydat, Wa i r in,Wh2oO, Rhoa in, Taout,s lope
real Thdin, ii, 12,1,AA,BB,Tstep
real iairin, ihdin,Cs,T2,Tseff
real Thdout,iairout,iseff,jseff,Mstar,Uairout
integer zones,nodes,times,pass, i,j,p,n,old,new
integer passLeng,wcount,step,status, inc,hotdogs
character units*1,prod(20)*4,zone(80)*4, fluid(20)*B
character f I owd i r*1 6, MasTran(20)*8
external Prair,kair,muair
dimension Uset(20),Tdb(20),Twb(20),pass(20),T(20,2),psydat(9)

c
C

c *********** READ HOUSE SPECIFICATION FILE **************
c
c

open(unit=3,fi le='house.dat',status='old')
rewind(unit=3)
read(3,801) width,heightPassSpac,Uchain,St ickSpac,hotdogs
clos (un it =3,stat us= 'keep')

c

c

c

open(un it=3, f ile='prod .dat ' ,status 'olId' )
rew ind(un i t3)
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read(3,921) units
read(3,900,EHD 999) (prod(l), 1=1,20)
read(3,922) Ro
read(3,922) L
read(3,923) nodes
read(3,924) k
read(3,927) rho
read(3,924) Cp
read(3,927) TI
close(unit=3,status='keep')

C
c
c----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
c ********* INITIALI2E ARRAY OF TEMPERATURES WITH Ti
c---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------C
c

old = I
new = 2
do 5 j 1,nodes

T(j,old) = Ti
T(j,new) a TI

5 continue
c
c

c ************** READ PROCESS SPECIFICATION FILE ******
c

c
open(unit=4,fi le='proc.dat',status-'old')
rewind(unit-4)
read(4,941) zones
do 10 i = Izones

read(4,905,end ..999) (zone(J), J=4*(i-I) + 1,4*i)
read(4,943) fluld(I),pass(1),Uset(I),Tdb(I),Twb(1),

& MassTran(i)
10 continue

c Iose (unit =4,status=' keep')
c
c

c *W*************** WRITE DATA TO OUTPUT FILE **************
c

c
open(unit=Sfl le='output.user',status-'new')
open(unlt=8,flle='data.graph',status='new')
rewind(unit=5)
rewind(unit=8)

c
c

c *************** WRITE OUTPUT IN METRIC UNITS ****************

c
if (units .EQ. 11') then

wr ite(5,913)
write(5,914)
write(5,910) (prod(i), i=1,20)
wr Ite(5, 915) Ro*1 00.0
wr ite(5, 917) L*IO00.0
write(5,920) nodes
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wrIte(5,925) k
wrlte(5,935) rho
write(5,930) Cp
write(5,938) TI
write(5,995)
wrIte(5,805)
write(5,810)
write(5,820) wIdth
write(5,830) height
write(5,840) PassSpac
write(5,850) Uchaln
write(5,860) StickSpac
wrlte(5,87O) hotdogs
wr ite(5,995)
wrlte(5,940)
write(5,945)
write(5,955)
do 20 I a 1,zones

write(5,960) I,(zone(j), j=4*(I-1)+1,4*i),fluid(I)
&,pass( I) ,Uaet( I ),Tdb( I ),Twb( i ),MaesTran( I)

20 continue
c

c W******* WRITE OUTPUT IN ENGLISH UNITS **************
c

else

write(5,913)
write(5,914)
write(5,910) (prod(i), I-1,20)
write(5,916) (Ro*100.0)/2.54
write(5,918) (L*100.0)/2.54
write(5,920) nodes
write(5,926) k/1.7296
write(5,936) rho/16.018463
write(5,931) Cp/4. 184
write(5,937) Ti*1.8 + 32.0
write(5,995)
write(5,805)
write(5,810)
write(5,821) width/0.3048
write(5,831) height/0.3048
write(5,841) PassSpac/0.3048
write(5,851) Ucha In*((100.0*60.0)/(2.54*12.0))
write(5,861) StickSpac/0.3048
write(5,871) hotdogs
write(5,995)
write(5,940)
write(5,950)
wr ite(5,955)
do 30 i =1,zones

& pass(i),Uset(I)/0.3048,Tdb(I)*1.8 +432.0,
& Twb(1)*l1.8 + 32.0,MlassTran(i)

30 cont inue
end if
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wrIte(5,995)

C

C -
c * PROCESS/MATH CONSTANTS *
c----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------c
C

Cp - Cp*1000.O INote: Convert from KJ to J
pi = 4.0*Rtan(1.O)
Pinf = 101.325 INote Atmospheric Pressure in KPa
SB = 5.67e-8 INote Stefan-Boltzmann Constant
Hfg= (2501.4 - 2.31905*T(l,old))*1000.O

c
c !Note Hfg is the Heat of Uaporlzation of Water calculated at
c surface temperature of product
C

C
C---------------------------------------------------------------------
c******* SET INITIAL X WEIGHT LOSS TO ZERO * *''

C---------------------------------------------------------------------
c

Loss 0.0
c
c---------------------------------------------------------------------
c * PRODUCT SUR. AREA, UOL. RHO MASS *******
c---------------------------------------------------------------------
c

SR = pi*(2.0*Ro)*L
Uol pi*Ro*Ro*(L-2.0*Ro) + (4.0/3.0)*pi*Ro*Ro*Ro
mass = rho*Uol

C
c
cc -------------------------------------------------------------------
c
c * BEGIN MAIN CALCULATIONS LOOP **********
c *******************************************************************

c
cc

theta = 0.0 INote: Assume process starts at time zero
flowdir = 'Counter Flow'
inc = I
w = 0
do 800 i 1,zones

c
c
c ****** PRINT MESSAGE TO SCREEN INDICATING CURRENT ZONE *****

c

C
c

c

wr ite(5,995)
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write(5,905) (zone(j), j=4*(I-I)+1,4*i)

C

C
c

c *********** HEAT TRANSFER COEFFICIENT CALCULATION ***** *

C----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

cc

C

c----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

c ******************* FLAT PLATE CORRELATION *
c---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

c

c NOTE THAT THE HEAT TRANSFER COEFFICIENT IS CALCULATED USING
c AN EMPIRICAL CORRELATION FROM INCROPERA AND DE WITT FOR
c FLOW OUER A FLAT PLATE.
c

Re = (Uset(I)*L)/muair(Tdb(I))
C = 0.664
m =0.5
if(fluld(i) .EQ. 'air') then

Nubar = C*(Re**m)*Prair(Tdb(i))**(1.0/3.0)
hbarFP = Nubar*kair(Tdb(i))/(L)

elaelf(fluid(I) .EQ. 'water') then
Nubar = C*(Re**m)*Prh2o(Tdb(I))**(1.0/3.0)
hbarFP = Nubar*kh2o(Tdb(i))/(L)

eleeif(fluid(i) ,EQ. 'brine') then
Nubar C*(Re**m)*Prh2o(0.O)**(1.O/3.0)

C

c !NOTE: The brine temperature is assumed to be 0.0 C.
C

hbarFP = Nubar*kh2o(0.0)/(L)
end If

c

c ~**** CYLINDER IN CROSS FLOW CORRELATION '* **c

C

c NOTE THAT THE HEAT TRANSFER COEFFICIENT IS CALCULATED USING
c AN EMPIRICAL CORRELATION FROM INCROPERA AND DE WITT FOR
c A CYLINDER IN CROSS FLOW.
c

Re = (Uset(I)*2.0*Ro)/mualr(Tdb(1))
if(Re .GE. 4.0 .AND. Re .LE. 40.0) then

C = 0.911
m = 0.385

elseif(Re .GT. 40.0 ,AND. Re .LE. 4000.0) then
C = 0.683
m = 0.466

elseif(Re .GT. 4000.0 .RND. Re .LE. 40000.0) then
C = 0.193
m =0.618

elseif(Re .GT. 40000.0 .AND. Re .LE. 400000.0) then
C = 0.027
m =0.805

end if
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if(fluld(1) .EQ. 'air') then

Nubar - C*(Re**m)*Prair(Tdb(i))**(1.0/3.0)
hbarC = Nubar*kair(Tdb(i))/(2.0*Ro)

elself(fluld(i) .EQ. 'water') then
Nubar = C*(Re**m)*Prh2o(Tdb(i))**(1.0/3.0)
hbarC = Nubar*kh2o(Tdb(i))/(2.O*Ro)

elseif(fluid(i) .EQ. 'brine') then
Nubar = C*(Re**m)*Prh2o(O.O)**(1.O/3.0)

C

c !NOTE: The brine temperature Is assumed to be 0.0 C.
c

hbarC = Nubar*kh2o(O.O)/(2.0*Ro)
end if

c
C
c------------------------------------------------------------------------- --------------------
c ** *** RUERRGE HTC BASED ON BOTH FLAT PLATE AND *
c CYLINDER IN CROSS FLOW CORRELATIONS
c---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------C
c

hbar (hbarFP + hbarC)/2.0
C
c

c * ** WRITE HEAT TRANSFER COEF. TO DATA FILE *

C

if (units ,EQ. 'H') then
print*,'HTC - ',hbar,' W/m^2-K'
wrlte(5,*) 'Convective Heat Transfer Coef. '

& hbar,' W/m^2-K'
e Ise

print*,'HTC ',hbar/5.67796,' Btu/hr-ft^2-F'
write(S,*) 'Convective Heat Transfer Coef. =

& hbar/5.67796, ' Btu/hr-ft^2-F '

end if
c

c....................................................................

c *** CALCULATE SPECIFIC HEAT OF AIR USING PSYCH SUBROUTINE *

psydat(1) = 1.0
psydat(2) = Tdb(i)
psydat(3) = Twb(i)
call psych(O,O,1,1,O,psydat,O,status)
WI = psydat(6)
psydat(2) = Tdb(i) - 0.5
call psych(O,O,1,4,0,psydat,O,status)
ii = psydat(7)
psydat(2) a Tdb(i) + 0.5
psydat(6) = WIcall psych(O, O,i1,4, O, psydat, O, status)
i2 = psydat(7)
Cpair = (i2 - ii)*1000.0

c

c ************ DETERMlINE MlASS TRANSFER COEFFICIENT *******

c
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c

g = hbar/Cpair
C
c
c --- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

c *** **** RADIATION HEAT TRANSFER TERM ***************
c----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

c

Em = 0.0 INote: Assume NO radiation to surrounding product
c

Cc----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

c ~~ * * ENERGY GENERATION TERM
c----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

C

gen = 0.0 INote: Assume NO energy generation
c

c----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

c * CALCULATE DELTA RADIUS * ***********
c----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------C
c

dR = Ro/(float(nodes) - 1.0)
c

c--------------------------------------------------------------------
c ***** CALCULATE FREE STREAM AND SURFACE HUMIDITY RATIOS *****

C
c

psydat(1) = 1.0 !Note pressure In Atmospheres
psydat(2) = Tdb(i)
psydat(3) = Twb(i)
call psych(O,O,1,1,0,psydat,O,status)
Wairin = psydat(6)
iairin = psydat(7)*1000.O INote enthalpy in J/Kg
Rhoaln = psydat(8)
Mh2oinf = 1.0 - (1.0/(1.0 + Wairin))
psydat(2) = T(1,old)
psydat(4) = 1.0
call psych(O,O,1,2,O,psydat,O,status)
Wh2oO m psydat(6)
Mh2oO = 1.0 - (1.0/(1.0 + Wh2oO))

c
c

c ****** FIND MASS FLOW RATES OF AIR AND HOTOOGS ********
c
c

Mdothd mass*float(hotdogs)*(Uchain/StickSpac)
Mdotair = width*float(pass(i))*PassSpac*Uset(i)*Rhoain

c

cc ******** CALCULATE CRITICAL TIME STEP *******

C

hr = Em*SB*((Tdb(i)+273,O)**2 + (T(1,old)+273,0)**2)
&*(Tdb(i)+273.0 + T(1,old)+273.0)
B = (Mh2oinf - Mh2oO)/(Mh2oO - 1.0)
Mdot = g*B
Cli = Ro*dR - 0.25*dR*dR
SiJ = (2.0*Ro*(hbar + hr - Abs(Mdot)*Hfg/(Tdb(i)+273.0))
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& + 3.0*k*(Ro - 0.5*dR)/dR)/(rho*Cp)

S12 =a-4.0*k*(Ro - O.5*dR)/(rho*Cp*dR)
S13 a +k*(Ro - 0.5*dR)/(rho*Cp*dR)
crtIme = 0.5/((abs(S11) + abs(S12) + abs(S13))/C1J)

c
C
c--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
c ************* ASK USER FOR CALCULATION TIME STEP ************
c--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------c
C

print965, crtime
write(5,965) crtime
dtime = crtime

40 print*
print*,'Enter user time step (eec.)';
read*, dtime
print*,'Enter output interval (integer)'
read*, step
pr I nt *
print*,'Calculations in Progress.'
print *

C
c

c * ***** CALCULATE TIME INTERUAL FOR ZONE * ******

C
c

if (i .EQ. l) then
start = 0.0

eIlee
start = stop

end if
stop = start + Float(pass(i))*(height/Uchain)

C
c

c ******** FIND NO. OF TIME 'NODES' AND MODIFIED OTIME *

c

t imes = int((atop - start)/dtlime)
dt ime = (stop - start)/float(t Imes)
write(5,966) dtime
passLeng = times/pass(i)

c

c

c *************** DETERMINE ZONE Tdb URRIATION *******

C

C
c

c * Tdb FOR WATER OR BRINE FLUID ZONES *

C

4 if(fiuid(i) .NE. 'air') then
Taout = Tdb(i)
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elope = 0.0

C

C

c * Tdb FOR TRANSITION ZONES *****************
c----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

c

elseif(fluid(l) .EQ. 'air') then
if(zone(4*(i-) + 1) .EQ. 'tran') then

if(flowdlr .EQ. 'Counter Flow') then
slope m (Tdb(i+l) - Taout)/float(paeeLeng)

elself(flowdlr .EQ. 'Parallel Flow') then
Taout = Tdb(i)
slope - (Tdb(i-1) - Tdb(l))/float(paeeLeng)

end1if
c
c-------------------------------------------------------------------

c ****** Tdb USING SENSIBLE HEAT EXCHANGER MODEL *
c-------------------------------------------------------------------

c

eleeif(MassTran(i) .EQ. 'no') then
Chd = Cp*Mdothd
Cair Cpalr*Mdotair
Cmin = Min1(Chd,Calr)
Cmax = Maxl(Chd,Calr)
Cr = Cmin/Cmax
Area = 2.0*Ro*pl*L*float(hotdoge)*float(paes(I))

& *(height/StlckSpac)
Ntu = (hbar*Area)/Cmln
C1 sqrt(1.O + Cr*Cr)
Eff = 2.0*(1.0 + Cr + C1*((I.O + Exp(-Ntu*Cl))/

& (1.0 - Exp(-Ntu*Cl))))**(-l.O)
o = Cmin*Eff*(T(l,new) - Tdb(l))
Taout - Tdb(i) + Q/(Mdotair*Cpair)
elope = (Tdb(i) - Taout)/float(paseLeng)

c
C

c ************* Tdb USING COOLING TOWER MODEL **********
C
c

eleelf(MaseTran(l) .EQ. 'yes') then
Tetep - 20.0
Thdin =aT(l,new)
peydat(2) = Thdin
psydat(4) = 1.0
call psych(O,O,1,2,0,peydat,O,statue)
ihdin - peydat(7)*1O00.O !Note enthalpy in J/Kg
Tseff = Tdb()
T2 = Thdin + 16.667 INote initial queas value

80 peydat(2) = T2
peydat(4) - 1.0
call peych(O,O,1,2,0,peydat,O,etatus)
i2 = psydat(7)*1O00.0 INote enthalpy in J/Kg
Ce = (ihdin - i2)/(Thdln - T2)
Area = 2. 0*Ro*p I*L* float (hot doge)* float (paee( i))

& *(height/StickSpac)
Ntu = (hbar*Area)/(lldotair*Cpair)
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Motar - (Mdotalr*Cs)/(Mdothd*Cp)
CI a sqrt(.0 + Motar*Msltar)
AR = 1.0 + Exp(-Htu*C1)
BB = 1.0 - Exp(-Htu*Cl)
Eff = 2.0*( + Motor + CI*(RR/BB))**(-I.O)
Q = Eff*Mdotalr*(Ihdin - iairin)
iairout lairin + Q/Mdotair
Thdout = Thdln - Q/(Mdothd*Cp)
if(obs((Thdout - T2)/Thdout) .GT. 0.01) then

T2 = Thdout
goto 80

end1if
iseff- lairin + (lalrout - lairin)/(1.O - Exp(-Itu))
psydat(2) = Tseff
psydat(7) - Iseff/1000.0
call psych(0,O,1,5,0,psydat,0,status)
If (1.0 - psydat(4) .GT. 0.001) then

Tseff Tseff - Tstep
psydat(2) = Tseff
psydat(4) = 1.0
call psych(0,0,1,2,0,psydat,O,status)
if (psydat(7)*1000.0 .LT. iseff) then

Tseff = Tseff + Tstep
Tstep = Tstep/2.0
goto 73

end1if
goto 70

end if
Useff - psydat(6)
Wairout = Wseff + (Walrin - Wseff)*Exp(-Ntu)
psydat(6) - Woirout
psydat(7) - lairout/1000.0
call psych(0,0,1,6,0,psydat,O,status)
Taout = psydat(2)
slope = (Tdb(I) - Taout)/float(paosLeng)

end If
endIf

c

c ********** WRITE COLUMN HERDINGS TO OUTPUT FILE *

c

count = 0
To = Taout + slope*float(w)
if (units ,EQ. 'M') then

write(5,967)
write(5,968) ((Ro - float(n)*dR)*100.0, n O,nodes-1)
write(5,975) theta,Ta,Twb(i),Loss,(T(n,old), n = 1,nodes)
if (I .EQ. I) then

write(8,971) ((Ro - float(n)*dR)*100.O, n O,nodes-1)
write(8,976) theta,Ta,Twb(i),Loss,(T(n,old),

n 1,nodes)
end1if

e I se
write(5,969)
write(5,970) (((Ro - float(n)*dR)*100.0/2,54), n = 0

70

73

&
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& ,nodes-1)

write(5,975) theta,(Ta*1.8 + 32.O),(Twb(i)*1.8
& + 32.O),Loss,((T(n,old)*1.8 + 32.0),
& n = Inodes)

If (I .EQ. I) then
wrlte(8,971) (((Ro - float(n)*dR)*100.O/2.54), n = 0

& ,nodes-I)
write(8,976) theta,(Ta*1.8 + 32.0),(Twb(i)*1.8

& + 32.O),Loss,((T(n,old)*1.8 + 32.0),
& n = 1,nodes)

end If
end1if

c

c--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
o * BEGIN STEPPING THROUGH ZONE ************
C--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

c
do 60 p = 1,times,l

w w + inc

C

c *** ********* DETERMINE FLOW DIRECTION ***************

c

if(w ,EQ. passLeng) then
flowdir = 'Parallel Flow'
Inc = -1

elself(w ,EQ. 0) then
flowdir = 'Counter Flow'
Inc 1

end if
Ta Taout + slope*float(w)

C

c
c ****** CALCULATE MIASS TRANSFER DRIVING FORCE-B **********

C

psydat(1) = 1.0
paydat(2) = Ta
psydat(3) Twb(l)
call psych(O,O,1,1,O,psydat,O,statue)
Wairin psydat(6)
Mh2oinf 1.0 - (1.0/(1.0 + Wairin))
psydat(2) = T(1,old)
peydat(4) = 1.0
call psych(O,O,1,2,0,psydat,O,status)
Uh2oO = psydat(6)
Mh2oO = 1.0 - (1.0/(I.0 + Uh2oO))
B = (Mh2oinf - mh2oO)/(Mh2oO - 1.0)
if(fluid(i) .EQ. 'alr') then

if(lassTran(i) .EQ. 'yes') then
Ildot =g*log(1+B)
mass = macs + ldot*SA*dtlme
Lose - Lose + 100.O*Mldot*SA*dt ime/mace

elceif(llaccTran(i) .EQ. 'no') then
if(B .LT. 0) then
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Mdot - g*Iog(1+B)

elseif(B .GE. 0) then
Mdot = 0.0

end if
end if

elseif(fluid(i) .HE. 'air') then
Mdot = 0.0

end if
C

cc---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

c ****** CALCULRTE TEMPERATURE DISTRIBUTIONI *~c*
C -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

c

Hfg= (2501.4 - 2.31905*T(1,old))*1000.0
c

c !Note Hfg is the Heat of Uaporization of Water calculated at
c surface temperature of product
c

T(l,new) - (dtime/(rho*Cp))*(((2.0*Ro)/(Ro*dR - 0.25*
& dR*dR))*(Em*SB*((Ta+273.2)**4.0 - (T(1,old)+273.2)
& **4.0) + hbar*(Ta - T(1,old)) - Mdot*Hfg) - ((k*(Ro
& - 0.5*dR))/(Ro*dR - 0.25*dR*dR))*((T(3,old) - 4.0*
& T(2,old) + 3.0*T(1,oid))/dR) + gen) + T(1,old)

do 50 j w 2,nodes-1,1
Rw Ro - fIoat(j-1)*dR
T(j,new) - (dtime/(rho*Cp))*((k*(T(j+1,old)

& - 2.0*T(j,old) + T(j-l,old))/(dR*dR))
& + (k*(T(J-1,old) - T(J+l,old))/(2.0*dR*R))
& + gen) + T(Jold)

50 continue
T(nodesnew) = (dtime/(rho*Cp))*(gen + 2.0*k*

& (-3.0*T(nodes,old) + 4.0*T(nodes-1,old)
& - T(nodes-2,old))/(dR*dR)) + T(node8,old)

C

c ************** WRITE DATA TO OUTPUT FILES ****************
c

c
count = count + 1
if (count .EQ. step) then

if (units .EQ. 'W') then
write(8,976) theta + float(p)*dtime/60.OTa,Twb(i),

& Loss,(T(nnew),n = 1,nodes)
write(5,975) theta + float(p)*dtime/60.OTa,Twb(I),

& Loss,(T(n,new),n = 1,nodes)
eIse

write(8,976) theta + float(p)*dtlme/60.O,(Ta*1.8 +
& 32.0),(Twb(1)*1.8 + 32.0)Loss,& ((T(n,new)*l.8 * 32.0), n - 1,nodes)

write(5,97'5) theta 4 fioat(p)*dtime/60.O,(Ta*1.8 +
& 32.O),(Twb(i)*1.8 + 32.O),Loss,((T(n,new)
& *1.84 32.0), n =1,nodes)

end if
count = 0
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end1if

c
C

c **** *** SWITCH EW NRHO OLD URLUES FOR ARRAYS ********
c---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------c
C

If (new .EQ. 2) then
new = 1
old = 2

e Ise
new = 2
old = 1

end if
60 continue
C
c
c---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

c INCREASE TIME BY ONE INTERURL **************

C
c

theta = theta + float(tlmes)*dtime/60.O
800 continue
C
c

c ********************* CLOSE OUTPUT FILE *********************

c
C

cc*********** FORMART STATEMENTS ***********

801 format(f8.5,f8.5,f8.5,f9.6,f8.6, 16)
805 format(' HOUSE DESIGN SPECIFICATIONS
810 format(-')-------------------
820 format('Cabinet width = ',f5.2,' [m]')
821 format('Cablnet width = ',f5.2,' [ft]')
830 format('Pass height a ',f5.2,' [m]')
831 format('Pass height = ',f5.2,' [ft]')
840 format('Pass spacing ',f5.2,' Em]')
841 format('Pass spacing- 'jf5.2j1' ftJ')
850 format('Chain speed = ',f5.4,' Em/sec]')
851 format('Chain speed = ',f5.2,' [ft/mn]')
860 format('Stick spacing = ',f5.4,' E]')
861 format('Stick spacing = ',f5.2,' [ft]')
870 format('Humber of hot dogs per stick = ', 3)
871 format('Humber of hot dogs per stick = ',13)
900 format(20a4)
905 format (4a4)
906 format('Calculat ing: ',4a4)
910 format('Product Name - ',20a4)
913 format(' PRODUCT SUMMARY')
9 14 form at ( '- - - - - - - - - - - - - -

915 format('Outer Radius = ',f6.3,' [cm]')
916 format('Outer Radius = ',f6.3,' (inch]')
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917 format('Length of Sausage = ',f6.3,' [cm]')
918 format('Length of Sausage = ',f6.3,' [inch]')
920 format('Humber of Nodes ',i3)
921 format(al)
922 format(f7.4)
923 format(12)
924 format(f8.4)
927 format(f8.3)
925 format('Thermal Conductlvity = ',f6.3,' [/m-C]')
926 format('Thermal Conductlvity = ',f7.3,' [Btu/ft-hr-F]')
930 format('Speclflc Heat w ',f6.3,' (KJ/Kg-KJ')
931 format('Speciflc Heat = ',f6.3,' [Btu/lbm-RJ')
935 format('Mass Density = ',f6.2,' [Kg/m^3J')
936 format('Mhass Density = ',f6.2,' (Ibm/ft^3] ')

937 format('Initia Temperature = ',f7.2' [F]')
938 format('Initial Temperature- ',f7.2,' [C]')
940 format(t35,'PROCESS SUMRRY',/)
941 format(i5)
943 format(a8, 15, f8.4, f8.3, f8.3,a12)
945 format(t2,'No. Zone Name Fluid Pass Uset [m/s]

& Tdb [C] Twb [C] MassTran')
950 format(t2,'No. Zone Name Fluid Pass Uset [ft/sJ

& Tdb [F] Twb [F] MassTran')
955 format(t2, '

&--------------------------------------)
960 format (t2, i2,t7,4a4,t23, a8,t32, i2,t39, f7.3, t51, f6. It60,

& f6.1,t73,a8)
965 format('Critical time steps ',f7.4,' seconds.')
966 format('Rctual time step used ',f7.4,' seconds.')
967 format(/,' Time ','I Tdb Tub ' Welght

& ' Radius (cm)')
968 format(' Minutes ' ' C ',' C ', Lo 'X

&t36,f6.3,t44,f6.3,t52,f6.3,t60,f6.3,t68,f6.3,t76,f6.3,t84,
&f6.3,t92,f6.3,tlOOf6.3,t108,f6.3,t116,f6.3,t124,f6.3,t132,
&f6.3,t140,f6.3,t148,f6.3,t156,f6.3,t164,f6.3)

969 format(/,' Time ' Tdb ', ' Tub ', eight,
& ' Radius (Inch)')

970 format(' Minutes ' ' F ',' F ',' Loss %
&t36,f6.3,t44,f6.3,t52,f6.3,t60,f6.3,t68,f6.3,t76,f6.3,t84,
&f6.3,t92, f6.3,tlO0, f6.3,tO8,f6.3,t116, f6.3,t124, f6.3,t132,
&f6.3,t140,f6.3,t148,f6.3,t156,f6.3,t164,f6.3)

971 format('Time (Min.),',','Tdb',',','Twb',','I'Loss
& ' ',f6.3 ' 'f6.3, ' 'f6.3, ' 'f6.3, ' 'f6.3 ' 'f6.3
& ', ',f6.3, ' 'f6.3, ' 'f6.3, ' 'f6.3 ' 'f6.3, ' ',f6.3
& 'I ''f6.3,'',f6.3,' ',f6.3,', 'f6.3, ' 'f6.3, ' 'f6.3
& I I f'f6.3)

975 format (f7.3,t 12, f6. 1,t20, f6. 1,t28, f6.2,t36, f6. 1,t44, f6. 1,
&t52,f6.1,t60,f6.1,t68,f6.1,t76,f6.1,t84,f6.1,t92, f6.1,t100, f6.1
&t 108, f6 .1,tI116, f6. 1 ,t1 24, f6 .lit 132, f6.1,t 140, f6 .I1Ant 148, f6. 1,
&t 156, f6.1 ,t 164, f6. 1)

976 format ( f7.3, ', ', f6. 1, ', ', f6. 1, ', ', f .2, ', ', f6. 1, ', ', f6.1

& ''f6.I,',',f6.I,',',f6.1,',',f6.I,',',f6.I)

995 format(///)
999 continue

end
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C

C

c * END OF URRIRBLE Tdb HOT DOG SIMULATION *
C

c -------------------------------------------------------------------
c

c

c

c

c

C--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
c * **** VARIABLE FLUID PROPERTIES *****************
c--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

c

c

C
c ********* URRIRBLE AIR KINEMRTIC VISCOSITY FUNCTION *
C

real function muair(temp)
real temp,t
t = temp + 273.2
muair -1.3018e-5 + 9.6105e-8*t
return
end

C
c * *URRIABLE AIR THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY FUNCTION *
c

real function kair(temp)
real temp,t
t attemp + 273.2
kair w 4.4064e-3 + 7.2241e-5*t
return
end

c
c * VARIABLE AIR PRRHDTL HUMBER FUNCTION *
c

real function Prair(temp)
real temp,t
t = temp + 273.2
Prair 0.85841412 - 8.0150294e-4*t + 1.0364703e-6*t*t
return
end

C

c U******* VARIABLE WATER PRANDTL HUMBER FUNCTION * *******
C

real function Prh2o(temp)
real temp,MO,M1,M2,M3,M4,M5
1O = 13.436714401
M1 = -0.50060019146
112 = 0.011704256979
113 ,, -0.00016545789809
114 = 1.2 4 52979121e-06
115 = - 3 .77 3 74 93848e-09
Prh2o = 110 + M1l*temp + M2*temp**2 + M3*temp**3 + M4*temp**4
& *+ M5*temp**5

ret urn
end
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C
c * URRIABLE WATER THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY FUNCTION ** *
c

real function kh2o(temp)
real temp
kh2o 0.56292582747 + 0,0019712853789*temp

& - 8.3483321882e-O6*temp**2
return
end

An external subroutine required to run the simulation program calculates

psychometeric properties. The subroutine "psych.for" was copied from the TRNSYS

program and is reprinted here.

SUBROUTINE PSYCH(TIMEINFOIUNITSMODEjWBMDjPSYDT,EMODESTlTUS)
C*****LRST MODIFIED 1/25/90 -- REU

COMMON /LUNITS/LUR,LUU, IFORM,LUK
INTEGER WBMD,WBMODE,EMODESTRTUS
DIMENSION INFO(10),PSYDAT(9)
DATA RA/287.055/, PAOLD/O./

C
C MODES 1-5:
C THESE MODES TAKE AS INPUT PATM (IN ATMOSPHERES), A DRY BULB
C TEMP., AND ONE OTHER PROPERTY: WET BULB TEMP.,
C REL.HUMIDITY(FRACTION),
C DEW PT.TEMP.,HUMIDITY RATIO, OR ENTHALPY, DEPENDING ON MODE.
C OUTPUTS ARE HUMIDITY RATIO (OR REL.HUMIDITY IN MODE 4), WET BULB
C TEMP.,
C ENTHALPY (OR REL.HUMIDITY IN MODE 5), MIXTURE DENSITY, AND DRY
C AIR DENSITY.
C
C MODE 6:
C MODE 6 TAKES AS AN INPUT PRTM, HUMIDITY RATIO AND ENTHALPY, AND
C RETURNS ALL OF THE OTHER PROPERTIES.
C
C THE WET BULB TEMPERATURE IS ONLY CALCULATED IF WBMODE EQUALS ONE.
C
C TEMPERATURES ARE IN CELSIUS (IUNITS=I) OR FAHRENHEIT (IUNITS=2).
C ENTHALPY IS IN KJ/KG (IUNITS=1) OR BTU/LBM (IUNITS=2), AND
C DENSITY IS IN KG/M**3 (IUNITS=I) OR LBM/FT**3 (IUNITS=2).
C THE REFERENCE STATES FOR ENTHALPIES ARE:
C HAIR=O.O AT 0. DEG C AND 0. DEG F
C HW(LIQUID)=O.O AT 0. DEG C AND 32. DEG F
C
C THE INFO ARRAY CONTAINS THE TRNSYS UNIT AND TYPE NUMBER FROM THE
C COMPONENT WHICH CALLS THE PSYCH ROUTINE.
C THE PSYDAT ARRAY CONTAINS THE MOIST AIR PROPERTIES.
C
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C ASSIGN LOCAL UARIABLES:

UBMODE = wUBO
PATH PSYORT(1)
TOO = PSYDAT(2)
TUB = PSYBAT(3)
TUBOLO-9.999E20
RH PSYDRT(4)
TOP = PSYDAT(5)
U - PSYDAT(6)
H - PSVDRT(7)
STATUS * 0

C
C UNIT CONUERSIONS
C

IF(IUNITS .EQ. 2) THEN
TOD = (TOB - 32.)/1.8
TUB w (TUB - 32.)/1.8
TOP = (TOP - 32.)/1.8
H = (H - 7.687)/0.43002

ENDIF
C-- CHECK THAT THE TOTAL PRESSURE IS WITHIN THE IDEAL GAS RANGE.

IF (PATI .GT. 5.0) THEN
CALL PSYERR(TIME,INFO,EMODE,1,STATUS)

END IF
IF (PATM .LE. 0.0) THEN

WRITE(LUW,250) INFO(1),INFO(2)
STOP

END IF
C
C FOR MODE 6, CHECK THAT THE ENTHALPY IS GREATER THAN THE
C SATURATION ENTHALPY (MINIMUM) FOR THE GIUEN HUMIDITY RATIO
C AND THAT THE HUMIDITY RATIO IS GREATER THAN 0.
C

IF (MODE .EQ. 6) THEN
IF (U .LT. 0.) THEN

CALL PSYERR(TIME, INFO,EMOE,3,STATUS)
U = 0.
GO TO 99

ELSE IF (W .EQ. 0.) THEN
GO TO 99

END IF
CALL DEUPT(INFO,PATMW,TDPjSTATUS,EMODE)
HOP = TOP + U*(2501. + 1.805*TDP)
HMIN = HOP

IF (H .LT. HMIN) THEN
CALL PSYERR(TIME, INFOEMODE,2,STATUS)
H = HMIN

END IF
99 TOO = (H - 2501.*U)/(I. + 1.805W*)

END IF
C
C FIND SATURATION PRESSURE OF UATEA AT UET BULB, ORY BULB, OR
C DEU POINT TEMIPERATURE,
C

CALL SAT( INFO,TDB,PSATDB,STATUS,EMIOOE)
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GOTO (1,2,3,2,2,2) ,MODE

C-- CHECK FOR IMPOSSIBLE UET BULB TEMPERATURES RHO CORRECT THEM
C IF POSSIBLE.
1 IF (TUB ,GT. TDB NRHD. PSRTDB ,GE. PATM) THEN

WRITE(LUU,1750) INFO(1),INFO(2)
STOP

ELSE IF (TUB ,GT. TDB) THEN
CALL PSYERR(TIME, INFO,EMODE,4,STRTUS)
TUB = TOB
PSAT - PSATOB
GOTO 5

END IF
CALL SAT (INFO,TUB,PSAT,STATUS,EMODE)

C-- ERROR: IF PSATUB IS GREATER THAN PATH.
IF (PSAT .GE. PATH) THEN

URITE(LUU,1750) INFO(1)jINFO(2)
STOP

END IF
GOTO 5

2 PSAT = PSRTOB
GOTO 5

C-- CHECK FOR IMPOSSIBLE DEW POINT TEMPERATURES AND
C CORRECT THEM IF POSSIBLE,
3 IF (TOP ,GT. TDB ,AND. PSRTOB ,GE. PRTM) THEN

WRITE(LUU,2250) INFO(1),INFO(2)
STOP

ELSE IF (TOP .GT. TOB) THEN
CALL PSYERR(TIME, INFOEMODE,5,STATUS)
TOP-=TB

END IF
CALL SAT(IHFOjTDPPSRTjSTRTUSEMOOE)

C-- ERROR: IF PSRTOP IS GREATER THAN PATM,
IF (PSAT .GE. PATH) THEN

WRITE(LUU,2250) INFO(1),INFO(2)
STOP

END IF
5 CONTINUE
C
C CALCULATE HUMIDITY RATIO RHD UET BULB TEMPERATURE
C

GO TO (10,20,30,40,50,60), MODE
C
C MODE 1 -- DRY BULB AND WET BULB SUPPLIED
C
10 IF (TUB ,LE. 0,) THEN

P = PSAT - 5.704E-4*(TOB-TWB)*PATM
U - .62198 * P/(PATM-P)

ELSE
USRT - .62198 * PSAT/(PATM-PSAT)
U = USRT - (TOB-TUB)*(0.24 + .441*USAT)/(597.31

+ 0.441*TDB - TUB)
END IF
IF (U .LT. 0.0) THEN

CALL PSYERR(TlflEINFOEMODE,6,STATUS)

H = TDB
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TWBOLD = TWB
WBMODE = 1
PSRT - PSATDB
GO TO 60

END IF
H = TDB + U*(2501. + 1.805*TDB)
GO TO 100

C
C MODE 2 -- DRY BULB AND RELATIVE HUMIDITY SUPPLIED
C
20 IF (RH .LT. 0.) THEN

CALL PSYERR(TIME, INFO,EMODE,7,STRTUS)
RH=O.0

ELSE IF (PSRT .GE. PRTM) THEN
RHMAX - PRTM/PSRT
IF (RH .GE. (.99*RHMRX)) THEN

WRITE(LUU,3750) INFO(1),INFO(2)
STOP

END IF
ELSE IF (RH .GT. 1.) THEN

CALL PSYERR(TIME,INFO,EMODE,6,STRTUS)
RH=I.0

END IF

W - .62198 * PSAT*RH/(PRTM-PSRT*RH)
GO TO 40

C
C MODE 3 -- DRY BULB AND DEU POINT SUPPLIED
C
30 U = .62198 * PSAT/(PATM-PSAT)
C
C FIND ENTHALPY FOR MODES 2 - 4
C
40 IF (PSATDB .LT. PATH) THEN

UMAX - .62198 * PSATDB/(PRTM-PSATDB)
IF (W .GT. UMAX) THEN

CALL PSYERR(TIME, INFOEMODE,9,STATUS)
U - UMAX

END IF
END IF
IF (W .LT. 0.0) THEN

CALL PSYERR(TIME, INFO,EMODE,3,STATUS)
U = 0.

END IF
H = TDB + W*(2501. + 1.805*TDB)
GO TO 60

C
C MODE 5 -- DRY BULB AND ENTHALPY SUPPLIED
C
50 IF (PSATDB .LT. PATH) THEN

UMRX - .62198 * PSAT/(PATM-PSAT)
HMAX - TDB + WMAX*(2501 . * 1 .805*TDB)
IF (H .GT. HMIAX) THEN

CALL PSYERR(TIMIE, INFOEMODE,IO,STATUS)
H = HMAX

END IF
END IF



C
C
C

HMIN = TDB
IF (H .LT. HMIN) THEN

CALL PSYERR(TIME,INFO,EMODE,11,STATUS)
H = HMIN

END IF
W = (H-TDB)/(25O1.+1.8O5*TDB)

FIND UET BULB TEMPERATURE FOR MODES 2 - 6 IF WBMODE EQUALS 1.

60 IF (UBMODE .NE. 1) THEN
TUB=TOB
GO TO 100

END IF
DPRESS = RBS(I.-PATM)

C THE FOLLOWING CORRELATION IS FOR I ATMOSPHERES TOTAL PRESSURE.
C IF OUTSIDE THE CORRELATION RANGE, THE CORRELATION IS USED FOR
C THE INITIAL GUESS IN THE ITERATIVE METHOD.

IF (H .GT. 0. .AND. H .LT. 2000.) THEN
Y = ALOG(H*.43002+7.687)
IF (H .LE. 9.473) THEN

TUB=-17.4422+1.9356*Y+.7556*Y**2+.5406*Y**3
ELSE IF (H .GT. 9.473) THEN

TUB=-.6008-22.04556*Y+11.4356*Y**2-.97667*Y**3
END IF

ELSE
TUB - 9.99999E25

END IF
C USE A NEUTON'S ITERATIVE METHOD TO FIND THE WET BULB
C TEMPERATURE.

IF (OPRESS.GT..001 .OR. H.LE.O. .OR. H.GT.275.) THEN
ITEST=O
IF (ABS(PATM-PAOLD) .GT. I.OE-1O) THEN
CALL BOIL(PATM,TBOIL)
PAOLD PATH
END IF

C-- INITIAL GUESS
TUBNEUAMINI(TUB,(TBOIL-O.1),TDB)

70 IF (TWBNEW .GE. (TBOIL-O.09)) TUBNEU=TBOIL-0.1
CALL SAT(INFO,TUBNEUPSAT,STATUS,EMODE)
USSTAR-,62198*PSAT/(PRTM-PSAT)
IF(MODE .EQ. 5) THEN

U = (H-TDOB)/(2501.+1.BO5*TDB)
END IF
WNEU=((2501.-2.381*TUBNEU)*WSSTAR-(TDOB-TUBNEW))/

(2501.+1.805*TDB-4.186*TUBNEU)
ERR = U - UNEU
IF (ABS(ERR) .LE. (.01*U)) GO TO 75
IF (W .EQ. 0.) THEN

IF (ABS(ERR) .LES .0001) GO TO 75
END IF
ITEST = ITEST + 1
IF (ITEST .GE. 25) GO TO 75

C--FIND THE SLOPE OF THE ERROR FUNCTION
TSLOPE = O.999*TUBNEU
IF (TUBNEW .EQ. 0.) TSLOPE = -.005
CALL SAT(INFOTSLOPEPSLOPESTATUSiEMODE)

161
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USSLP=.62198*PSLOPE/(PATM-PSLOPE)
USLOPE=((2501.-2.381*TSLOPE)*WSSLP-(TDB-TSLOPE))/

(2501.+1.805*TDB-4.186*TSLOPE)
ERRSLP = U - USLOPE
DERRDT = (ERRSLP - ERR)/(TSLOPE - TUBNEW)
TUBEU = TUBNEW - ERR/DERROT
GO TO 70

75 TUB - TUBNEW
END IF
IF (TUB .LT. TWBOLD) TUB = TUBOLD

100 CONTINUE
C
C FIND RELATIUE HUMIDITY, DEU POINT, MIXTURE DENSITY,
C RND DRY AIR DENSITY
C

PU = PATM*U/(.62198+U)
IF(MODE .NE. 2) RH = PU/PSATDB
IF(MODE .NE. 3 .RND. PU .GT. 0.) THEN
CALL DEUPT(INFO,PRTMU,TDP,STRTUS,EMODE)

ELSE IF (MODE .NE. 3 .AND. PU .LE. 0) THEN
C FOR DRY AIR, THERE IS NO DEU POINT TEMPERATURE

TDP=-9.99999E25
ENDIF
SPCUOL = RA*(TDB+273.15)/(PATM*101325)*(1+1.6078*W)
RHOUA - I/SPCUOL
RHOUM = RHOUA*(1+U)

C
C CONVERT OUTPUTS TO APPROPRIATE UNITS
C

IF(IUNITS .EQ. 2) THEN
H - H*0.43002+7.68
TDB = 1.8*TDB + 32.
TUB = 1.8*TUB + 32.
IF (TOP .GT. -9.99999E24) THEN
TOP = 1.8*TDP + 32.

END IF
RHOUM = RHOUM/16.02
RHOUA = RHOUA/16.02

END1IF
C SET OUTPUTS

IF(MODE .EQ. 6) PSYDRT(2) T DB
PSYDAT(3) - TUB
PSYDAT(4) - RH
PSYDAT(5) - TOP
PSYDAT(6) = U
PSYDAT(7) - H
PSYDRT(8) = RHOUM
PSYDAT(9) - RHOUA

C

250 FORMAT(/2OX,'*** ERROR IN UNIT',IX,12,1X,'TYPE',IX,12,
.IX,'***',/6X,'THE PSYCHROMETRICS
.SUBROUTINE UAS CALLED WITH AN ATMOSPHERIC PRESSURE',/6X,
'LESS THAN OR EQUAL TO 0.')

1750 FORMAT(/20X,'*** ERROR IN UNIT',1X,12,1X,'TYPE',IX,12,
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.1X,'***',/6X,'THE PSYCHROMETRICS
. SUBROUTINE WAS CALLED WITH A WET BULB TEMPERATURE',/6X,
.'RBOVE THE MAXIMUM FOR THE GIVEN ATMOSPHERIC PRESSURE.')

2250 FORMAT(/2OX,'*** ERROR IN UNIT',1X,12,1X,'TYPE',IX,12,
.IX,'***',/6X,'THE PSYCHROMETRICS
. SUBROUTINE WAS CALLED WITH A DEW POINT TEMPERATURE',/6X,
.'ABOVE THE MAXIMUM FOR THE GIVEN ATMOSPHERIC PRESSURE.')

3750 FORMAT(/20X,'*** ERROR IN UNIT',1X,12,1X,'TYPE',IX,12,
.IX,'***',/6X,'THE PSYCHROMETRICS
. SUBROUTINE WAS CALLED WITH A RELATIVE HUMIDITY',/6X,
.'GREATER THAN POSSIBLE AT THE GIVEN DRY BULB TEMPERATURE.')

6000 FORMAT(/30X,'*** ERROR ***',/6X,'THE SIMULATION WAS HALTED
. BECAUSE THERE WERE',IX,13,IX,'WRRNINGS FROM THE',/6X,
.'PSYCHROMETRICS SUBROUTINE. CHECK FOR PROPER USE OF
. THIS SUBROUTINE.')
END

C

C
C SUBROUTINE FOR FINDING SATURATION PRESSURE OF WATER AT A GIVEN
C TEMPERATURE
C

SUBROUTINE SAT(INFOjTIN,PSAT,STRTUS,EMODE)
DIMENSION INFO(10)
INTEGER EMODESTATUS
COMMON/LUNITS/LURLUW, IFORM,LUK

C
C THE FOLLOWING CORRELATION FOR THE SATURATION PRESSURE OF
C WATER VAPOR (IN PASCALS) AS A FUNCTION OF TEMPERATURE IS
C TAKEN FROM THE 1985 ASHRAE FUNDAMENTALS HANDBOOK (SI).
C

DATA CI/-5674.5359/,C2/6.3925247/,C3/-0.9677843E-2/
DATA C4/O.62215701E-6/,C5/O.20747825E-8/,C6/-O.9484024E-12/
DATA C7/4.1635019/,C8/-5800.2206/,C9/1.3914993/
DATA C1O/-O.048640239/,C11/0.41764768E-4/,C12/-.14452093E-7/
DATA C13/6.5459673/

C
T = TIN + 273.15
IF (T .LE. 0.) THEN

WRITE(LUW,200) INFO(1),INFO(2)
STOP

END IF
C
C SATURATION PRESSURE OVER ICE (-00 C TO 0 C)
C

IF (T .LT. 273.15) THEN
PSRT=EXP(CI/T+C2+C3*T+C4*T**2+C5*T**3+C6*T**4+CT*RLOG(T))

C
C SATURATION PRESSURE OVER LIQUID WATER (0 C TO 200 C)
C

ELSE IF (T .GE. 273.15) THEN
PSAT=EXP(C8/T+Cg+CIO*T+C11*T,*2+C12*T**3+CI3*ALOG(T))

END IF
C

C
C

TEMPERATURE OUT OF THE RANGE USED FOR THE CORRELATION
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IF (T ,LT, 173.15 ,OR, T ,GT. 473,15) THEN

CALL PSYERR(TIME, INFOEIIODE,12,STRTUS)
END IF

C CONUERT PRESSURE FROM PASCALS TO ATMOSPHERES
PSRT PSRT/101325
RETURN

C
200 FORMAT(/20X,'*** ERROR IN UNIT',1X,12,1X,'TYPE',IX,12,

.1X,'***',/6X,'THE "SAT" SUBROUTINE OF THE PSYCHROMETRICS

. SUBROUTINE MRS CALLED',/6X,'WITH A TEMPERATURE BELOW -273 C.')
END

C

C

C SUBROUTINE FOR FINDING THE DEW POINT TEMPERATURE GIUEN
C THE HUMIDITY RATIO. THE CORRELATION IS FROM THE 1981
C ASHRRE FUNDRMETRLS HANDBOOK. THE DEW POINT TEMPERATURE
C IS IN DEGREES C RND ATMOSPHERIC PRESSURE IN PASCALS.
C

SUBROUTINE DEWPT(INFOPRTIJ,TDPSTATUSEMODE)
DIMENSION INFO(IO)
INTEGER EMODESTRTUS
COMMON /LUNITS/ LURLUW, IFORILUK

C
PU = PATM*W/(.62198+W)
Y - ALOG(1.013EO5*PV)
TOP = -35.957 - 1.8726*Y + 1.1689*Y*Y
IF(TDP .LT. 0.) TOP - -60.45 + 7.0322*Y + 0.3700*Y*Y

C
IF (TDP.GT.70. .OR. TDP.LT.-60.) THEN

CALL PSYERR(TIME, INFO,EMODE,13,STRTUS)
END IF
RETURN
END

C

C
C SUBROUTINE FOR FINDING THE BOILING TEMPERATURE OF WATER GIUEN
C THE TOTAL PRESSURE. A NENTON'S METHOD IS USED WITH THE
C SATURATED WATER URPOR PRESSURE CORRELATION FROM THE 1985 RSHRARE
C FUNDAMENTALS HANDBOOK.
C

SUBROUTINE BOIL(PRTM,TBOIL)
C

DATA Cl/-5674.5359/,C2/6.3925247/,C3/-0.9677843E-2/
DATA C4/0.62215701E-6/,C5/.20747825E-8/,C6/-O.9484024E-12/
DATA C7/4.1635019/,CB/-5B00.2206/,C9/1.3914993/
DATA CIO/-O.048640239/,CII/0.41764768E-4/,CI2/-O.14452093E-7/
DATA C13/6.5459673/

PBOIL = PATII*101325
ITEST = 0
IF (PBOIL .LT. 611.21) GO TO 100

C--USING ASHRAE CORRELATION FOR 0 C TO 200 C.
C FIRST GUESS TBOIL EQUALS 100 C.

Ti - 100 + 273.15
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10 ZZ=CB/TI+C9+CIO*TI+Cil*T1**2+C12*TI**3+C13*ALOG(T1)

P1=EXP(2Z)
ERR = PBOIL - P1
IF (ABS(ERR) .LE. (.01*PBOIL)) THEN

TBOIL = TI - 273.15
RETURN

END IF
ITEST = ITEST +1
IF (ITEST .GT. 100) STOP
DERRDT=-(P1)*(-CB/T1**2+ClO+2*C11*T1+3*C12*T1**2+C13/T1)
TOLD = TI
TI = Ti - ERR/DERRDT
GO TO 10

C
100 CONTINUE
C--USING RSHRRE CORRELRTION FOR -100 C TO 0 C.
C FIRST GUESS TBOIL EQUALS 0 C.

TI = 273.15
110 ZZ=CI/TI+C2+C3*TI+C4*TI**2+C5*TI**3+C6*TI**4+C7*ALOG(TI)

PI =EXP(ZZ)
ERR - PBOIL - P1
IF (RBS(ERR) .LE. (.O1*PBOIL)) THEN

TBOIL TI - 273.15
RETURN

END IF
ITEST - ITEST +1
DERRDT=-PI*(-C1/T1**2+C3+2*C4*TI+3*C5*TI**2+4*C6*T1**3+C7/T1)
TOLD = Ti
TI = TI - ERR/DERRDT
GO TO 110
END

C
C

C
C SUBROUTINE FOR HANDLING OUTPUT OF WARNING MESSAGES
C

SUBROUTINE PSYERR(TIMEINFOEMODE,EHUMSTRTUS)
C
C EMODE IS EITHER 0, 1, OR 2. IF EQUAL TO:
C 0 - DONOT PRINT WARNING MESSAGES, RETURN WARNING HUMBER
C (STATUS)
C 1 - PRINT ONLY ONE WARNING FOR THE ENTIRE SIMULATION
C 2 - PRINT ONE WARNING EACH TIMESTEP
C WARNINGS ARE PRINTED FOR EACH WARNING CONDITION AND ERCH UNIT
C (UP TO IUMRX) CALLING PSYCH
C

INTEGER ENUMSTRTUSEMODE,UHIT
LOGICAL MRXU

C
C IUMAX IS THE MAXIMUM NUMBER OF UNIT NUMBERS THAT WILL BE STORED.
C IF MORE THAN IUMAX UNITS CALL PSYCH WITH THE SAME WARNING
C CONDITION THEN THE UNIT NUMBERS ARE NO LONGER USED IN
C DETERMINING IF WARNINGS HRUE ALREADY BEEN PRINTED
C IWMAX IS THE NUMBER OF POSSIBLE WARNING CONDITIONS
C (ENUM MUST BE BETWEEN 1 AND IWMRX)
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C

PRRRETER (IUMRX-7,IWMRX=13,INIT=(IUtfRX+I)*IWMRX)
DIMENSION INFO(IO),WTIME(IWMRX, IUMRX+I),UNIT(IWMAX, IUMAX),

MRXU(IWMRX),IUNITS(IWMRX)
C

COMMON /SIM/ TIMEO,TFINRLDELT
COMMON /LUNITS/LURLUW, IFORMLUK
DATA WTIME/INIT*I.0E6/, MRXU/IWMRX*.FRLSE./, IUNITS/IWMAX*O/

C
C CHECK FOR ALLOWABLE EMODE (0,1,2)
C

IF (EMODE .LT. 0 .OR. EMODE .GT. 2) THEN
WRITE(LUW,100) INFO(1),INFO(2)

100 FORMRT(/20X,'*** ERROR IN UNIT',1X,12,1X,'TYPE',1X,12,
.x,'***',/6X,'THE PSYCHROMETRICS SUBROUTINE WAS

CALLED',
WITH RN UNRLLOWRBLE "EMODE."')

STOP
END IF

C
C SET STATUS
C

STATUS ENUM
C
C TRANSFER ACCORDING TO EMODE

LINE = EMODE + 1
GOTO (50,60,60) LINE

C
C *** EMODE EQUALS 0 *
C
50 RETURN
C
C *** EMODE EQUALS 1 OR 2 *
C
C *** CHECK TO SEE IF UNIT NUMBER HAS BEEN WARNED BEFORE
C
60 IF (IUNITS(ENUM) .EQ. 0) THEN
C
C * FIRST UNIT TO HAUE A WARNING

IUNITS(ENUM)-1
UNIT(ENUM,1)=INFO(1)
ISTORE I

GO TO 75
END IF

C
C " CHECK IF STORAGE MAXIMUM PREUIOUSLY REACHED
C IF SO, GO TO TIMER SECTION
C

IF (MARXU(ENUM1)) THEN
ISTORE - IUMIAX + 1
GO TO 75

END IF
C
C ** CHECK STORED UNIT NUMIBERS. IF FOUND, GO TO TIMlER SECTION
C
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DO 70 I=I,IUNITS(ENUM)

IF (INFO(1) ,EQ. UNIT(ENUM,I)) THEN
ISTORE = I
GO TO 75

END IF
70 CONTINUE
C
C ** STORE NEW UNIT NUMBER IF STORRGE RURILRBLE
C
C *RAN OUT OF UNIT STORAGE
C

IF (IVNITS(ENUM) .EQ. IUMRX) THEN
MAXU(ENUM) = .TRUE.
ISTORE = IUNITS(ENUM) 1

ELSE
C
C * STORE NEW UNIT HUMBER
C

IUNITS(ENUM) - IUNITS(ENUM) + 1
ISTORE = IUNITS(ENUM)
UNIT(ENUM,ISTORE) = INFO(1)

END IF
C
C *** CHECK WARNING TIMES
C
C ** CHECK TO SEE IF SPECIFIED WARNING HAS EVER BEEN PRINTED FOR THIS
C UNIT AND SET WTIME TO CURRENT TIME IF WARNING WILL BE PRINTED
C
75 IF (TIME ,LT. (WTIME(ENUMISTORE)-DELT/2.)) THEN
C
C * NEVER PRINTED
C

WTIME(ENUM,ISTORE) - TIME
C
C ** CHECK TO SEE IF WARNING HAS BEEN PRINTED FOR THIS UNIT DURING
C THE PRESENT TIMESTEP
C

ELSE IF (ABS(TIME-WTIME(ENUM, ISTORE)) .LT. DELT/2.) THEN
C
C * ALREADY PRINTED THIS TIMESTEP SO RETURN WITHOUT PRINTING
C

RETURN
C
C * WARNING PRINTED DURING PREVIOUS TIMESTEP. IF EMODE=I DONOT PRINT
C

ELSE
IF (EMODE ,EQ. 1) RETURN
WTIME(ENUM,ISTORE) = TIME

END IF
C
C *** PRINT SECTION **
C
C ** EMIODE EQUALS 1
C

IF (EMlODE .EQ. 1) THEN
IF (MRAXU(ENUMI)) THEN
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WRITE(LUW,200) IUMAX

200 FORMRT(/2OX,'*** WARNING ***',/6X,'MORE THAN ',12,'
UN ITS',

HAVE CALLED THE PSYCHROMETRICS',/6X,'ROUTINE
ONE',

. OR MORE TIMES DURING THE SIMULATION WITH')
ELSE

WRITE(LUW,300) INFO(1),INFO(2),INFO(1)
300 FORMAT(/IOX,'*** WARNING IN UNIT ',12,' TYPE ',12,' ***'

/6X,'UNIT NUMBER ',12,' HAS CALLED THE
PSYCHROMETRICS',

/6X,'ROUTINE ONE OR MORE TIMES DURING THE SIMULATION',
. ' IW TH')

END IF
ELSE

C
C ** EMODE EQUALS 2
C

IF (MAXU(ENUM)) THEN
WRITE(LUI,400) TIME

400 FORMAT(/IOX,'*** WARNING AT TIME ',F10.4,' ***',/6X,
'ONE OR MORE UNITS HAVE CALLED THE PSYCH ROUTINE',
I' WITH')

ELSE

WRITE(LUW,500) INFO(1),INFO(2),TIME, INFO(1)
500 FORMAT(/4X,'*** WARNING IN UNIT ',12,' TYPE ',12,

,'AT TIME ', F10.4,' ***',/6X,'UNIT NUMBER ',
12,' HAS CALLED THE ',

'PSYCH ROUTINE WITH')
END IF

END IF
C
C WARNING CONDITIONS
C

GO TO (1,2,3,4,5,6,?,o8,9,1O,11,12,13), ENUM
C
1 WRITE(LUW,1001)
1001 FORMAT(6X,'A TOTAL PRESSURE GREATER THAN 5 ATMOSPHERES. BE-
WARE',

, /6X,'THAT THE IDEAL GAS RELATIONS USED IN THE PSYCHRO-',
. /6X,'METRICS ARE NOT ACCURATE AT HIGHER PRESSURES.')
RETURN

2 WRITE(LUW,1002)
1002 FORMAT(6Xj'AN ENTHRLPY LESS THAN POSSIBLE FOR THE GIVEN HUMID-
I TY',

. /6X,'RATIO. THE AIR WAS ASSUMED TO BE SATURATED AT THE',
/6X,'GIUEN HUMIDITY RATIO AND THE ENTHALPY SET FOR THIS',
/6X,'CONDITION.')

RETURN
3 WRITE(LUW,1O03)
1003 FORMAT(GX,'A HUMIDITY RATIO LESS THAN 0.0. DRY AIR WAS AS-
SUMED',

, /6X,'AND THE HUMIDITY RATIO SET TO 0.0.')
RETURN

4 WRITE(LULW,IO04)
1004 FORMAT(6X,'A WET BULB TEMPERATURE GREATER THAN THE DRY BULB',
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. /6X,'TEMPERRTURE. SATURATED AIR WAS ASSUMED AND THE WET',
. /6X,'BULB TEMPERATURE SET TO THE DRY BULB TEMPERATURE.')
RETURN

5 WRITE(LUW,1005)
1005 FORMAT(6X,'A DEW POINT TEMPERATURE GREATER THEN THE DRY BULB',

/6X,'TEMPERATUAE.THE DEW POINT WRS SET EQUAL TO THE
DRY',

/6X,'BULB TEMPERATURE.')

RETURN
6 WRITE(LUW,1006)
1006 FORMAT(6X,'A WET BULB TEMPERATURE BELOW THAT FOR DRY AIR AT
THE',

/6X,'GIVEN DRY BULB TEMPERATURE. DRY AIR WAS ASSUMED
AND',

. /6X,'A NEW WET BULB TEMPERATURE FOUND.')
RETURN

7 WRITE(LUWI07)
1007 FORMAT(6X,'A RELATIVE HUMIDITY LESS THAN 0. THE RELATIUE',

. /6X,'HUMIDITY WAS SET TO 0.0.')
RETURN

8 WRITE(LUW,1008)
1008 FORMRT(6X,'R RELATIVE HUMIDITY GREATER THEN 1.0. THE RELATIVE',

/6X,'HUMIDITY WAS SET TO 1.0.')
RETURN

9 WRITE(LUW,1009)
1009 FORMAT(6X,'A HUMIDITY RATIO ABOVE THE SATURATION HUMIDITY RA-
TIO',

. /6X,'FOR THE GIVEN DRY BULB TEMPERATURE. THE AIR WAS'

/6X,'ASSUMED SATURATED AT THE GIVEN DRY BULB TEMPERATURE',
/6X,'AND THE HUMIDITY RATIO SET FOR THIS CONDITION.')

RETURN
10 WRITE(LUW,I010)
1010 FORMAT(6X,'AN ENTHALPY GREATER THEN THAT FOR SATURATED AIR AT',

/6X,'THE GIVEN DRY BULB TEMPERATURE. THE AIR WAS AS-
SUMED',

. /6X,'SATURATED AND THE ENTHALPY SET FOR THIS CONDITION.')
RETURN

11 WRITE(LUW,1011)
1011 FORMAT(6X,'AN ENTHALPY LESS THEN THAT FOR DRY AIR AT THE',

/6X,'GIUEN DRY BULB TEMPERATURE. DRY AIR WAS ASSUMED',
/6X,'AND THE ENTHALPY SET FOR THIS CONDITION.')

RETURN
12 WRITE(LUW, 1012)
1012 FORMAT(6X,'CONDITIONS OUTSIDE THE INTENDED RANGE OF THE WATER',

/6X,'UAPOR SATURATION PRESSURE CORRELATION. THE',
/6X,'CORRELATION, FROM THE 1985 RSHRAE FUNDAMENTALS',
/6X,'HANDBOOK, IS FOR TEMPERATURE RANGE OF -100 C',
/6X,'TO 200 C.')

RETURN
13 WRITE(LUW, 1013)
1013 FORMAT(6X,'CONDITIONS OUTSIDE THE INTENDED RANGE OF THE DEW',

. /6X, 'POINT TEMPERATURE CORRELATION. THEN CORRELATION',

. /6H, 'FROM THE 1981 ASHRAE FUNDAMENTALS HANDBOOK IS FOR
THE',
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/6X,'TEMPERRTURE RANGE OF -60 C TO 70 C.')

RETURN
END

Typical data files generated by the simulation program are shown below. The file

"output.user" is a file in a format which is easy for the user to read using the MS For-

tran editor. The other data file "data.graph." is in a format which can be easily opened

using a graphing program. The data in the graphing file is strored as comma seperated

variables.

Sample data from output.user file:

PRODUCT SUMMARY

Product Name = Rlkar Light Pork
Outer Radius - .500 [inch]
Length of Sausage 6.000 [inch]
Number of Nodes = 5
Thermal Conductluity = .350 [Btu/ft-hr-F]
Mass Density = 62.00 [Ibm/ft^3]
Specific Heat = .855 [Btu/Ibm-R]
Initial Temperature = 95.00 [F]

HOUSE DESIGN SPECIFICATIONS

Cabinet width n 7.50 [ft]
Pass height = 16.50 [ft]
Pass spacing - 1.12 [ft]
Chain speed = 5.50 [ft/min]
Stick spacing = 1.67 [ft]
Number of hot dogs per stick = 238

PROCESS SUMMIRRY

No. Zone Name Fluid Pass Uset (ft/a] Tdb (F] Twb (F] IlassTr'an

1 Smoke air 4 5. 021 170.0 110.0 yes
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Smoke
Convective Heat Transfer Coef. = 3.180 8tu/hr-ft^2-F
Critical time step = 3.8618 seconds.
Actual time step used = 3.0000 seconds.

Time
Minutes.000

1.000
2.000
3.000
4.000
5.000
6.000
7.000
8.000
9.000

10. 000
11.000
12.000

Tdb
F

148.5
155.7
162.8
170.0
162.8
155.7
148.5
155.7
162.8
170.0
162.8
155.7
148.5

Twb
F

110.0
110.0
110.0
110,0
110.0
110.0
110.0
110.0
110.0
110.0
110.0
110.0
110.0

Weight

Loss Z
,00

-.10
-.08
.01
.12
.23
.32
,43
.58
.77
.97

1.14
1.29

Radius
.500
95.0

102.1
104.2
105.5
106.5
107.1
107.7
108.1
108.5
108.9
109.1
109.3
109.4

(Inch)
.375
95.0
98.1

100.6
102.5
103.9
105.0
105.9
106.7
107.3
107.8
108.3
108.6
108.9

.250
95.0
96.1
98.1

100.1
101.8
103.3
104.5
105.5
106.3
107.0
107.6
108.0
108.4

.125
95.0
95.3
96.7
98.6

100.4
102.1
103.5
104.6
105.6
106.4
107.1
107.6
108.1

.000
95.0
95.0
96.0
97.8
99.7

101.4
102.9
104.2
105.2
106.1
106.8
107.4
107.9

Sample data from data.graph file:

Time (Min.),Tdb,Twb,%Lose,
.000,

I1.000,
2.000,
3.000,
4.000,
5.000,
6.000,
7.000,
8.000,
9.000,

10 .000,
11. 000,
12. 000,

148.5,
155.7,
162.8,
170.0,
162.8,
155.7,
148 .5,
155.7,
162.8,
170 .0,
162.8,
155.7,
148.5,

110.0,
110.0,

110.0,
110.0,
110.0,
110.0,
110.0,
110.0,
110.0,
110.0,
110.0,
110.0,
110.0,

.0
-. 1
-. 0

.0

.1

.2

.3

.4

.5
7'

.9,
1 .1'
1 .2'

.500,
0, 95.
0, 102.
8, 104.
1, 105.
2, 106.
3, 107.
2, 107.
3, 108.
8, 108.
7, 108.
7, 109.
4, 109.
9, 109.

.375, .250, .125, .000,
O, 95.0, 95.0, 95.0, 9
1, 98.1, 96.1, 95.3, 9
2, 100.6, 98.1, 96.7, 9
5, 102.5, 100.1, 98.6, 9
5, 103.9, 101.8, 100.4, 9
1, 105.0, 103.3,102.1, 10
7, 105.9, 104.5, 103.5, 10
1, 106.7, 105.5, 104.6, 10
5, 107.31 106.3, 105.6, 10
9, 107.8, 1 07.0, 106.4, 10
1, 108.3, 107.6, 107.1, 10
3, 108.6, 108.0, 107.6, 10
4, 108.9, 108.4, 108.1, 10

5.0,
5.0,
6.0,
7.8,
9.7,
1.4,

2.9,
4.2,
5.2,
6.1,

6.8,

7.4,7.9,
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A.2 Analytical Solution

The analytical solution was presented in Sec. 111.1-4. The analytical solution was

solved using an EES program and a fortran program. The fortran code, written by

Doug Reindl, is used to find the roots of the eigenfunction which will satisfy the

eigencondition. The importance of the root finding routine is that it has the ability to

approximate the bessel functions which are found in the eigenfunction.

A.2-1 Bessel Function Root Finder (Written by Doug Reindl)

The necessary input to use the program is the outer radius of the sausage and the

value of the Biot number for the problem which is to be solved.

Implicit none
C n mmI mn m mmnN un NUmi BB B B u mm nm um

c This program will solve the related equations associated with =
c the pure conduction solution of energy from an isothermal Inner =
c cylinder and an Insulated outer cylinder of radius r2 (inner =
c has a radius of rl). Most subroutines/functions are general, -
c however, function:f is specific and computes the eigenvalues
c associated with the specific elgencondition for this problem. =
c Also, function:C is the cylinder function specific for this prob,=
c
c 5/29/91

integer i,J,nroot,k,nsteps
double precision rO,lambda(5OO),gamma
double precision jbesse,pi,Bi
common/d I mens I ons/rO, B I

c pi -4.0dO*atan(1.0dO)
c
c open appropriate files
c

open (unit=12, fi le='roots.dat', st at us='unknown')
rewind 12

write(*,*) ' Input the cyl inder radius, rO (inch)'
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read(*,*) rO
wrlte(*,*) 'Input the Blot number'
read(*,*) BI

c

write(*,*) 'Finding roots'
call rflnd(nrootlambda)
write(*,*) nroot, roots were found'

c

85 continue
c

end I ........... end of main program

c
C *
c Subroutine: Rfind *
c --
c This subroutine will find roots of the eignencondition, *
c f as given by, *
c *
c This function computes the value of an arbitrary *
c JO(Iam*rl) Yl(lam*r2) = Jl(lam*r2) YO(lam*rl) *
c

c
subroutine rfind(nroot, lambda)
integer Info(5), I, nval, nroot, errchk
double precision xin(5), xout(5), f, rO, errtol, unit
double precision lambda(500), delta, B1
parameter(errtoml .E-8,nval=5000,delta=O.2,unIt = l .)
common/d i mens ions/rO, B I
external f

cc Nomenclature:
C

c
c delta step size in the root search
c errtol = error tolerance for bisection root finding
c errchk a errchk=O for valid soln, errchk=l for invalid soln
c f = objective function
c I = loop variable
c info = info array from bisection routine
c lambda W value of the root to f
c nroot = number of roots found
c nval = search for function sign changes a max of nval times
c rO M cyl diameter
c unit = unity
c xin = input values for bisection routine
c xout = output values from bisection routine
C
c

c

c
c set error tolerance for finding roots of elgencondition
c

xin(3) = errtol
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c initialize elgenconditIon root count
c

nroot = 1
do 50 1=1, nval

c

c compute upper and lower guess values of function to see
c when the sign changes Indicating a root.
c

xin(1) =delta real(i)
xin(2) = delta * real(l+1)
if (Dsign(unit,f(xin(1))).ne.Osign(unit,f(xin(2)))) then

c
c upon locating a sign change, try to find the root by bisection
method
c

call bisect (xln, xout, f, Info)
errchk = info(3)

c write(*,*) 's Iterations required = ', info(2)
c
c Check to see if output from bisection subroutine is valid
c (errchk = 1: denotes invalid roots)
c (errchk 0=O: denotes valid roots)
C

if(errchk.eq.O) then
c
c Output roots
c

lambda(nroot) xout(1)
write(12,998) lambda(nroot)
write(*,999) nroot, lambda(nroot)

c update root count
nroot = nroot + I

c

end if
c
c Do not exceed the bounds of the array lambda()
c

if (nroot .eq. 10000) go to 51
end1if

50 continue
51 continue
998 format ( f 12.6)
999 format(13,t8, f12.6)

return
end I------------- End of subroutine rfind

c
c ** *****************************************
c Function: JBessel •

c This function computes the value of an arbitrary *
c integer orders of the Bessel funct ion of the first kind *
c at some value x. ,
C

c for positive integer orders k,
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C *

c Inf *
C *u

c xAk \ (-1)An xA2n *
c J(k,x) . ... / -*

c 2Ak 2^2n gamma(n+l) gamma(n+k+l) *
c n=O *
C

c for negative Integer orders, *
c *

c J(-k,x) (-l)^k * J(k,x) *
c *
c The routine also will use simplified expressions or *
c asympototic estimates for large values of the arguments *
c *

c J(kx) = (2/pl*x)^1/2 co(x-pl/4-n*pl/2) *
c *
c This routine uses: function gamma *
C ************************************************************
C

double precision function Jbessel(k,x)
integer k, n, nterms
double precision x, kernel, Incr, sign, sum, gamma, errtol, diff
double precision p1, fO, qO, fl, q1
logical asymp
parameter(nterms=500, errtol=IE-?,diff=lE-6,pi=3.141592)
common/asymptotic/asymp

c
c -omenclature:
c

c diff - tolerance to switch to asymtotic est.
C errtol = error tolerance on bessel sum
c k the Integer order of the bessel function
c kernel - current value of the summation kernel
c nterms = maximum number of terms to keep in summation
c x point at which to evaluate the bessel fcn.
c n = summation index
c sign = either plus 1 or minus I to control sign
c sum = current value of the bessel sum

c------------------------ ---------------------------- - - - - - - - -

c

c go to 500 1 use series approx -
c---------------------------- ------------------------

c

c kernel = 0.
c sum = 0.
c sign = 1.
c
C

c do 100 n=O, nterms
c kernel = ( sign * (x/2.)**(2*n) ) / ( gamma(n+1)
c &* gamma(n+abs(k)+1) )
c sum = sum + kernel
c 22 format(13,4(1x,E15.8))
c if (abs(kernel) .le. errtol) go to 101 I end if kernel is
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smal I
c aign = -sign
c 100 continue
c 101 continue
c

c jbessel - x**abs(k) * sum / (2.**abs(k))
c if (k .it. 0) jbessel = (-1)**k * jbessel
c

c

500 continue

C ------------ Series Approx
c
c Alternatively, we could use the series approximations as
c given in Rbramowitz and Stegun.
c
c do J(O,x) bessel first
c

if (k.eq.0) then
If ( (xgt.(-3,) .and. (x.le.3.) ) then
jbessel = I. - 2.2499997 * (x/3.)**2 + 1.2656208 * (x/3.)**4

& - 0.3163866 * (x/3.)**6 + 0.0444479 * (x/3.)**8
& - 0.0039444 * (x/3.)**10 + 0.0002100 * (x/3.)**12

e Ise
fO = 0.79788456 - 0.00000077 * (3./x) - 0.00552740*(3./x)**2

& - 0.00009512 * (3./x)**3 + 0.00137237 * (3./x)**4
& - 0.00072805 * (3./x)**5 + 0.00014476 * (3./x)**6

c
qO = x - 0.78539816 - 0.04166397 * (3./x) - 0.00003954 *

& (3./x)**2 + 0.00262573 * (3./x)**3 - 0.00054125 * (3./x)**4
& - 0.00029333 * (3./x)**5 + 0.00013558 * (3./x)**6

c
jbessel = 1./Dsqrt(x) * fO * Ocos(qO)

endif I end if (x.le.3)...
c
c now do J(1,x)
c

eIse
if (k.eq.1) then
if ( (x.gt.(-3.)) .and. (x.le.3.) ) then
jbessel a x * (0.5 - 0.56249985 * (x/3.)**2 + 0.21093573

& * (x/3.)**4 - 0.03954289 * (x/3.)**6 + 0.00443319
& * (x/3.)**8 - 0.00031761 * (x/3.)**10 + 0.00001109

& * (x/3.)**12 )
e I se

fl 0.79788456+0.00000156 * (3./x) + 0.0 16 59 667*(3./x)**2
& + 0.00017105 * (3./x)**3 - 0.00249511 * (3./x)**4
& + 0.00113653 * (3./x)**5 - 0.00020033 * (3./x)**6

qi = x - 2.35619449 * 0.12499612 * (3./x) + 0.0000565 *
& (3./x)**2 - 0.00637879 * (3./x)**3 + 0.00074348 * (3./x)**4
& + 0.00079824 * (3./x)**5 - 0.00029166 * (3./x)**6

jbessel = 1./Dsqrt(x) * fi * Dcos(ql)

endif I end if (x.lIe.3)..
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end if I end If (k.eq.i)
endif I end If (k.eq.0)

c

return
end I ----------- End of function JBessel

Cc
C ************************************************************

c Function: Gamma *
c *

c This function will compute the values of the gamma fen *
c with integer arguments. Where the gamma function is *
c related to the factorial by *
c *
c gamma(n+l) - n! *
c *
c ************************************************************c

double precision function gamma(n)
c

integer n, k
c

gamma = 0.
if (n .eq. 1) then
gamma = 1

else
do 100 k= (n-i), 1, -1

if (k .eq. (n-i)) then
gamma = dfIoat(k)

eIle
gamma = gamma * dfloat(k)

end i f
c
100 continue

end if
c

return
end ------------- end of gamma function---------------

c
c ************************************************************
c Function: Factorial •
c This function computes the factorial of the arg, n. *
c *

c
double precision function fact(n)

C
integer n, k

C
fact 0 .
if (n .eq. 0) then

fact 1 .
else

do 100 k= n, 1, -I
if (k .eq. n) then

fact =real(k)
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eI se

fact = fact * real(k)
end If

c

100 continue
end if

c

end 1------------ end of funct ion fact

C

subroutine bisect (xin, xout, f, info)
integer i, n, num, info(5), maxiter
double precision xin(5), xout(5), tol, a, b
double precision signfa, slgnfb, signfp, f, unity, fa, fb
double precision p, aerr, rerr, diff, It, Id
external f

c
c douglas reindl, cs412, spring '89
c.....................................................................
c this subroutine Is called by main. it uses the bisection method to
c find roots of a function "fU"
c
c xin(1) = first guess, a, of root.
c xin(2) a second guess, b, of the root.
c xin(3) = tolerance for convergence.
c xout(1) = solution (p) or root of function.
c xout(2) = value of the function evaluated at p.
c xout(3) = absolute error In the estimate of the root.
c xout(4) - relative error In the estimate of the root.
C info(1) = flag for initial guesses, = 1 if both guesses are
c posi t i ve.
c info(2) = n, number of iteration required for solution.
c info(3) = 0 for valid roots, 1 for invalid roots
c f objective function
c maxiter - maximum t of IteratIons allowed to find soIn.
c signfa = sign of the function, f, evaluated at a.
c signfb = sign of the function, f, evaluated at b.
c signfp = sign of the function, f, evaluated at p.

c
c write(*,*)
c write(*,*) 'solving with the bisection method'
c write(*,*)
c

a xin(1)
b = xin(2)
tol = xin(3)
unity - I1.
maxlter = 100

c
c initial ize info(3) for val id roots

c
info(3) = 0
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c checking the sign of the objective function at the two given
c guesses
c (signs must be opposite at "a" and "b".)
c

signfa dslgn( unity, f(a) )
signfb = deign( unity, f(b) )
if (signfa.eq.signfb) then

info(1) I
write(*,*) 'bad guess, signfa - signfb'
return

end if
c
c estimating the number of Iterations required for solution
c

diff = b - a
It = logl0(tol)
if (diff.gt.O.0) then

Id loglO(diff)
num = ( Id - It ) / loglO(2.) -0.5

end if
c
c for first step
c

n-i
p = 0.5 * (a + b)

C

c begin bisection
C

do 500 i=I, maxiter
c

signfp - dsign( unity, f(p) )
if ( signfp.eq.signfa ) then

a = p

signfa = signfp
e I se

b-p
signfb = signfp

end if
c
c computing errors
c

aerr - abs(b - a)/2
rerr = abs(b - a) / abs(p)
if ((aerr.it.tol).and.(abs(f(p)).It.tol)) go to 501

c
c preparing for next step
c

n -n + 1
p = 0.5 * (a + b)

500 cont inue
c
c end of bisection routine

c
c ******* End of Iteration Loop ********
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c

c Check to see If function Is really converged or
c just ran out of Iterat Ions.
c

if (n.ge.maxiter) then
if ((aerr.gt.tol).or.(abs(f(p)).gt.tol)) info(3) = I

c
c No: solution found
c

return
end if

501 continue
c
c output of solut Ion
c

xout(1) = p
xout(2) = f(p)
xout(3) = aerr
xout(4) - rerr
info(2) = n

c

c
1000 continue

c
return
end

c
C
c Function: f *

c This is the objective function for finding the zeros *
c *****************************************~****

c
double precision function f(lambda)

c
double precision rO, Jessel, YBessel, lambda, Bi
common/d I mens ions/rO, B

c
f = Bi * JBeesel(O,lambdo*rO/12.)/JBessel(1,lambda*rO/12.)

& - lambda * rO / 12.
c

return
end I--------- end of function f
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A.2-2 EES Code Used to Solve Analytical Solution

(THIS PROGRAM SOLVES THE EXACT SOLUTION FOR CONDUCTION IN A
SAUSAGE

L[1] - L[20]
R
Ro
h
k
c

rho
alpha

T
Tsur
To
Bi

theta

First 20 eigen values found using eigenvalue program [1/ft]
Radius at which problem is to be evaluated [inch]
Outer radius of sausage [inch]
Convection heat transfer coefficient [Btu/hr-ftA2-F]
Thermal capacitance [Btu/hr-ft-F]
Specific heat [Btu/lb-F]
Mass density [lb/ft^2]
Thermal diffusivity [ftA2/hr]
Temperature at specified time and radius
Temperature of surrounding fluid stream [F]
Initial temperature of sausage [F]
Biot number

Time at which problem it to be evaluated [mini)

(PROBLEM PARAMETERS)
R = 2.0 (inch)
Ro = 2.0 (inch)
Tsur = 180.0 (F)
To = 90.0 (F)
h = 4.0 (Btu/hr-ftA2-F)
k = 0.35 (Btu/hr-ft-F)
rho = 62.0 {lbm/ftA3)
c = 0.855 (Btu/lb-F)

(EIGEN VALUES 1/ft)
DUPLICATE j=1,20
LU] =lookup(j,2)
END

(PROBLEM CALCULATIONS)
alpha = k/(rho*c) {(ftA2/hr)
Bi = h*(Ro/12)/k
T = Tsur + 2*Bi*(To-Tsur)*sum((bessel j0(L[i]*R/12),exp(_alpha,(theta/
60)*L[i]A2))/(((L[i]*Ro/12)A2 + BiA2)*bessel.j0(L[i]*Ro/12)),i=1,20) (F)
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A.3 Heat Transfer Coefficient Experiment Programs

The heat transfer coefficient experiment discussed in Chapter III used the follow-

ing programs to help design the aluminum hot dog and to analize the results of the

experiments.

A.3-1 EES Program Used to Design the Aluminum Hot Dog

{Program Description:
This program is designed to aid with the
design of a metal hot dog used in the
convective heat transfer coefficient experiments.
Program inputs are the hot dog
diameter and length. In a table the user puts
in a range of estimated heat transfer
coefficients and the length of time for the
experiment. The program calculates a fraction
which indicates how close the metal hot dog
temperature is to the free stream temperature.
For example: if the fraction equals 1.0 then the
metal hot dog temperature has not changes and is
still at the initial temperature, on the other hand
if the fraction equals 0.0 then the metal hot dog
has reached the free stream temperature.)

(Hot Dog Parameters)I

D = 1.0/12 (Ft Outer Diameter of Hot Dog)
L = 6.0/12 (Ft Length of Hot Dog)

( Material Properties Metric Units)}

{ Copper Rho = 8933.0 Cp = 385.0 k = 401.0)
(AISI1302 Stainless Steel Rho = 7900.0 Cp = 477.0 k = 14.9)
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(Plain Carbon Steel Rho = 7854.0 Cp = 434.0 k = 60.5)
(Aluminum Alloy 2024-T6 Rho = 2770.0 Cp = 875.0 k = 177.0)
( Commercial Bronze Rho = 8800.0 Cp = 420.0 k = 52.0)
(Nickel Rho = 8900.0 Cp = 444.0 k = 90.7)

(Convert from Metric Units to English Units)

Rho = 2770.0*0.062428 (lbm/FtA3)
Cp = 875.0*2.3886E-4 (Btu/lbm-F)
k - 177.0*0.57782 (Btu/hr-Ft-F)
(Main Program)

As = pi*D*L
Vol = ((pi*D*D)/4)*(L-D) + (pi/6)*D*D*D
Bi = (hbar*D)/k
percent = exp(((-hbar*As)/(Rho*Cp*Vol))*(Time/60))

A.3-2 Program Used to Sort Data Trace Data

c -----------------------------------------------------
C *******************************************************************

c ********** DATA TRACE DATA FILE SORT PROGRAM ************
C *******************************************************************
C

c

c

c ******************* PROGRAIM DESCRIPTION ********************

c

c

c This program Is designed to read an input file (name to be
c specified by the user) which contains the time (seconds),
c dry bulb temperature (F), aluminum hot dog temperature (F),c and the real hot dog temperature (F). This type of
c data file is typically from the data trace used to measure
c and record the temperature data recorded during an
c experiment. A typical input file is shown below:
c
c time Tdb Tal Thd
C 10 130.0 110.0 95.3
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c 20 135.0 115.0 103.2
c 30 140.5 123.0 111.3
c 40 145.3 135.5 117.8
c etc. etc. etc. etc.
c
c The program then asks the user for an interval size. This
c is an option to use only part of the data. For example, if
c the data is taken every second, but the user wants to use
c data averaged over a 5 second Interval, then the user would
c put In a value of 5 for the Interval. The program
c will then average the data points five at a time. The
c program then asks the user for a start and end. These values
c are used to allow the user to select certain sections of the
c complete data file. For example, If a data file contains data
c for the whole cooking process, but the user wants to isolate
c the second drying zone, then the user can put in the node
c numbers corresponding to the start and end of that particular
c zone. The program then creates a file called raw.dat which
c contains the selected portion of data to be used in the
c Heat Transfer Coefficient calculation program.
c
c

c ****** ********** URRIABLE TABLE **********************
c
c
c
c Tdb = dry bulb temperature
c Tal = aluminum hot dog temperature
c Thd = hot dog temperature
c Tavg = average temperature over Interval
c sum = sum of temperatures
c name input file name
c interval - number of nodes read (Ex. read every
c 3rd = " Interval" node)
c start = number of node to start writing at
c end = number of node to stop writing at
c I = node number read from Input file
c j counter
c k = counter
c junk = used to read titles from input data file
c
c
c

cc ********* OPENIN IPUT FILES RHO ASK USER FOR VALVES *'*

c
implicit none
real Tdb,Tal,Thd,Tavg,sum
integer i,j, k, interval,start,end
character name*16,junk*8
print*,'Enter original file name'
read*,name
open (unit=12,fi le=name,status = 'old')
open (unit =15,fi le='raw.dat',status = 'new')
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rewind(unit=12)
rewind(unlt=15)
print*,'Enter Interval size'
read*, interval
print*,'Enter initial node number'
read*, start
print*,'Enter total number of nodes desired'
read*,end

C

c----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
c ******** STEP THROUGH INPUT FILE FOR SELECTED VALUES *
c----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------c
C

read(12,*) junkjunk,junk
k a 0

sum = 0.0
do 10 j = O,start+end*interval

read(12,*) i,Tdb,Tal,Thd
if(j .GE. start) then

k = k + I

sum a sum + Tal
if (k .EQ. Interval) then

k=0
Tavg - sum/real(interval)

write(15,90) i,Tdb,Tavg,Thd
sum 0.0

end if
end1if

10 continue
write(15,*)

c

C
c ~****** CLOSE INPUT/OUTPUT FILES *********

C

c I ose (un i t = 15, stat us= ' keep' )
c Iose(unit=12, status='keep')

c ********************* FORMAT STATEMENTS *********************

c

90 format (i5, ', ', f9.2,', ',f9.2,',',f9.2)
end

c
c
c ******************************************************************

c ******** END OF DATA TRACE FILE SORT PROGRAM **********
c t****************************************************************

c
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A.3-3 Heat Transfer Coefficient Calculation Program

C

c ********** CONVECTIVE HEAT TRANSFER CALCULATION *
C

C ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------c
c
C

c----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

C
c ********** PROGRAM DESCRIPTION **********

Cc

c

c This program is used to calculate the heat transfer coefficient
c from a set of data collected using the "Aluminum" hot dog. It
c requires a data file called "raw.dat" which contains four
c columns. The data appears as shown below.
c
c Time(sec.) Tdb(F) Tal(F) Thd(F)
c
c The program also requires, in the code, for the user to input
c the physical size of the metal hot dog. Currently it is set up
c for the aluminum hot dogs that were designed at the University
c of Wisconsin-Madison. The program also has the ability to
c account for radiation to the surroundings which is assumed to be
c at the same temperature as the surrounding product.
c
c The program will then ask the user for the total number of
c data points in the file called 'raw.dat'. The program will
c then calculate the heat transfer coefficient using a central
c difference to estimate the temperature derivative of the
c aluminum hot dog temperature.
c
c
c The program creates a output data file called 'HTC.dat" which
c contains the the following Information.
c
c Time Tdb Tal Thd HTC-rad HTC-conv error
c (Sec.) (F) (F) (F) (Btu/hr-ftA2-R) (Btu/hr-ftA2-R)
c
c
c
cc *********************** VARIABLE TABLE *********************

c

c
c Tdb = array of dry-bulb temperatures (F)
c TdbC =array of dry-bulb temperatures (C)
c TdbK = dry bulb temperature (K)
c TalI = array o f alIum inum hot dog t emperat ures (F)
c TalC - array of aluminum hot dog temperatures (C)
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C

C

c

c

c

C

c
C

C

C

c

C

c

c

c

c

C

c

c

c

c

C

c

c

C

CC

CC

c

c

c
C

c

C

C

C

c
c
C

C

C

C

C

c
C

C

C

C

C

c
C

c

C

TalK = aluminum hot dog temperature (K)
Thd = array of surface temperatures of surrounding

hot dogs (F)
ThdC = array of surface temperatures of surrounding

hot dogs (C)
ThdK = surface temperature of surrounding hot dogs (K)

D diameter of aluminum hot dog 0M)
L = length of aluminum hot dog (M)
C = specific heat of aluminum (J/Kg-K)

- mass of aluminum hot dog (Kg)
Em = surface emissivity
DT = temperature difference (K)

Otime = time difference (Sec.)
dTdt = derivative of temperature wrt time
Dell = uncertainty in measurement of diameter of aluminum

hot dog (i)
DelL = uncertainty In measurement of length of aluminum

hot dog (m)
DeIC uncertainty in specific heat of aluminum (J/Kg-K)
DelM = uncertainty in measurement of mass of aluminum

aluminum hot dog (Kg)
DelEm - uncertainty In estimation of surface emmisivity of

aluminum hot dog
DeIDT - estimate of noise In data trace temperature

sensor (C)
elDtime = estimate of uncertainty in time measurement of

data trace (Sec.)
DeIT = uncertainty in any temperature measurement
Delh = uncertainty in the measured heat transfer coefficie
dhdD = derivative of the heat transfer coef. wrt diameter
dhdL = derivative of the heat transfer coef. wrt length
dhdC - derivative of the heat transfer coef. wrt

specific heat
dhdM= derivative of the heat transfer coef. wrt mass

dhdEM = derivative of the heat transfer coef. wrt emissivit
dhDT = derivative of the heat transfer coef. wrt the

temperature difference DT
JhDtime - derivative of the heat transfer coef. wrt the

time difference Dtime
dhDThd = derivative of the heat transfer coef, wrt the

temperature of a hot dog
dhDTdb = derivative of the heat transfer coef. wrt the

dry bulb temperature
A = surface area of aluminum hot dog (MA2)

SB stefan-boltzmanN constant (W/m^2-KA4)
pi = 3.141592

time = array of times at which data was collected (Sec.)
qrad = heat transfer rate due to radiation (L)
hrad radiative heat transfer coefficient (W/mA2-K)

h = convective heat transfer coefficient (W//mA2-K)dTdt = estimate of the derivative of the aluminum hot
dog temperature with respect to tlie

i,j = counters
nodes - total number of data points in "raw.dat" file
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c

c * * * * DECLRIR URRIRBLES *
C--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

implicit none
double precision Tdb,TdbC,TdbK,TalTaIC,TalK,Thd,ThdC,ThdK
double precision D,L,C,M,Em,DT,Dtlme,dTdt
double precision DelD,DelL,DeIC,DelM,DelEm,DelDT,DelDtime
double precision DelT,Delh
double precision dhdD,dhdL,dhdC,dhdM,dhdEm,dhDT,dhDtime
double precision dhdThd,dhdTdb
double precision A,SB,pi,tlime,qrad,hrad,h,dTdt
integer nodes,l,j
dimension t ime(O:100),Tdb(O:100),Tal(0:100),Thd(O.I00)
dimension TdbC(O: 100),TaIC(O: I00),ThdC(O: 100)

c M METAL HOT DOG PARAMETERS *

c

o = .023dO lM
DelD = OO0ldO IM
L = 0.1524d0 !fM
DelL = O.003dO IM
C = 875.OdO IJ/Kg-K
DeIC 1.OdO IJ/Kg-K
M = 0.127d0 IKg
DeIM = 0.O01dO 1Kg
Em = 0.9dO
DelEm = 0.1dO
DeIT 0.56d0 IC
DelOT = 0.22d0 IC
DelDtime = 0.2dO ISec

********************* PHYSICAL CONSTANTS ********************
- - - - - - ------------------------------------------- ---------------------------

pi = 4.OdO*datan(1.OdO)
SB = 5.67d-8 IU/M^2-K^4

~~-- ---------------------------- ----------------------------------------

************ METAL HOT DOG SURFACE AREA *****************
-- - - - - - ---------------------------- -------------------------------------------

A R pi*O*(L - 0) + pi*D*D

~~- - ------------------------------------------ ~---------- --------------------
************* OPEN INPUT AND OUTPUT DATR FILES * ****
-- - - - - - ------------------------------------- ---------------- ------------------

open (unit=12,file='raw.dat',status='old')
open (unit=15,file='HTC.dat',status='new')
rewind (unlt=12)
rewind (unit=15)
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C

C -
c ***************** ASK USER FOR INFORMATION ****************
c----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

c

print*,'Enter total number of data points in raw.dat file,'
read*,nodes
write(15,900)

C

c----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

c ************* CONVERT FROM FAHRENHEIT TO CELSIUS *
C----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
c
C

do 100 i 1,int(nodes/3.0)
do 90 j = 1,3,1

read(12,*) tlme(j),Tdb(j),Tal(j),Thd(j)
TdbC(J) = (Tdb(j) - 32.OdO)/l.8dO
TaIC(j) = (Tal(j) - 32.OdO)/1.8dO
ThdC(j) = (Thd(j) - 32.OdO)/1.dO

90 continue
c
C

c * ESTIMATE TEMPERATURE DERIVATIVE OF ALUMINUM HOT DOG *
c **** TEMPERATURE USING A SIMPLE CENTERAL DIFFERENCE

C

j = 3/2 + I
TdbK = TdbC(J) + 273.2d0
TalK = TaIC(j) + 273.2d0
DT = TaIC(j+I) - TaIC(J-1)
Ot ime = time(j+1) - t ime(J-1)
dTdt DT/Dtime
ThdK - ThdC(j) + 273.2d0
qrad = R*Em*SB*(ThdK**4 - TaIK**4)
hrad - Em*SB*(ThdK+TaIK)*(ThdK**2 + TaIK**2)
h (M*C*dTdt - qrad)/(R*(TdbK - TalK))

C

c ********* CALCULATE UNCERTAINTY IN HTC CALCULATION *'***

c

dhdM = C*dTdt/(pi*D*L*(TdbK-TalK))
dhdC = M*dTdt/(pi*D*L*(TdbK-TalK))
dhdEm = (-SB*(ThdK**4 - TaIK**4))/(TdbK - TalK)
dhdD = ((-Em*SB*(ThdK**4 - TaIK**4))/(D*(TdbK - TalK)))

& - ((C*M*dTdt - pI*D*L*Em*SB*(ThdK**4 - TaIK**4))
& /(pi*L*D*D*(TdbK - TalK)))

dhdL = ((-Em*SB*(ThdK**4 - TaIK**4))/(L*(TdbK - TalK)))
& - ((C*Ml*dTdt - pI*D*L*Em*SB*(ThdK**4 - TalK**4))
& /(pi*D*L*L*(TdbK - TalK)))

dhdThd = (-4.0dO*Em*SB*ThdK**3)/(TdbK - TalK)
dhdTdb = (-C*M1*dTdt + pI*0*L*Em*S8*(ThdK**4 - TalK**4))

& /I(pi*ri*L*(TdbK - TalK)**2)
dhDT =C*I(D*Dtime*L*pI*(TdbK-TalK))
dhDtime = -C*M*DT/(D*Dtime*Dtlme*L*pi*(TdbK - TalK))
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Delh Sqrt((dhdM*DeIlM)**2 + (dhdC*DeIC)**2 +

& (dhdEm*DelEm)**2 +(dhdD*DeID)**2 + (dhdL*DelL)**2 +
& (dhdThd*DeIT)**2 +(dhdTdb*DeIT)**2 + (dhDT*DeIDT)**2
& + (dhDtime*DelDtime)**2)

c

c----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
c ***************** URITE DATA TO OUTPUT FILE *****************
c----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
c

write(15,910) t ime(j)/60.O,Tdb(j),TaI(j),Thd(j),
& hrad/5.6783dO,h/5.6783dO,(Delh/5.6783dO)

100 continue
C
c
c----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
c ** *'********* FORMAT STATEMENTS *
c----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

c

900 format('Time,Tdb,TaI,Thd,HTC-rad,HTC-conv, error')
910 format(f8.2, ' ,'tlO, f8 .4, ' ,' ,t20 f8 .4, ' ,' ,t30 f8 .4, ' '

& t40)f8.4 ' j t50 f8,4, '' t60 f8,4)
920 format(t3,'R,B')

end

C
c END OF HTC CALCULATION PROGRAM
c..............................................................................................
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